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This war-time pass was carried in the last war by Brother
-"
jv Boyle of the I LWU—no pass, no work.

nave You Protested Anti-Bridges Bill Yet?
SAN FRANCISCO.—West Coast labor called for an avalanche of protests to congressmen this week as the
House Rules committee, without a dissenting vote, voted out to the floor the
Allen bill to deport Harry Bridges.
Every unionist is urged to put pressure on Congressmen. So far Franck
Havenner, Lee Geyer, John Coffee
and Tom Ford of the West Coast have
denounced the move.
Said Bridges yesterday:
"I don't want to be deported. But I
would rather be deported than compromise even to the slightest extent the

ILWU Janitor

A

prevails in which they can get by
with things not possible in normal
times, and they are trying to take advantage of it. I believe they are mistaken. The American people are not
hysterical and have the sober Intelligence to judge this matter.
"The laws on American statutes
number thousands. Were I guilty of
violating a single one of those laws,
however small, my deportation would
be an easy and quick matter. In
five years of intensive effort financed
liberally by the shipowners, they have
failed to find a single blot on my rec-

ord. The present mandate bill for my
deportation indicates the lengths to
which they are willing to go.
"Putting me out of the country is
Incidental in their aims. Their real
hope is to break the Longshoremen's
Union. By faulty reasoning they believe that can be accomplished by removing me.
"The contest now going on in WashIngton over that mandate bill is a contest between the democratic institutions of this country and the conspiratorial powers of the big employers. In
the outcome we will all learn which

Is the strongest. The seriousness of
that issue overshadows that of my deportation.
"The right of all persons to a hearing and to fair protection from prejudice, hysteria and malicious stampeding of justice, is involved. The right
of all Americans to these protections
and their security from false charges
and prejudice is exactly the same as
mine. If those rights can be swept
aside for one human being, then no
other person can consider them secure
for himself."

ICE t FEDERATION

He Knows What
War Means
SAN FRANCISCO—As Amer 0
"Although wages were high all
ican workers again face the prosworking conpect of a war by which they stand during the war, the
dangerous. They
to gain nothing, there remain ditions were very
injured men
,....,,thousands of veterans and water- were hauling out
day.
every
left
and
right
front workers who went through
"There were little or no safety
'he last war and have a damned
maximum sling
good idea of what it means for the precautions and
loads. The gear was never propmaritime worker.
erly inspected and the union could
One of them is Larry Boyle,
do nothing about it."
now janitor for the San Francisco
"Men worked day and night
1.)longshoremen (ILWU 1-10), a
loading the ships—chiefly with
well known figure on the Frisco
scrap iron and steel, headed for
olowaterfront for the last 30 years.
Japan. All the American ships
' Larry was working on the front had been taken around to the
in 1917 and he knows what sort Atlantic Coast, and San Fran1, of regulations and conditions the cisco was one long procession
longshoremen had to put up with. of Japanese ships."
"To begin with," he recalls,
Looking back 23 years, Larry
"all waterfront workers had to remembers the kind of loads they
have special passes signed by put in these ships and the dangers
"
the U. S. marshal to get onto the longshoremen ran every day
the docks. All enemy aliens in overloading them,
"On the Grace boats they paid
were forbidden from approaching within 12 blocks of the no attention to the Plimsoll
front on pain of arrest."
(Continued on Page 2)

trust which union people have placed
in me. I have led them honestly and
represented them honestly. They know
it and the employers know it. That is
the real thing behind the effort to deport me.
"The Angel Island hearing was held
openly. But the House Rules Committee met in secret session when they
recommended my deportation. So uneasy are those men that they have
limited debate on the floor of the
House to one hour.
"The big employers behind this
move .believe that a state of hysteria

"An Injury to One Is An Injury to All"

Official Publication of 45,000 Members of
the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
•••1111.
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The rich and
privileged profit hugely in a
war while labor suffers
and ifs young
men are killed.
—John L. Lewis
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MP Convention

Maritime Unions Tackle
ruci 1 War Problems
Employers D manding Speed-up
IL U
Submits
Demands

6th Convention
Opens Monday
In Astoria

SAN FRANCISCO — Waterfront employers met with the
longshore negotiating committee
this week, refused to admit they
ASTORIA — Confronted with grave problems arising
were making increased profits and
from
the greatest war in world history and with a powerful
production
demanded increased
tide of rising reaction, war hysteria and "fifth column"
from longshoremen.
attacks on labor, the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
The longshoremen were schedconvenes here Monday for the most important convention
uled to meet with the employers
history.
late yesterday to receive an anLos Angeles' "injunction judge," Emmet Wilson, this week came in its
An executive board meetswer to their specific offer of an through for the employers with an injunction barring picketing at
agreement presented in writing the Craig Shipyard in Long Beach, ordered the CIO shipyard work- ing on Sunday will make final plans for a successful fight to
earlier in the week.
ers to show cause why picketing should not be permanently re- arrangements and outline pass the unemployment inThe employers agreed to sign strained, At the same time, the shipyard workers filed a $50,000 major work of the conven- surance bill now in Congress.
a contract provided increased pro- suit against Consolidated Steel for violating an oral agreement tion, which is expected to
Active methods of supportduction and guarantees against with the local. Here is a bus...running AFL strikebreakers through
last at least a week.
ing the ILWU organizing
violation of the contract were the CIO picket line
The executive meeting will drive and efforts to win a.
written in the agreement. Longlay down the main conven- long-term contract are exshoremen countered with a detion work along the lines of pected to be worked out.
nial that production had showed
down and opposed cash bonds to
four resolutions which were- The convention is expected
guarantee observance of the condrawn up this week by MFP to follow the lead of the firetract.
President H. F. McGrath and men, cooks and other unions
The meeting closed after longSecretary-Treasurer Bruce in backing the national deshoremen had offered to arbitrate
on instructions from fense program, but with unHannon
wages, cash bonds and the matter
board.
executive
the
equivocal insistence on full
of production.
The four main resolutions protection of labor's rights.
"The employers refused to adSEATTLE Their phoney "sabotage of national defense" deal with national defense, The 'Voice' will give full
mit that profits were increasing,
and refused to consider wage in- cry answered by quick union action in releasing work at and the maritime unions anti- coverage on the convention,
creases in the light of increased Army and Navy requests, the Washington Metal Trades, war stand, the 1940 Congres- beginning next week. The
profits,"
Harry Bridges said. Inc., is using word of mouth and letters in attempts to dis- sional elections, the Maritime resolutions being submitted
"They insisted the only basis for credit the strike of more than 1000 machinists and black- Commission and the ILWU by MFP officials will be
increased wages was increased smiths and force them back to work through an adaptation of organizing drive.
found on page 2.
production."
the notorious Mohawk Valley-breaking plan.
Scores of resolutions from
In his earlier letter to the emAt the special called meeting orq>.
affiliates, ranging from the
ployers this week, Bridges, after Monday, May 27th, the machinists
small increase in wages asked six-hour day for seamen and
outlining the status of negotiatoins voted unanimously on every issue by the Machinists' Unions. The
proposals to build the 'Voice'
to date, declared:
to strengthen and maintain the lush financial statements of the
"The union agreed to take strike against the Washington Me- Wall Street owned still holding into a paper for all progressive West Coast labor, to
under consideration the employ- tal Trades, Inc., until all demands Out
furnishes the remainder of
resolutions on political action,
ers' proposal to arbitrate the are met. A strike assessment of the answer.
issue of alleged slow-down in pro- 10 per cent on all working memlabor
unity and civil liberties,
At the Monday night meeting
duction by unio-i longshoremen.
The Maritime Federation of the
bers was passed without a dis- of the Machinists' Local No. 79, it have been submitted. More
"We now propose the following senting vote and the spirit of the was
reported that Aeronautical than a dozen resolutions have Pacific has been asked to join the
specific changes in our present men seems to be even higher toMechanics' Local No. 751 of the been submitted by the ILWU Pan-American Maritime Council,
contract looking towards the exe- day than when the • strike first I. A.
of M., had donated $1,000 to and nearly a score by the In- taking in seafaring unions of all
cution of a new agreement:
started.
assist Local No. • 3 and the Black- ternational Fishermen. Other American states, both South, Cen"That we agree immediately
Over 58 employers have sign- smiths' in carrying the strike to resolutions have come from tral and North.
that the provisions of the contract ed the new contract to date and
Brothers Bruce Hannon and H.
a successful conclusion. More the firemen, cooks and other
covering the following points con- more are expected to sign withF. McGrath of the MFP will recfunds were promised from that or- affiliates.
tinue without change:
ommend affiliation to this interin the next few days. This, of ganization if needed.
In the face of war hysteria, national maritime organization at
"(1)..Preference of employment. course, is one of the best anThe Aeronautical Mechanics'
"(2) Longshore hiring hall.
'fifth column" talk and the the Federation convention next
swers to the employers' contenalso manned the picket lines on
sudden move to deport Harry week in Astoria, Oregon.
(Continued on Page 2)
tion that they cannot pay the
Monday evening so that all the
From the headquarters of the
pickets of Machinists' Local No. Bridges, the MFP's stand
79 could be at the special meet- against involvement in war Pan-American council in Havana,
ing. It was reported at the meet- and for full protection of civil Cuba, Edward Gordon, general
ing that if it was necessary to liberties expected to share secretary, writes: "We feel certhrow a mass picket line around with job issues the main at- tain that the convention will vote
favorably for affiliation to the
any shop, between two and three tention of the convention.
thousand pickets have already
On job issues, the MFP's PAMC."
Hedley Stone, who will attend
been promised for that purpose. stand against the anti-labor,
If you want to know how the Government and the
the convention as a fraternal deleUnless the employers awaken to shipowner
shipowners plan to use their "Fifth Column" propaganda
collaboration o f gate, will likewise represent the
movement, the following direct quotation from the Pacific their folly of refusing the legiti- the Maritime Commission will Pan-American
Council, Gordon
mate demands of the unions very
Shipper, shipowners' journal, will tell you more than a soon, there
of the convention's writes.
is danger that when be one
1000-word editorial by us:
"The Council is the beginning
they do settle, they will not have major considerations. The
(Continued on Page 3)
Here's the quotation, from the May 27th issue:
a sufficient Dumber of skilled men convention will also map
"Negotiations between the employers and the cooks left carrying on their work. Both
and radio operators union were still dragging along' the Blacksmiths' and Machinists'
report increasing demands from
slowly, but it was expected that agreements would be the
navy yard and elsewhere for
reached shortly. In view of the strong anti-Fifth Column
(Continued on Page 5)
now

Seattle Strike

The City of Los Angeles meets Father Neptune head on during the ship's maiden
trip to the Orient.

Unions Meet Phoney
'Defense'Plea

Pan-American
Federation
Planned

,

'

Now the bow of the City of Los Angeles Is up and another huge wave is ahead.
Note the damaged booms and the smashed cradle.
•

r••

Here's a shot of CIO pickets still holding solid at the strike at the Craig shirard
in Long Beach, where the AFL signed a back door agreement although it had no shipyard workers.

Why Fifth Column
Talk? Head This!

movement
afoot in the United States, it is expected
that these two unions, dominated by radical influence, will
soften their terms considerably."
In other words, the employers EXPECT the PRESIDENT'S ARMAMENT PROGRAM to play right into their
hands. There's the REAL TRUTH on what the employers
and the Government mean when they shout about 'Fifth
Columns."
The Marine Cooks and Stewards are asking for the
8-HOUR DAY. That makes them "Fifth Columnists."'The
radio operators are asking for PAY RAISES. So they're
"Fifth Columnists," too.
There, in BLACK AND WHITE, is the real reason
why the employers have BURIED THE HATCHET
with Roosevelt and are now backing him in his DRIVE
TOWARD WAR.Read that quotation over again, brothers, then make up your own minds.

McCuiston Tries
Suicide
WASHINGTON — William McCuistion, Dies' protege, wanied in
connection with murder of former
NMU official Philip Carey, attempted to commit suicide in a
police cell here this week.
Arrested on a charge of drunkeness, McCuistion was f ound
hanging by his shirt a few hours
later. He was revived after artificial respiration. He was a ringleader in the phoney group that
tried to force Gulf ports to secede
from the NMU. last summer.

These Engineers Are
Not Organized

Non-union engineers sailing on West Coast ships jeopardize
the security and conditions of all union men. Here is a list of
non-union engineers, most of them sailing on Matson ships.
These men should join the MEBA, Local 97, for the greater good
of all. Crew members working with these men should use their
Influence to sign these men up.
Ed Putnam, SS Georgian
L. H. Wallace
(American-Hawaiian)
W. N. Tulley
A. L. Wosser, Diamond Head
F. M. Cabral, SS Waipio
B. C. Padgett
(Chief) Denny
J. F. Anderson
J. A. Carlson
G. Grounvald
L. C. Richardson
H. Herman
M. Roseander
J. Van Dusen
N. H. Cassell
W, H. Thomas
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'To Defend U.S. Keep Out of War' Declares Navy
Navy Tells Senate
To Keep Fleet
Over Here
WASHINGTON-No conception of U. S. defense can
justify American entry into the war.
This was the declaration last week of the Senate naval
affairs committee in an official report submitted to the U. S.
Senate, urging expansion of U. S. naval building. Coming
from such a source, it constituted a severe jolt to armchair
military and naval strategists who contend to the contrary.
Submitted by Sen. Walsh (D., Mass.), chairman of the
Senate naval affairs committee, and BASED ON HEARINGS AT WHICH HIGH-RANKING U. S. NAVAL OFFICIALS TESTIFIED,the report declares:

CTM Thanks •Voice'
For Supplement
Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
It is with great pleasure that, complying with a resolution
passed by this Committee, we write this letter to show you our
deep appreciation for printing truthful material about our country
and our CTM.
We feel that never before in the history of the American and
Mexican labor movement, has there been such close and fraternal
relations as now exist between the CIO and the CTM. Opportunities to show the similarity of our problems have arisen and solidarity between the American working class and the Mexican working class has been the result.
Now more than ever must there be unity, a solid unity between our two organizations, and you are greatly responsible for
making us feel that we are not alone in our struggle against
American and English oil imperialists who had exploited in a criminal manner our workers and our country as a whole. Therefore,
may we agan express our appreciation end hope that you will continue to help in such a splendid way.
Please extend our most fraternal greetings to all members of
that organization, brothers of our common struggle against
exploitation.
Fraternally,
FEDERACION DE TRABAJADORES,
Del T.N. De La Baja California,
Comae De CTM Coorelinacion con el CIO.

Framed
ILWU
MFP Officers
Submits Offer Resolutions Case
Fails
Demands

-Continued from Page
"(3)..Pacific Coast Safety Code
covering rules and regulations insofar as it is now a present part
of the contract.
"(4) The six-hour day as now
written into the contract.
"(5) The provisions of the contract as written in by the arbitrators' „decisions ..covering the
right of the union to observe
picket lines.
"(6) Present provisions in the
agreement concerning standard
loads and penalty cargoes.
"(7) The present language of
the agreement concerning the
right of the union to discipline its
own members and penalize members for violations of the agreement.
"We propose to amend the preamble of the agreement to provide
that these provisions shall be part
of a basic contract covering these
provisions only for a period of
three to five years, instead of the
present one-year period.
"To further amend the preamble
to change the termination date
committee from September 30 to April 30
that 2485 of the year agreement is set to

1. An adequate navy, capable ofaa
meeting and defeating an enemy's promised by foreign war orders.
"Some naval experts point out
navy at sea, is the only sure way
war can be kept at a safe dis- that the view that we ought to
fight now when we would have
tance,
2. Should German submarines allies rather than take the chance
and airplanes succeed in over- of having to fight victorious tocoming the greatly superior fleets talitarian states flushed with vicIn Great Britain and France in tory at a later date, is based upon
European waters, they would also an incorrect evaluation of actual
be able to defeat the U. S. fleet military facts and military history.
in such waters.
"History is replete with instances
3. Defeat of British and French
fleets in European waters, how- demonstrating beyond a reasonever, by no means indicates that able doubt that no insular nation
German submarines and airplanes (using the word insular in a milicould defeat the L. S. fleet op- tary sense) is ever defeated so
The MFOW balloting
SAN FRANCISCO
long as she retains command of completed its final count last week, and found
rating from its home bases.
4. "We should face the basic her vital sea communications and
ballots had been issued, 1111 at San Francisco, 497 at Seat- terminate,
military and economic facts that further showing that her declinethe preamble
tle, 246 at New York, 222 at Baltimore, 214 at Honolulu, "To further amend
we do not have the power or the a decline which eventually ends in and 195 at Honolulu.
to provide that a given time each
opened
means to police the world, that defeat-begins with the decline of
Of these, a total of 254 were ships, and ship under our own year the agreement can be
we cannot bring peace to a war- her sea power.
for amendments proposed by eithfrom the Post Office. Of shipping rule*?
received
"No qualified expert, or student
ring world, but that we do have
er party on any issue excepting
these, 224 were disqualified for
NMI% 1239, SIU, 388.
the power and toe means to pre- of history, would contend that
seven basic provisions of the
the
non-payment of the 1940 Hospital
PROPOSITION NUMBER FOUR agreement, such amendments to
vent others from transporting Great Britain faces defeat until
Burial Assessment, and dues
and
Are you in favor of having a be negotiated for a limited period
she loses command of the sea and
their wars to this hemisphere."
in some cases. This left 2030 balfull-Iime patrolmen to assist the of time and automatically be re5. "Our naval forces should not air approaches to the British Isles
lots in good standing, which were
be subjected to the hazards of and her vftal trade routes.
agent to cover ships in the Port ferred to arbitration if no mutual
counted by the committee.
European shore-based aircraft and How to Lose a Fleet
of New York?
agreement is reached in negotiaas
was
tabulation
the
these
On
"Should Germany's submarines
small submarines. Our naval and
YES, 926. NO, 862,
tions.
follows:
air forces should be preserved for and aircraft succeed in overcom"To amend Section 1 by includPROPOSITION NUMBER FIVE
ONE
NUMBER
PROPOSITION
when
and
if
ing the greatly superior fleets of
our own defense
under the sub-section covering
ing
be
renot
shall
Association
The
Are you In favor of continuing
needed."
Great Britain and France and desponsible for the payment of loans occupations-Ross Carrier drivorganthe
by
followed
policy
the
Unlike World War
stroying British sea power, there
contracted by any official, unless ers, cranemen, crane drivers, car
The only explanation apparent is every reason to infer that they ization for the past three years, a
resolution requesting such a loaders in direct and indirect
for such a report coming from a could probably overcome the U. S. and remain independent?
loan has previously been passed freight handling.
1713
votes.
Received
group such as the Senate naval fleet if we entered the war and
"To amend Section 3 to increase
by a regular business meeting, or
AGAINST
affairs committee is that it was sent our fleet and aircraft to opwages to $1.10 straight time and
by
special
of
in
case
meeting
Are you in favor of affiliating
prepared before the excitement erate in European waters within
emergency such as strikes, legal $1.65 overtime.
generated by President Roosevelt's ready reach of short range air- with the American Federation of
"To amend Section 9 regarding
entanglements, etc.
a
through
or
direct
arms message of May 16 and two- craft and numerous small sub- Labor, either
the duties of the arbitrator to pro274.
NO,
1487.
YES,
carter from the SIUA?
inch headlines hit Congress.
marines.
vide that the seven basic provisions
PROPOSITION NUMBER SIX
Received 78 votes.
"The war in Europe," the re"If it is assumed that British
of
the agreement are not subject
Commencing with the 1 9 4 1
Officially tabulated as 1718 Inport said, "is not in a military sea power will be destroyed or
to arbitration during the life of
office
for
candidates
all
elections,
SILL
sense similar to the last world that the combined British and dependent to 78
to have at least the agreement.
war. At that time Germany had French navies cannot retain com- PROPOSITION NUMBER TWO shall be required
at sea, "To negotiate the following
experience
Are you In favor of having 'a three years
a large surface fleet and her sub- mand of the sea in and around
coamtwise working rules:
exhibiting
by
proven
be
to
same
Hall
Dispatchers
marines seriously threatened al- the British Isles and the coast of regular MFOW
"(1) When working ships on
quaila
to
years
discharges
three
lied shipping. The British battle France, the inference must be in the Port of Baltimore?
24-hour periods, or when comfrom
elected
committee
ficationa
YES, 1117. NO, 556.
fleet was kept concentrated to made that the U, S. fleet, opermencing work in morning, night
meet the threat of the German ating from bases in this hemi- PROPOSITION NUMBER THREE the floor 'prior to the commence- relief gangs shall be ordered to
fleet.
On the East Coast and Gulf, ment of bulletin?
sphere, could not command the
commence work between 7 and
YES, 1657. NO, 136.
American naval effort consisted sea approaches to France and sup- outside the ports of New York and
9 p.m. at night, and no gangs
n
Ii
t
The committee counting
chiefly in fighting the submarine ply American expeditionary forces Baltimore, which hall are you in
shall be ordered to commence
menace, protecting allied shipping with food, supplies and equipment. favor of having MFOW replace- ballot Was comprised of E, W. work in the morning before 7.
Trainer,
Ed,
P.
14;
No.
Wertz,
and troop transports. At the pres"On the other hand, should Ger- ments ship from, under the pro"(2) For all work performed
ent time Germany does not have many's submarine and aircraft viso that West Coast men have No. 3374; A. J. Rove, No. 846; during the noon meal hour bea large surface fleet. Her chief succeed in overcoming the navy first preference for West Coast and 1?..d. M. Lynch, No. 1984.
tween 12 noon and 1 p.m. overweapons against allied aeapower of France, a neighboring nation,
time shall be paid.
are aircraft and submarines.
and of Great Britain, a nation sep"(3) a. When the introduc"We are doing now practically arated from Germany by the nartion of labor-saving devices or
everything possible to bolster al- row reaches of the North Sea and
new methods of discharging or
lied sea and air power as we are thus within ready reach of shortloading cargo will result in a
stepping up Anterican production range aircraft and numerous small
decrease of average earnings of
of aircraft and shipping them to submarines, it would by no means
14. Protesting anti-labor WPA longshoremen or a reduction in
SEATTLE. - Nineteen resoluthe allies. Some naval experts are follow that Germany submarines
tions, adopted by the first annual supervisors and demanding a halt the working force of any given
of the opinion that due to the and aircraft could overcome the
operation as compared with past
convention of the International
-labor practices:
superiority of the allies in sur- U. S. navy in a similar fashion, Fishermen and Allied Workers of to WPA anti
practice, the introduction of such
to
17. Requesting congressmen
face craft it would not materi- provided the U. S. navy operated
devices or such methods to be
America at its convention in Belally change the chances of an from its home bases to keep hosmeasures as held in abeyance pending negolingham last December, were sub- support only such
allied victory if we did send our tile forces far from our shores.
of the war, tiations and disposition of the
out
America
for
keep
week
this
will
MFP
mitted to the
fleet to operate in European An Old Military Maxim
submission to the Federation con- meintain the Bill of Rights anti matter by parties to the agreewaters.
"It is a maxim of military
ention which convenes in Asto- civil liberties, and Continue all In- ment.
"We are not prepared to par- strategy that military power can
"(3) b. When liftboards are
ria, Oregon, June 3.
ticipate in the European war as always be exercised more effibier legislation extending the right used, 15 cents per hour over and
by
submitted
resolutions,
The
we do not possess the necessary ciently and to much greater effect
above the basic rate shall be
to organize, strike and picket.
weapons to make our efforts ef- within a reasonable radius of ac- Secretary-Treasurer George Lane,
paid and a minimum of 14-man
additional
an
Requesting
19.
dupliare
. . Some of our best tion than it can by fighting thou- (missing resolutions
fective.
used on all liftboard operagang
$350,000 appropriation to enalihs
cations) are;
informed naval experts are of the sands of miles away . . .
tions composed as follows:
Libertice
Civil
LaFollette
the
opinion that the U. S. should
1. Requesting abolition of fish
"Why should we go to war to
8 hold men
Committee to investigate further
never again engage in other than defend freedom if we must begin traps in the next five years.
2 deck men wtih double
a naval war outside this hemis- by destroying it with our own
2. Urging establishment of an abuses of civil liberties on the Pawinches
Coast.
cific
measures
phere and that American soldiers hands? We need not do this.
and
inspector of weights
3 on single winches
should never again be landed
21. Asking a pardon for Earl
"The cold, hard military fact in Alaska.
2 front men
upon a foreign continent, except Is this: Our navy, if adequate,
8. Demanding investigation of King, Ernest Ramsey and Frank
1 jitney driver
to defend the naval or air bases supplemented by a highly effi- living quarters of workers in Alas- Conner.
1 gang boss.
from which it may he necessary cient army and air force, will ka canneries and that certification
"To amend the agreement to
23. Urging all affiliates to take
for our fleet and our air forces be so effective that few nations, of sanitation be provided in agree- an active part in the political af- provide that only those member
to operate.
not excluding victorious totali- ments.
fairs of their communities and companies signatory to the agree"Can anyone see how we
4. Opposing the Roosevelt ad- urging affiliation of Wasbiegt.on ment and member district and
tarian nations, will challenge
could possibly accomplish anyits power. And if any does we ministration's "M-Plan."
afi hates with the Washiegtcn local unions represented by the
thing worth the sacrifices of
5. Demanding extension of U. Commonwealth Federation.
shall be the deliverer and not
union at time of execution of the
human lives, or resources and
the recipient of the terrible S. jurisdiction of the high seas to
agreement will be officially em27. Recommending united acpossible loss of our free instihammer storkes of war.
the Continental Shelf.
braced by the agreement, and all
tion on coastwise negotiatione un
tutions that will be demanded
representation
7. Demanding
"The naval, military, and air
additional parties to be covered by
prices.
albacore
of us by our participation? We forces necessary to prevent any for labor on the various governthe agreement shall he so covered
28. Favoring giving the Bureau by mutual consent of the original
should certainly profit by the nation or group of nations frorn ment bureaus affecting the welof Fisheries jurisdiction over the signatory parties,
experience of the last world challenging us in our part of the fare of fishermen.
war and avoid becoming too world are well within the power of
"Finally, excepting the seven
8. Demanding amendment of Columbia river and tributaries.
greatly involved In European af- this nation to create and maintain the law barring hospital treatTwo special resolutions were fundamental provisions herein outfairs.
without regimenting all our vast ment to fishermen and seamen also adopted by the convention lined, the union offers to refer to
"If we are to remain at peace resources under single control, ashore for more than two were also submitted to the MIT arbitration the other issues as set
we must avoid becoming interested Without wiping out our democracy months.
convention;
forth here if no mutual agreement
financially in the outcome of the and without abandoning our Amer9. Requesting the U. S. to emDenouncing violations of civil is reached in negotiations."
European war and our industries ican ways of life and free gov- bargo Japanese tuna.
liberties in Aberdeen, condemning
must not become too greatly corn- ernment,"
11. Requesting Congress to ap- subversive groups such as the
propriate funds to establish the Better 14usineas Builders Of AbBureau of Fisheries on a basis ca- erdeen and demanding al inveetipable of patrolling and 'scientif- gallon of them by the LaVollette
ically studying and restocking fish committee.
resources in American waters.
Supporting the Puget Sonnet WASHINGTON -- Senator BenWarehousemen's Union, ILWU
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
12. Protesting Importation of UFU in formulating a program, nett Champ Clark of Missouri read
Crockett
Oakland
into the Congressional Record of
fishery products from. Japan and of pollution control.
May 13 a telegram from Maritime
and 3rd Tuesday
demanding government steps to
Ideating-1st and 3rd Thursday
_
Federation President H. F. Mcremedy the situation,
of every month
of each month
Grath, opposing Mateon's attempt
111
to transfer the $S Mane and SS
Makawao to Panamanian registry
for the duration of an 18-month
M. S. IltOE'S
A well known Dutch freighter, charter.
on which many a West Coast
longshoreman has worked, won't
Buffet and Restaumo
be seen on the coast again for
733-735 Loring Ave. Crockett some little time. It is the Motorship Damsterdyk, which was reReggio Brothers
SAN FRANCISCO-- John Ferported seized by the German's in
Rotterdam. The Damsterdyk left guson, better known as "Judge,"
*WHAT YOU LIKE
Right At Headquarters
San Francisco for Europe March has been elected business agent
:TO EAT AND DRINK
the for the ILWU 1-10 (longshoremen)
of
whereabouts
Beer-Mixed Drinks-Wines
9. The
Delftdyk, another familiar ship in to replace Al McCurdy, who has
Beer-Wine-Liquors
West Coast ports, is not known. resigned. Brother Ferguson was
33 S. San Joaquin St.
1539 LINCOLN
lama reported she was in the Installed in office at last Monday
When
885 LORING AVE.
Phone 20308 Stockton, Calif.
Alameda, Callf.
night's meeting.
harbor of Antwerp.
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(Following are the four major resolutions for the
MFP convention, which the executive board instructed
MFP officials to draw up.)

National Defense
The Maritime Federation is deeply concerned with national
defense and the direct bearing this program has upon the rights
of the people.
We know that democracy can be made to work by providing
such high standards of living for all the people that any threat to
our democratic liberties will rally all real Americans ot the protection of our shores-in the revolutionary traditions of 1776.
Therefore we consider the first line of defense to be:
1. Protection and continuation of the NLRB, which means
the right to strike when necessany-picket and bargain collectively.
2. Strict enforcement of the Wages and Hours Act-and
the Walsh-Healey Bill.
3. Continuation and extension of the social and labor legislative gains of the past eight years-for maritime workers this
means the universal application of the unemployment insurance
plan.
4. Universal application of the six-hour day as a means of
solving our present intolerable unemployment and poverty so
prevalent in the United States.
5. That there be strict observance of the Bill of Rights contained in the Constitution of these United States-with the protections contained therein for all political, religious and racial
minorities.
Therefore, We demand that the administration, our congressmen and senators weigh the value of any national defense program in the light of these standards.

The 1940 Congressional Elections
The labor movement has a vital stake in the issues of the
1940 congressional elections.
The maritime unions, as a result of their dealings with the
Maritime Commission, have already been made aware of serious
threats to the very existence of their organizations.
Therefore, we view with alarm the actions of congressional
committees during the present session. These committees, while
ostensibly considering armament appropriations, have been mainly
concerned with methods by which labor legislation can be 'relaxed."
In fact in voting approval of the Navy and Army extension bills,
they also made recommendation that neither the Walsh-Healey
Act nor the Wages and Hours Act should be applied in the case
of industries working on armament contracts.
Further, literally dozens of anti-labor bills have already been
introduced by various congressmen dealing with every phase of
curbing labor activities, and preparing for war. It is these congressmen who will also consider how and when the M -plan, labor's
death warrant, will be put into effect,
This convention of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
appreciates the efforts of those few loyal congressmen who have,
and are, taking a positive stand against these encroachments on
labor's rights and economic interests. However, we realize that to
assist in the defense of our rights, these forces in Congress must
be strengthened, therefor be it
RESOLVED: That this convention endorses in principle the
following standards by which candidates to the United States Congress shall be judged:
1. Their support for the rights to organize and of collective
bargaining as provided for under the National Labor Relations
Act, with no exceptions.
2. Their opposition to the M -plan as a whole and any and
all provisions thereof which will serve to restrict the rights of
the working people as guaranteed by the Constitution and the
Bill of Rights and all existing laws of the United States.
3. Their opposition to any and all steps which lead towards
the involvement of the United States in war, such as the granting
of private or government loans to belligerent nations, the shipment of munitions and other war supplies, to belligerent nations,
and the enactment of conscription, or any other form of compulsory armed service legislation.

Organizing Drive
WHEREAS: The ILWU, by unanimous vote in convention, has
proposed a program to organize the unorganized, and
WHEREAS: It is generally recognized that to insure further
gains for waterfront workers it will be necessary to build broader
organized support around waterfront unions, and
Whereas: Solid support of Federation unions behind this
program will insure its success and react to the benefit of the
Maritime Federation affiliates as a whole; therefore, be it
RESOLVED: That the Delegates to the Sixth Annual Convention of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific go on record
as pledging full support to the Organizational drive of the ILWU
and towards that end in their affiliated organizations and central labor bodies.

The Maritime Commission
1. The United States Maritime Commission, a New Deal
agency, was designed to provide an adequate maritime merchant
marine for commerce and national defense. This agency provides
subsidies for construction and operating expenses so that private
operators can maintain high American standards for living for
shoreside and seafaring personnel. The Maritime Commission is
supposed to prevent repetition of the notorious ship subsidy scandals exposed by the Black Investigation of 1934.
2. The United States Maritime Commsision, since its inception in 1936, with the full knowledge of the Roosevelt administration, and over the protests of all Maritime unions and citizens
interested in the American Merchant Marine, has willfully become
a union-smashing agency, while on the other hand the Commission, through its activities, has become the most powerful shipowners' lobby ever to disgrace the; halls of Congress.
The Commission has repeatedly attempted to again set up
the discredited government fink hall system of 1921 in an attempt
to destroy legitimate union hiring halls-through their training
school program they have made every effort to flood the industry
by training new men that have never been to sea-luring our
youth and unemployed through wild promises to ethereal jobs in
an industry not able to provide work for trained men already
available.
The Commission has denied seamen legitimate civil rights provided by the Wagner Act and other American laws through envoking statutes passed in 1792-the archaic Mutiny Statutes. These
statutes have been used against seamen legitimately striking in
safe harbors.
Willful collusion between the Commission and private shipowners has resulted in operators circumventing provisions of the
American Neutrality Act passed in September 1939. Thus we see
that the Commission has become one of the instruments the administration Is using to drive the United States into the European
slaughterhouse.
The Commission, as part of its program, is providing ship construction loans which enable Standard 01 to carry aviation gasoline
and naval fuel supplies to the Japanese war machines at 18 knots
per hour instead of the former 10 knots-thus enabling the Japanese
to build up supplies that will enable them to operate efficiently In
bomging American cities In the future-in the same manner as
British, French and American capital built the Nazi war machine,
now destroying the empires of Great Britain and France. Therefore,
be it
RESOLVED: That since every gain maritime labor has made
is threatened with extinction by impending world events and since
the Maritime Commission is the agency responsible for this unionbusting program directed against all maritime workers
WE DEMAND:
1. That the U. 8. Maritime Commission conform to the
intent and purpose of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936.
2. That the U. S. Maritime Commission respect and conform
to existing labor legislation and the Bill of Rights contained in
the Constitution of the United States of America.
3. An immediate and thorough Congressional investigation
of the U. S. Maritime Commission's activities and collusion with
private shipping interests.

PHILADELPHIA - T h e
frame-up case against John
R. Murray, NMU agent in
Philadelphia, collapsed here
this week when Court of Sessions Judge Eugene Allessencironi

found Murray not guilty of "conspiring to assault" a SoconyVacuum scab-herder during last
year's tanker strike.
in
Murray had waived jury trial
the firm belief that no judge could
find him guilty of offenses he did
not commit. Judge Allessendroni
not only gave him a clean bill of
health, but cleared the NMU as
well.
The judge said that Murray's
record and the character of his
witnesses were above reproach.
In summing up the case before
rendering his verdict the judge
plainly intimated that something
was wrong, and that somebody
was trying to get the union.
The only witnesses for the
prosecution Were detectives.
Back of this big victory was a
story of whole-hearted support hY
all port branches and NMU ships.
West Coast maritime unions likekise pledged moral support.
The case grew out of the beating of one Joseph Ramsay,
Standard Oil fink-herder, during the tanker strike. Police
arrested Hubert Maguire and
gave him six months in Jail
after he pleaded guilty.
Months later one Robert Wade
and
was arrested in New Mexico
broaght back to Philadelphia.
After the private detectives had
finished working on him a "con,
fession" was wrangled out of hint
which purported to involve Murray.
was never
However, Wade
the
brought into court during
police
because
perhaps
trial;
"cone
feared he might tell how the
fession" was obtained.

He Knows What
War Means!
Page 1

Continued from
marks, but loaded them down BO
far the decks were awash when
they went out the Golden Gate,"
he says.
"One Japanese ship was so over.
had
loaded with steel that they
to take 500 tons out of the No. 4
hatch before they'd let her sail.
But even when she got out there
was so much steel in her the
whole bottom gave way, and she
locker
\vent down to Davey Jones'
with all hands,"
In war time unions are strangled and they have to put up
with any conditions, no matter
how tough or face a detention
camp. Larry recalls the one they
had over at Angel Island during
the last war and how crammed
It was with aliens and men opposed to the war.
"That's one reason why we want
no part of this war," says Larry.
He went through one war on ths
front and he should know.

Women Pass
Handbills to
Aid Husbands
SAN FRANCISCO.-The MFP
Auxiliary ended its picket line be
fore offices of the Waterfront Employers Association after passing
out hundreds of handbills protesting the association's fight against
the state ruling permitting Par
ment of unemployment insurance
to longshoremen.
"Dear Sir," the handbill declared. "In a few days the court must
grant or refuse a rehearing in the
matter of longshoremen's claim
for unemployment insurance due
them for the ship clerks' strike
last year.
"This picket line was established to bring the longshoremen's
families' side of the question to
you. We believe the picket line has
served our purpose, so today we
bring it to a close, and leave you
with the assurance, that in all
matters pertaining to labotemarie
time women stand shoulder to
shoulder with their men."
----------

San Clemente
--- The San Clemente sailed from
Terminal Island last week with
$4,000,000 worth of steel mill
equipment for delivery to the
Russians at Vladivostok. The San
Clemente is under charter to
States SS Co.

Silver Dollar Bar
18-20 Rue Chu Pao San
(Blood Alley)

SHANGHAI, CHINA
Service as you like it!
Steamship Style!

A
VOICE of tlie FEDERATION

Saturday, June 1, 1940

Marine Cooks.and Stewards

A
A

MCS To F.D.R.

We Back Defense Program, But
Insist Labor's Rights Be Protected
MC&S Honor Roll
Port Hole
Must Care For
_Peeps In
'Third of Nation' Seattle

MCS Backs
Job
Insurance
SAN FRANCISCO-Chairman Otis Bland of the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee was urged
by the MCS this week to pass
the seamen's unemployment
insurance bill.
A resolution adopted by
headquarters declared:

Page Three

MFOW Committee Backs
Job Insurance Act

=

MFOW COMMITTEE'S REPORT ON MARIT IME UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
BLAND BIL L, H.R. 9798

San Francisco, Cal. .,
In making a study of this bill, the committee wishes to draw to the attention
of the membership that the great body of workers in all branches of industy,
trade, transportation are now protected to some degree against the hazards;
of unemployment, maritime workers being the only group within the field of
industry, trade, and transportation whoare not so protected.
May 24, 1940

Therefore this bill, known as.
H. A. 9798, is a bill that would fits If, "1-the position offered local advisory council, consisting
provide such compensation in cash is vacant due directly to a strike, of representatives ,of employers,
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Write In Support
of Insurance Bill
HE MARITIME UNEMPLOYMENT Insurance Bill is the most important job issue before the seamen at this moment. For the first
time in history, the seamen have an opportunity to secure some form
of social security, certain benefits to lighten the burden of unemploy-

T

ment in the industry.
Yet—it may not get out on the floor of Congress at this session because Harry Lundeberg has gone over openly to the shipowners and is
helping them oppose the bill.
This measure is actually worth millions of dollars to the seamen.
Frank Taylor, representing the operators, estimated the benefits at $15,000,000 a year. That figure is too high. Taylor was only using it to scare
the House Merchant Marine Committee.
But it is a fact that the bill provides many benefits. They range from
$1.50 to $3 a day for periods of 80 days to 16 weeks. That would certainly be a blessing in an industry where wages are as low as in shipping
and where employment is Ho hazardous.
The operators and Lundeberg are the only ones opposing this bill.
The operators were frank in saying that they didn't want to spend the
money.
Lundeberg, however, wasn't so frank. He didn't come out openly and
tell the committee that he was representing shipowners. He said that
he was afraid the hiring hall would be destroyed.
As a matter of fact, there is a hiring hall guarantee in the bill. It
provides that union hiring as agreed to in union contracts, shall not be
interfered with.
American seamen, West Coast and East Coast, should bear this in
mind: If unemployment insurance is not passed at this session of Congress, they have only Lundeberg and the shipowners to blame. Their
coalition gives the Merchant Marine Committee an excuse to send the
bill back for "further study" if it wants to.
When Bjorne Hailing, of the CIO Maritime Committee, tried to discuss the bill on its merits with Lundeberg, he laughed. Paul Sharrenberg
and Captain Peterson, of the West Coast shipowners, sat together and
nodded approvingly as Lundeberg testified.
Apparently he had learned his lines well.
How long will the seamen tolerate this sort of thing? How long will
they permit disunity to deprive them of needed benefits?
If the industry were united, there would be no question about unemployment insurance. The Committee could not use the excuse that the
seamen, themselves, are divided on the issue.
Meanwhile, however, we must not rest on this bill, Every seaman,
West Coast or East Coast, should write a letter to the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee urging passage of this bill. This bill is
in your own interest. Don't let Lundeberg and the operators play you
for .a sucker.

Pres. Monroe MCS
Men Give $15
The stewards department aboard the SS President Mon.
contributed $15 to the "Voice" this week, making a
record total of $57 in contributions this around-the-world
ship gave to the "Voice" this trip. The contributions were
brought in by Victor MacDonald, MCS 2629, delegate.
Those contributing were: A. W. Hughes, $1; G. H. Lawrence, $1; H. Goldstein, $1; H. Bergman, $.50; R. Wheatley,
$1; V. MacDonald, $1; J. Solomon, $1; 0. Begall, W. Cooper,
$.50; A. Bowers, $1; B. Davis, $1; W. Von Volkenley, $.50;
Lyndik, $.50; R. Bislik, $1; W. Hooper, $1; C. Cook, $1;
J. oJimeon, $1, and D. Steele, $1.

roe

The Upper Crust

Ex-Brass Hats,
Wall Street Financiers

mittee dug into the gigantic
Insurance monopoly further
recently, after publishing the
first factual report on the 26 big
Insurance companies which own
$28,000,000,000 of the country's

MHERE IS an old story about a visiting
Englishman who attended a big diplomatic reception in Washington. The ambassadors of nearly every important country were pointed out to him. It was explained how these ambassadors kept our
government in touch with the sentiments
of their respective countries.
The English visitor listened attentively,
and finally blurted out: "But where is the
ambassador from the United States?'
If ever a country needed an ambassador in
Washington to tell the government and Congress
what people are thinking, it is the United States.
Take the question of war. In Washington the
private gossip in official circles is becoming a
public scandal. "Neutrality" is a word that is
only uttered with tongue in cheek. "How can
we help our side win?" is the prevailing question.
Discussion usually revolves around the question of how soon "measures short of war" will
merge into a shortage of peace; and how soon
it will be necessary to send the U. S. Navy and
air forces to back up present aid to the Allies.
After being in Washington, anyone who visits
the American people in their native haunts will
find himself in a different country.
He will find himself among a people who are
as peace-loving as the Washington upper crust
are belligerent—a people who want definitely to
stay out of the present war—a people who are
deeply suspicious of the finaglings of politicians
who talk peace but take measures which may
involve us in war.
True, there is a Trojan horse in every picture
today—to mystify most of the public who want
to know what kind of a nag that is anyhow.
The original Trojan horse was a big affair made
of wood and full of Greek soldiers. The dumb.
cluck Trojans took it as a gift from the Greeks
besieging their city, only to find they had hauled
a platoon of invaders into their midst.
Today's Trojan horse is full of fat clubmen,
bad-tempered ex-brass hats, Wall Street financiers and a flock of gentry who specialize in
clipping coupons and having other people work
and fight for them.
Most of the American people wouldn't take
this bunch as a gift, from the Greeks or anyone
else—regardless of whether they were packed
Into the rear end of a wooden horse or driven
singly in limousines.
But unfortunately, our Trojan horse is purely
symbolic and has long been in our midst almost
undetected. The enemy it contains own a lot
of newspapers as well as a lot of stock in other
concerns.
The theme song of this crowd used to be: "Oh,
how we hate Roosevelt!" But now they are purring like the fat cats they are, in close unison
with every warward noise that comee out of
Washington.

wealth and have 124,000,000 policies outstanding in the hands of
65,000,000 Americans.
Facts dug up ranged from the
discovery that Metropolitan and
Prudential carry 75 per cent of
all life insurance policies to the
revelation that, in the 10 years
from 1929 to 1938, the 26 largest
companies took in $42,000,000,000 and paid out only $32,000,000,000, thus keeping 25 per cent
of each dollar of more than a bil,

Seamen On The
Political Front
HAL KRAMER, MCS
Secretary Seamen's Division of LNPL,320 Market St., S. F.
Seamen are partially disenfranchised from voting in the
U.S. and in the sovereign state of California. Did you know
that? The following is quoted from a letter that Estolv E.
Ward, executive

vice-president

of

Northern

California,

LNPL, sent this week to Bjorne Hailing in Washington,
D. C.
Seamen are becoming increasingly concerned over the

What Labor Wants
W

HAT'S ON LABOR'S mind? Much
the same problems as are on the
mind of most Americans—war and peace,
unemployment, how to earn a decent living, how to preserv,e and expand democracy, and how to make and enforce laws
that will bring the greatest good to the
greatest number.
What are labor's aims? They are practical,
progressive and patriotic-- and not at all obscure. For labor organizations, as democratic
Institutions, are always holding meetings, conventions and other representative gatherings at
which resolutions are voted upon and announced
to the whole world.
Two big CIO unions, the Steel Workers'
Organizing Committee and the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers, have just met in convention.
Between them they represent close to threequarters of a million organized workers. In
quoting from some of their adopted resolutions
and reports on major issues, we find sentiments
expressed that are typical of nearly every union
gathering.
* *
WAR. "Labor wants no war nor any part
of war"—the historic declaration of John L.
Lewis and the CIO convention is re-echoed
again and again. For example—
"We are firmly of the opinion that the
greatest contribution which this country can
make is to remain at peace."—Amalgarnated
Clothing Workers.
"The bounded duty of labor in America today is to see that its sons are not thrown into
this struggle."—SWOC.
* *
UNEMPLOYMENT. Expansion of public
works programs, unemployment insurance, and
a conference to bring all interests together to
work out a solution are repeated demands.
SWOC devotes special attention to technological unemployment, calling for (1) Reabsorption of displaced workers in regular labor
turnover; (2) six miinths' notice of displacement
and aid in adjusting to other jobs; (3) employment in some capacity of displaced workers
for whom there are no new openings until regular jobs open up, at wages charged to original
cost of technological change; (4) job compensation payments for displaced workers who
suffer a reduction of 10 per cent or more in
average daily earnings; and (5) dismissal wages
for workers who cannot be absorbed in other
jobs.
*

WAGNER ACT. Defense of this basic labor
law a major concern of every convention and
hundreds of other meetings. All amendments
at present before Congress are opposed. For
example—
"The Smith bill completely destroys the collective bargaining requirements of the Act, limits
collection of back pay. . . . destroys the effectiveness of Board procedure. ... is a 'concrete
weapon for the oppression of labor."'
The Norton bill "holds grave dangers to the
rights of labor." Its craft amendment "would
convert the Labor Board into an instrument of
warfare against every industrial union and
would promote rather than lessen, industrial
strife."—ACW.
• • •
These are but some of the major public
issues on labors' mind today. Others include
preservation and expansion of wage-hour and
scoial security legislation, civil liberties, guarantees of collective bargaining in government
contracts, an adequate pubic housing program.
In general American workers want peace,
jobs, security, preservation and expansion of
labor's rights and civil liberties and an expanding public program for social welfare. They
are saying what they want specifically, emphatically and unitedly in meeting after meeting,
convention after convention.

Monopoly In
Insurance
WASHINGTON. —Senator
O'Mahoney's Monopoly Com-

By LEN DE CAUX
National CIO Publicity Director

*

"Up from the gutter,eh, my lad?"
"Yeah, all the way up to the sidewalk."

Memorial Day--1940
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difficulties they encounter when attempting to exercise the
voting franchise. In California, registered voters who are
going to be absent on election day, may only vote under the
following conditions: that they appear at the county clerk's
office not more than 20 days nor less than five days prior
to election day and cast an absentee ballot; or that the
absentee ballot be mailed to them at some certain address
within the boundaries of the continental United States.
''You will notice that these re- C'
strictions prohibit a California Harry Bridges was reported out
voter from voting in the Hawaiian of the House committee unanimIsland, Alaska, or any territory of
ously for deporting him. Take acthe United States. Since very few
tion
on this by letter, cablegram,
seamen happen to be in home port
on election day or during the lim- Wire and postcard. Send it to your
ited number of preceding days, Senators
and
Representatives.
they are effectively disfranchised. Senators from
California are
"Our membership urgently de. Hiram W.
Johnson (R) and Sherisires a determination by Feddan Downey (D), both care of
eral Law or administrative rulSenate Office Building, Washinging that they may be permitted
to vote wherever they may be, ton, D. C.
while in the course of their emSeamen's Division of LNPL,
ployment. This may require
320 Market Street, San Francisco.
passage of new Federal legislation declaring that an American
Dear Hal-1 think that LNPL
seaman sailing on an American
a good thing and I have alIs
ship is never outside the United
ready joined, but, in my opinStates for purposes of voting,
and may cast his vote aboard
ion, you put too much stress on
ship.
staying out of the war. It won't
"This is, of course, a legal
make any difference to seamen
question and one which can
if we go in. We'll still be able
hardly be determined outside of
to go ashore and have our short
Washington, D. C.
"I hope you can take this mat- time and get drunk and come
back and find the ship still there.
ter up, or put us in touch with
someone who can, so that we may
J.B., SS President Garfield.
be able in the near future to presDear J. B.
ent to the seamen a definit pro- SS
President Garfield.
gram which will lead to their comYou're
right. It won't make any
plete enfranchisement."
difference.
It might only be fatal.
This is but one of the many
ways that LNPL can help the sea- According to Mike Quin in his
men.
new pamphlet "Ashcan the MI would like to recommend that Plan" seamen and industrial exevery seaman who is eligible to
ecutives come in class 4 under the
vote, register immediately, or as
soon as you hit your home port, "M"-Plan, and would not be called
If you are not already registered, until the enemy was in the front
even though chances are that you door and half way through to the
will not be around for the prim- "kitchen." But this
means little
aries in August or the finals in
the hazardous nature
considering
November.
of the seamen's wartime work.
*
*
Look at what happened to the
John L. Lewis' speech before the
British Merchant Marine. You
be
will
National Negro Congress
know the amount of ships that
here in a few days. We have
went down; multiply by hundreds,
ordered 3,000 copies of it, and are
going to distribute it widely. It for the men that were lost. And
will clarify LNPL'm position on In time of war you would not be
the Negro question, and will help able to take any ship you wanted
and go where you pleased. Most
bring the Negro brothers closer to
ships would be transporting men
LNPL.
over there, and ships transporting
Brother Grant, third patrolman
men aren't exactly safe.
of the MCS, has been largely re"Furthermore, the Chairman of
sponsible for the collection to pay
for the speech. Money is still the United States Steel Corporacoming in and all interekited in tion, Edward R. Stettinius, was
contributing for this send money appointed by Roosevelt as head
to Seamen's Branch of LNPL, 320 of the "M"-Plan War Resources
Market Street, San Francisco, Administration and another man
on that board was John Lee Pratt,
California.
of General Motors, and the rest of
* * •
The first issue of the monthly the board were high ranking milibulletin of the Seamen's LNPL, tary men and government officwill be out the first of next week. ials. And the instant that the U. S.
It's got some real stuff in it. An declared war Mr. Stttinius, U. S.
article by Jack O'Donnell, assist- Steel Corporation, would be secant secretary of MCS, on "Fifth ond only to the president himself,
Columns." One on the "M"-Plan. and in many respects command
A swell article on voting, and one superior powers. He would have
one Why LNPL. If you don't re- powers of dictatorship over the
whole of American industry, inceive your copy notify me.
Flash: The Allen bill to deport cluding Labor and Seamen,"

lion dollars a year.
The report showed that there
are 806 life insurance companies, but the 26 largest ones
own more than 87 per cent of
the total $28,000,000,000 assets.
About $14,000,000,000, or half
the total, is owned by the five
largest—Metropolitan, Prudential,
New foN
tu
rkew
yo
Life
kr
,rE
itable and Mu'
of
The 26 companies own 14 per
cent of all the "private" bond debt
In the country, including 18 per
Cent of all railroad and utility;
bonds, and have been buying "Industrial" bonds at such a rate in
recent years that they. now own
Up to 100 per cent of the bonds of
the big concerns in such major
industries as oil and rubber.
May Rule Industry
As Henderson remarked:"If this
pace keeps up, the insurance companies will almost completely own;
,
the obligations of the big corpora
Vona."
That fact haa a meaning toll
By VIO JOHNSON
Wage earners. The insurance come
IYORK—The ice cream
panies have often wielded their
NEW
men are out in white with
power as big owners of railroad
their bells. Youths are playing
bonds to stiffen management op.
position to rail workers' demands,
baseball in the streets. A
using the moth-eaten argument
crowd of Jewish high school that
higher pay and better work.,
girls gather about a Christian ing conditions on the railroads
ipnoiliiicry
e the "
idow and ore
s.
erw
convert telling of his new life
Nvlo
p
iaunld
"
holders.
since Jesus came into his
Now'
Now
. that these same insurance
heart. He is a handsome
are getting control Of
young fellow. Hot dogs a Industrial c orpor a t ions, some
members of the monopoly comnickel each with root beer
mittee believe the employes of
free. An old man with a push- these concerns will hear the same
widow and orphan argument
cart comes along and rifles
whenever they ask for better psi,
the garbage can. He culls out or
conditions,
all the newspapers and pasteAppetite Not Satisfied
Despite their tremendous pure
board boxes.
chases of private bonds, the insurThe New Amsterdam creeps
ance companies could not find
through the morning fog. She has enough of them, and had to invest
"Holland" in big letters on her enormous and increasing amounts
side. The headlines are: "Dutch of their funds in government
companies'"
Give Up." The Pennland —Hol- bonds. Of these, the 26
holdings rose from $302,834,000
land, too—comes in at three. Her In 1929 to $4,525,174,000 at the
passengers wave jubilantly to the end of 1938.
O'Mahoney pointed out to T. A.
people on the ferries. And they
Buckner,
Chairman of the New
back.
wave
York Life, that "Congress is beKids play hopscotch in the sieged by little business men,"'
streets. Rulers flee from home who complain that they can't get
and from foreign soil ask their loans from either banks or Insurneed people to "fight to the death." ance companies, when they
a
additionalcapital to carry on or
Consular officers, safe in Amerexpand their businesses.
ica, predict their people will fight
The TNEC discovered that alon. And these silly utterances are
though the amount of life insurgiven space as news.
ance in force for the 26 corn- panics at the end of the 1029.
Fifth Avenue busses carry signs
88 period increased only 9.8 per
asking $5 donations for baskets
cent to $92.2 billion, assets
for French soldiers at the front.
jmnped 63.1 per cent to $24.2
A kid's band of three in blue unibillions.
form toots "I can't get 'ern up."
The number of life insurance
My barber says business is pickpolicies dropped 2.2 per cent from.
ing up with spring . . . "People
are more particular when it's hot. a high of 101.5 millions in 1931 to 98 millions in December, 1938.
Long hair bothers them more."
Thetwo larges companies, MetMayor LaGuardia is sabotagand Prudential, had :36
ropolitan
ing me. He has moved his city
per cent of the admitted assets Of
builders under my window. They
the group.
have torn up the street and
Like Swollen Toad
It
again.
back
it
putting
are
it is emphasized that the report,
looks the same. Only the airwhich was prepared by the Securihammers run night and day. A
ties and Exchange Commission,
typewriter doesn't give them
contained no conclusions and ne
All
right,
competition.
much
recommendations. To others lookLittle Flower, if you want to
ing at the report, however, the
make it personal!
figures suggested hugeness of the
Over in Jersey City, Mayor insurance industry and the tendHague's famous Medical Center ency of it to increase of its own
is sinking into the earth. The accord, like sonic great toad plat"
White Elephant—headquarters of ing itself bigger aid bigger.
the staff—is leading the parade
Metropolitan and Prudential
downward. A student nurse says,
had 74 of the 98 millions of life f
"Everytime I hear Mayor Hague
Insurance policies in force at '•
talk I wish somebody would take
the close of 1988. The two comhim out and give him a lesson in
panies, in other words, had 76 ...
public speaking.' The mayor tells
per cent of all the life insurance
about when he was a boy and
policies.
stole apples and played hookey.
These policies represented $40.
billions of life insurance or nearLoretta—the gal from the culidollar
nary workers' union — says she ly 44 per cent of the
for
would rather work in the cheap amount of insurance in force
restaurants than the high class the entire 26 companies. The five
New York companies had written
ones. The customers are less de43.8 per cent of all
approximately
manding and more considerate ...
What is the difference between a the life insurance in force.
Over the 10-year period. the 26
cafeteria and a self-service rescorftanies had $26.97 billions to
taurant?
invest, of which $26.3 billions was
Bertrand Russell, grey-haired
invested. In 1938 the figure was
professor of philosophy at
$4.3 billions as against $2 billions
U C L A, mathematician a n d
in 1929. The five larger comwriter, who was thumbed out
panies, alone, had $2.8 billions
of his appointment to College
available for investment in 1938
of New York for his views on
Of the $3.66 billions invested
sex, seems to be reaping a harvin 1938, $2.84 billions went into
est from the national publicity.
bonds and stocks, $636.9: millIone
Elle books are in the front winin mortgages, $1344 millions in
dows at top prices.
real estate and $38.4 millions in'
Jobs on the board here in the
policy loans and other invest.
firemen's union. Agent busy nements.
gotiating war bonuses. Three of
The highest average rate of Ind
our members in the hoosegow on
come was from policy loans. 113d
a phoney mutiny charge. Ball
surance companies made an aver
set at $250 each. New York
age of 6.79 per cent on loans to
branch humming under ship repolicyholders. Metropolitan had
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routes and war stimulus.
BOYCOTT STANDARD OK.
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Allah loans.
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On Ship and Ashore..
Seamen and Maritime Workers everywhere read the
"Voice"... They turn to it as the one paper that gives
them all the news on West Coast maritime unions .job
news, union news, ships' news ... IT'S ALL IN THE
BIGGER AND IMPROVED "VOICE"!

How a Paper Grows...

OF THE
ZN

.1

The "Voice" is not just another labor paper . . it will
never get that stuffy look so many "labor papers" have
...BECAUSE it is written by and for THE RANK AND
FILE . . It is supported in large part by rank and file
ship's donations and union subscriptions...AND,it carries MORE JOB NEWS, written in large part by working seamen and longshoremen, THAN ANY OTHER
PAPER IN THE WEST!

If You Want to Know . .
The inside story of the struggle for better conditions,
peace, prosperity and higher wages on the West Coast
waterfronts...If you want to know where your old shipmates are now, what's happening aboard ships and in
union meetings up and down the Coast...

Read and Subscribe to the "Voice"
45,000 MEMBERS

Aship and Ashore

"THE VOICE"
Is First With the Maritime News!
It's Your Paper.. Support It!
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Fishermen
Boommen & Rafters
Marine Cooks
Marine Firemen
Bargemen
Marine Engineers
Marine Stewards
Boilermakers
Alaska Cannery
Seamen
Ship Scalers
Workers
Longshoremen
Ships Caulkers
River Boatmen
Radio Operators
Warehousemen
Ferry Boatmen
Pile Drivers
Port Watchmen ... Machinists
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OF THE PACIFIC
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Report of MFP President and Secretary
Officials Tell
Of Activities
By PRESIDENT H. F. McGRATH and
SECRETARY-TREASURER BRUCE HANNON
rTHE INSTRUCTIONS of the last convention
were given to the incoming officials through
means of resolutions, laying down a program for
the officials to carry out during the ensuing
year. The main point of this program in our
opinion was to make the Federation a medium
of labor unity by developing coordination between
all maritime workers in order to strengthen
every union on the waterfront.
The first requisite of this program naturally
was the necessity of protecting the gains already

F.-Us7

H. F. McGRATH

made by the waterfront unions. This must be done
by improving the relationships, not alone between all
maritime unions, but also with those groups away from
the waterfront in order that the broadest possible
support might be built to face the continual attacks
made against our unions.
Resolution No. 48-A was adopted at the fifth annual
convention for the specific purpose of removing objections which some disaffiliated organizations, such as
the SUP, MM&P have made. These unions have claimed
repeatedly that cannery workers, metal trades workers
and other groups, not directly involved, have often
voted on questions which were the immediate concern

Inlandboatmen's Strike
The Inlandboatmen engaged in one of the longest and
most bitter strikes in the history of the Maritime Federation when they struck against the Crowley tugboat
interests on the San Francisco Bay last August.
In this strike the Crowley interests tried every
known employer tactic in an attempt to break the strike
without the actual use of strike-breakers. Back-to-work
movemehts and adverse propaganda were successfully
curtailed through the efforts of the Maritime Federation. As a result, the strike has been settled on the
basis of wage increases and “no discrimination" clauses
in the new contract. Normal Bay operations have been
resumed. The Federation was successful in obtaining a
hearing before the Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation in regard to the violations of the thirteen
hour rule, of this department, which had been violated
many times by the Crowley tugs on San Francisco Bay.
The Bureau- upheld the union's contention that there
had been violations and the case was turned over tO
the Collector of Customs to decide the proper fine
which was finally levied against the Crowley interests.

of the seafaring personnel despite factual evidence
to the contrary.
The officials were further instructed to communicate
with the disaffiliated organizations and request them
to set up committees to meet with like committees
of the maritime federation for the purpose of clearing
away any other obstacles that might be standing in
the path of their reaffiliation with the Maritme Federaton. Every invitation or request has been ignored
Without the courtesy of a reply.
In spite of these obstacles, however, the whole theme
of the Federation, during the past twelve months, has
been one of broadening and developing the cooperation between all maritime workers, regardless of affiliation. We have made every effort to identify maritime labor with the mass of workers—both organized
and unorganized on the l'acifiic coast, East coast and
the Gulf—mi major national issues.
Because of the wide variation of the Maritime Federation's activities, we have divided these activities
into their respective categories in this report so that
the convention might have a clearer picture of the
work accomplished duriing the past year.

Negotiations

•

Ship Clerks Strike

BRUCE HANNON

Prior to September 30th, the Federation called several meetings of the coastwise negotiating committees
of the Maritime Federation for the purpose of clearing
they might Aeport on the progress of negotiations with
the employers.
Negotiations at that particular time were hampered
due to the uncertainty of the status of the Arms Embargo bill, and whether or not Congress would pass
neutrality legislation wltich would severely cripple or
paralyze U. S. oceanborne commerce.
The solidarity displayed as a result of these meetings played an important part in the abitity of the
unions to hold the gains they made in the past. With
out a federation as a means of coordinating the work
of the various affiliates at this particular time, the
shipowners would have been in a very strategic position to wrest concessions from individual unions. This
was clearly demonstrated by the shipowners' maneuvers
during the San Francisco ship clerks strike, which we
:will elaborate on in another section of this report.
On September 30th all Federation unions, with the
exception of the MFOW, signed extensions of their 1938
contracts. The MFOW, however, allowed its agreement
to expire after several days of continual negotiations,
succeeded in signing an improved two-year agreement
which included all their demands • with the exception
of increase in wages.

would then be sutject to arbitration, thus insuring
the uninterrupted flow of water-borne commerce. This
program was unanimously adopted by all the affiliated
organizations and immediate steps were made to put
the program into effect.
The ACA is the first of our component organizations
to secure five-year contracts and at the date of preparing this report, the ACA has many independent
companies under long-term agreements.

MFOW Steamschooner Strike

Marine Cooks and Stewards

Shortly after offshore agreements had been extended,
the MFOW found it necessary to declare a strike
against the steamschooner operators. This strike was
given the fullest support by the Maritime Federation
affiliates. The strike was of short duration and the
firemen were able to obtain approximately 95 per cent
of their demands.

The attack of the offshore operators, at the present
time, is centered on the Marine Cooks and Stewards.
This organization remains the only union in the maritime industry whose members are required to work
a nine-hour day. In addition to this, certain classifications of their membership are receiving much lower
wages than those paid for corresponding work ashore.
In the face of these attacks, the Marine Cooks and
Stewards have found it necessary to give the employers
the required 60-day notice of desire to terminate their
agreement, which takes effect June 30th. With the
negotiating committee of the Marine Cooks and Stewards already empowered by their membership to strike,
this question should be a major subject for consideration at the sixth annual convention of the Maritime
Federation.

Long-Term
Contract Proposal
After several joint meetings of the negotiating committees had taken place, the affiliated organizations
of the Maritime Federation, other than the firemen,
felt that some broad, general program must be laid
down in order to facilitate the signing of satisfactory
contracts. At a special meeting of all coastwise negotiating committees in January, the ILWU proposed that
the seafaring unions and the ILWU should attempt
to secure long-term contracts guaranteeing peace in
labor relations to the industry, providing that all
union fundamentals would be secure from future employer attacks, a stability long denied because of constant attempts by employers to chisel on agreements.
Other points which could not be settled by negotiations

son. At this meeting a general program was laid down
to guide the organizations in their attempts to secure
satisfactory contracts. However, the delegates at the
conference were unable to foresee that the curtailment
of fishing in Bristol Bay would add new difficulties
to the constant major problem of attempting to gain
satisfactory contracts with the packers. In San Francisco in particular, where the major operations of the
packers are centered in tile Bristol Bay area, the packers have evidenced very little desire to send any expeditions this season. However, they have made a pretence
at negotiations in the hope that they could secure contracts with the unions which would off-set many gains
made during the past five years. During negotiations in
San Francisco the packers continuously threatened to
call off the 1940 season entirely unless 1939 wages and
conditions were broken down. When the unions refused
to be brow-beaten into signing inferior agreements, the
packers used the excuse of being unable to reach an
agreement with the unions as their reason for calling
off the 1940 season.
During the past few years, the packers have been
gradually transfering their operations to the port of
Seattle. One of the reasons for this transfer of operations is that San Francisco agreements have been superior to those signed in the nortnwest. This matter
can well be a subject for discussion among the fishing
groups in the convention. We can be sure the operators
will capitalize on inferior agreements in one port by
attempting to play that district against the rest of the
coast. Every effort must be bent towards obtaining
uniform coastwise agreements for this industry.

Wage Increases
Effective May 1 a $10 per month and 10 cents per
hour overtime wage increase will be granted to the
MFOW members earning under ;100 per month and
10 per cent increase tc those earning over $100. The
Sailors Union of the Pacific received a straight $10
increase. The Marine Engineers Beneficial Association
received a 10 per cent increase in wages.
The shipowners have made it very plain that these
wage increases are of an emergency nature due to
wartime conditions and are not basic increases for the
industry.
The American Communications Association has received a $35 per month increase on steamschooners
for the life of the contract, not conditioned by the
duration of war.

Canned Salmon

The strike of the San Francisco ship clerks' union,
ILWU No. 1-34, demonstrated to us very clearly the
role which the Federation must play in the future.
The Federation, working in conjunction with the ship
clerks' strike committee and the sub-committee of the
ILWU, explored every possible angle in attempts to
settle this strike and obtain a satisfactory agreement
for the clerks' union.
A committee of the Federation affiliates held meetings with Governor Olson's five-man committee in an
attempt to urge arbitration of all questions. This fiveman committee, however, took the side of the employers, as did Mayor Rossi of San Francisco, by contending
that preference of employment and registration of men
were not arbitrative matters. Public opinion, at this
time, was luke-warm towards the strike which can be
accounted for by the successful propaganda carried on
asainst the waterfront unions through the waterfront
employers association, up town and inland.
The Federation played an important role in bringing
the facts of the strike to the general public by means
of press releases, radio broadcasts and the use of sound
trucks. Through collective action, we were able to prevent the spreading of the strike to the other ports on
the Pacific Coast which was the aim of the waterfront
employers at that time.
Full credit must be given to the members of longshore local 1-10 for the splendid support given the
clerks' union during the 54 days the port of San Francisco was locked out. The cooperation of the other affiliated unions, through financial assessments, in order
to carry on necessary publicity, was also very essential
in conducting the strike. In reviewing this struggle, the
importance of the Federation getting behind the organizing program of the ILWU becomes very apparent.
It is absolutely essential to organize around ourselves
and attempt to hold Maritime Federation mass meetings
in rural areas of the Pacific Coast in order that our
side of the picture might be brought forcibly to the
attention of rural groups.

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES
National Labor Relations Board
Throughout the year the Federation, in conjunction
with its legislative offices has kept a close watch on all
iegislation effecting seamen, in particular, and labor
in general.
The Federation, through its affiliated organizations,
has consistently opposed employer and reactionary
AFL attempts to attach crippling amendments to the
National Labor Relactions Act. The Federation has
supported the CIO'S position in regard to this act and
has made its position very clear, to the Administration
and our Congressmen and Senators from the West Coast,
by means of letters and wires.
In a like manner we have opposed any changes in
the Wages anti Hours Act.

Other negotiations in which the Federation has
played a co-ordinating role are those of the canned
We have been successful in our efforts to relax this
salmon industry. Pursuant to the instructions of the last
convention, a meeting was held in Portland, Oregon, year's severe restrictions of the fishing season in Alaska.
last November under the auspices of the Maritime Fed- While the Federation is vitally interested in the coneration to discuss agreements for the 1940 Alaska sea- servation of natural resources, our position in this case

Fishing Legislation

The Case Againstthe United States Bureau
of Marine Inspection and Navigation

Who's Guihy9
• • • •••

TN SEPTEMBER, 1934, the SS Morro castle, owned by the Ward Line, burned

strictly construed. On another oc- ing boards. Before that time,
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"not very well." Fines levied
to strike under any circum- Boards. These boards
land): It resulted from the inof
order
type
the
in
and
to
make-up
statute,
their
the
under
seamen
against shipowners for violations
stances. If the seamen cannot
of this committee..
to investigate. them to secure certificates of serv- vestigations
of safety laws, even on the high
strike in a safe harbor, where disaster each was
It had no re.
Thomas:
Senator
The job of the "C" Board, com- ice, and to provide for suspension
seas, have been remitted or recan they strike?
troubles as such?,
labor
lation
to
posed wholly of Bureau officials or revocation of these certificates
duced to token payments by a
The Chairman: No, it did not.
and inspectors, was to probe minor for reprehensible conduct during
subservient bureau. Power to
I can answer that.
casualties.
marine disasters.
punish seamen for misconduct
Yet, in the years since this I
In due time (November , 10,
The whole history of the islation was passed, the •
during marine disasters, has
1936) Secretary Roper complied "Morro Castle" legislation, inbeen used to break strikes and
have not had to investig
The Bureau and the operators tvith the law by creating the boards cluding the creation of the "C" Boards
to defeat the Wagner Act. Laws
one single marine disaster. The
each.
of
the
duties
outlining
and
dewas
it
that
Boards, proves
calculated to increase safety-at- have also fought against the efhave been used against seanae
sea have been ignored by the forts of organized seamen to im- This was accomplished in a gen- signed for the sole purpose of in- seeking to organize. In these f
very government agency sworn prove safety-at-sea, to better their eral order setting forth "rules and creasing the safety of passen- years, more than 200 seamen ha
regulations for the investigation gers and crews on American
to enforce them.
suspend
conditions and to bring the naviga- of marine casualties and accidents, ships. It was certainly not the had their certificates
revoked—all as a result of strik
misconor
incompetency
of
acts
or
tion laws up to date.
intention of Congress to give or other labor disputes on
Today, 90 per cent of the sea- ductin connction therewith" the operators, who had just been tied fast to the docks or at an
(emphasis ours,)
exposed by the Black Senatorial
men sailing on American ships are
safe harbor.
On the same day, the Bureau of Committee and by "Morro Cas- in a
Complaints by seamen have American citizens. At least half Marine Inspection and Navigation tle" investigation, a strikebeen buried by persons in the De- have had the benefits of some high published new rules and regula- breaking weapon.
partment of Commerce. Complaints school education. Many have come tions. In dealing with Marine
Boards, the Bureau followed the
by inspectors have been known to from colleges or universities. They
The right to strike is g-uaran
language of the Revised Statute
result in their discissal from of- want to follow the sea as a career.
in a thousand ways by leg,isla
4450 which authorized "C" Boards
fice. The work of the National
Through their organizations they "for the investigation of a marine
in this country. Even the co
Committee on Safety-at-Sea was
Even the late Senator Copeland.
casualty or accident or other matthrough the Norris-LaGuardia A
seamen.
sabotaged and efforts to discuss have improved working and living
the
of
friend
no
certainly
ter, not involving loss of life, classafety in public met mysterious conditions immeasurably.
origin and pur- are forbidden to interfere in
sified by the Secretary of Com- admitted the real
opposition.
Seamen
don't ask special merce as less serious; also any pose of the Marine Investigating Fight. Surely the Bureau of Mann
Howard S. Cullman, member of favors from Congress or the
January 4. Inspection and Navigation, a t •
illegal act of incompetency or mis- Boards. On Tuesday,
the Port of New York Authority, American people. They ask only
R. S. ling set of petty bureaucrats,
conduct whether or not committed 1938, while Commander
and vice chairman of the National the same rights and constituBureau, was no right to usurp authority
in connection with such marine Field, Director of the
Committee on Safety-at-Sea, found tional guarantees accorded to
testifying before the Senate Com- is deniedto the highest court
casualty or accidents"
that the shipowners consistently workers in other industries.
merce Committee and the Senate theopposed safety-at-sea legislation, They do feel, however, that the
Committee on Education and
It is quite obvious that as I
that the personnel of the Bureau Bureau of Marine
Labor on proposed amendments to as the shipowners can secure
Inspection and
of Marine Inspection was inade- Navigation should be
the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, revocation of seamen's certific
compelled
quate, and that the barbarous con- to enforce the navigation
this revealing exchange took they have an invaluable we
laws
ditions existing on most ships —both as regards the rights of
Revised Statute 4450 itself is place:
for strike-breaking and for
were a menace to sea-safety.
seamen and the rights of the derived from an act passed in 1871
Senator Thomas: How long stroying legitimate trade unions.
Paul Maxwell Zeis, of Princeton traveling public.
Common sense providing for the investigation of has the Bureau been function- seamen's certificate is his lice
University, said in his recent dictates that
to carry on his livelihood. If
incompetent offie acts of incompetency or miscon- ing?
scholarly work, American Ship- cials and under-cover
Commander Field: The com- shipowner can deprive him of
shipowner duct committed by licensed ofping Policy:
bined Bureau of Navigation and for striking or joining trade tali
representatives should be dis- ficers
"The activities of the Bureau
missed from Government servBetween 1871 and 1936, when Steamboat Inspection has been then he has little or no right
(of Marine Inspection and Naviice. Common sense tells us, too, the act was amended, it was three in operation since 1934; this par- strike and the Bureau is nullif.
gation) fell into such disrepute
tbat archaic marine legislation, times subject to interpretation by ticular amendment to section the National Labor Relations
that no commercial underwriter
passed during the days of sailing the courts. On one occasion, the 4450 has been in effect since
would accept its findings as a
ships, should be brought up to court stated that this statute, be- August 1936; that is, the creabasis for insurance."
date.
ing penal in character, must be tion of these marine investigatAs late as January of this year,
Secretary of Commerce Hopkins
charged that the Bureau of Marine
Inspection, by reducing fines
NEW YORK — Carey Mc
against shipowner violators, was
imperilling safety-at-sea. He found
hams, chairman of the Amen
that the reductions were the result
Committee for Protection of
of "pressure and persuasion" and
eign Born, 79 Fifth Avenue, N
ordered the practice stopped imYork
City, this week announ
mediately.
that the American Committee
protested to the Attorney-Ge
of the United States the attem
to secure the revocation of
The most consistent sufferers
American citizenship of Will'
from this combination of shipsta
California
Schneiderman,
owner arrogance and Bureau subsecretaty of the Communist P
course,
of
the
been,
servience have
because such action jeopard.
American seamen.
"the democratic and constituti
Seamen have never been accordrights of foreign born Americans
ed the rights and privileges en"We have no desire to di
joyed by shore workers. The right
or to defend Mr. Schneiderman
to strike was won by seamen long
econo
social, or
political,
after it was established in shore inviews," the Committee states.
dustries. Up until 1915, seamen
the same time, we have every
were liable to imprisonment for
sire to defend Mr. Schneiderman
quitting
for
is,
"desertion--that
right to retain his American
their jobs. In the famous Arago
zenship and to defend his righ
case (recounted later in these
as an American or foreign bi
pages), 16 seamen were first jailed
to hold whatever political or
for leaving their vessel at Astoria,
views he desires."
Oregon, and later taken back on
the ship right from the jail.
The United States Supreme
Court upheld this action on the
ground that the 13th AmendSAN FRANCISCO — All me
involuntary
ment, forbidding
hers who were employed at Chi
servitude, was never meant to
nik and Karluk last year m
apply to seamen.
now make application for tine
This attitude has been reflected
otos-silent insurance, Alaska Ca
by the shipowners and the Bureau
nery- Workers Local No. 5 a
all through America's history.
nounced yesterday after receivin
Rather we might say that the Sufull information from the gover
preme Cottrt of that day reflected
ment office.
the attitude of the Bureau and the
Cannery workers may regist
shipowners. The National Labor
at 1690 Mission street, talleyme
Relations Act has never been recand nurses ta 154 San.some sir
ognized by the Bureau or by the

to the water's edge off the coast of New Jersey with appalling loss of life. Four
months later, the SS Mohawk, owned by the same company, collided with a
freighter and sank not far from the same place. These shocking calamities
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Report of Southern California Council No. 4
their picket lines and lent what
assistance we could.
At the present time, however,
we are engaged in a strike by the
Industrial Union of Maritime and
Shipbuilding Workers of America,
Local No. 9, one of our component
organizations, against the ConsolBy C. H. JORDAN, Secretary
idated Steel Corporation, which is
to build four vessels in the Craig
June 30, 1939, through May 13, 1940
Shipyard. This compank signed a
Following the last Convention of the Maritime Federabacks-door agreement with the
AFL, who has no bona fide worktion of the Pacific, as per the Constitution, on June 30,
ers engaged in ship construction.
1939, the following officers were elected to Southern CaliWe are lending all possible
fornia District Council No. 4:
aid to the Shipyard Workers in
this respect, obtaining publicity
President:
Frank Padovan, United Fisherfor them, coordinating their acmen's Union
tivities and obtaining the services of an economist from the
Vice President:
J. D. Stephen's, Port WatchMaritime Labor Board, which is
men's Union (AFL)
making a thorough investigation in order to report to the
Secretary-Treasurer: C. H. Jordan, American ComMaritime Commission.
munications Association
Through the cooperation of the
Trustees:
J. J. Quinn, Marine Firemen
C. H. JORDAN
local CIO representatives, several
Henry Rickers, ILWU1-20
citizens' committees have been set
trial Union Council in the Harprogressive municipal governup, one by the Mayor of Long
S. J. Ward, Port Watchmen
bor area. At the present time
ment; have attended the various
Beach and one by the Mayor of
the District Council is working
meetings
called
by the mayor Los
Subsequently J. J. Quinn resigned as Trustee and Frank
Angeles. We expect, if we can
very closely with the Los Anand have done our utmost_ to
Padovan resigned as President.
get the cooperation of the Marigeles Industrial Union Council,
benefit labor thereby.
time Federation, to have the conJoseph O'Connor, of the Marine Cooks and Stewards, C10, in these efforts.
We have followed out fully
tract, illegally obtained, annulled.
We
are
doing
this
because
the
we
Trustee
recommendations
made
and
the new Vice President was D. C.
was
of the CIO
In conclusion, we feel that the
only have one AFL affiliate and Maritime Committee and the
Mays of ILWTJ 1-29.
work
of the Council, as stated
because of the activities of the CIO program. We have carried
The position of secretary-treasAFL in vehemently attacking the on an intensive fight through previously, should be more closely
tied up with the function of the
urer was accepted by Brother office detail, appointments were Maritime Federation and setting our component
organizations
Jordan wtih the understanding kept without confusion, and the up a dual organization, to wit: the against emasculation of the CIO local and state apparatuses.
We feel that District Council
that there would be no salary at- secretary was allowed more time Marine Crafts Council, and in this Wagner Act.
No. 4 should become a definite
for attending meetings, contacting respect, on the subject of organiWe
have
consistently
worked
tached to the position; that at a the
organizing body of the CIO.
rank and file, helping the zation, we would like to make the toward the introduction
and paslater date a basis would be worked various organizations negotiate
We also feel that regular
following- recommendation:
sage of a bill providing for social
meetings, which are used to du
out for the hiring of stenographic and organize, ect.
That all Maritime Federation security and unemployment insurplicate the efforts of the CIO in
This arrangement has enabled Councils work as closely as pos- ance for
help.
maritime workers.
the passing of resolutions, etc.,•
the District Council to engage in sible with
the CIO apparatus in
At the following meeting, July
are a waste of time, and that
the following activities:
their vicinity, whether it be a
14, the secretary was empowered
the function of the District
local Industrial Union Council or
to hire a stenographer, at the
We have found that under the Council should definitely be
a state
I.TOPWA rate, and to set up an
maintained, but that meetings
system in which we operate by:
ffice adjacent to the American
Feeling that the District Counshould be subject to call and the
Communications Association, at cil could well
body.Political
using
the
utmost economy we can I duplication of effort by the
be used to aid its
Street, San
212 West Sixth
barely function under this plan. Council, CIO bodies and other
component organizations in their
The
Federation
Council
and
Pedro, with complete equipment,
Our heaviest items are salary, progressive organizations elimieluding telephone, teletype, etc. Organizing efforts, on August 15 its officers have worked very telephone
and telegraphic costs, nated.
Indnediately thereafter, renewed an enlarged meeting of all the closely with progressive political
which are absolutely essential.
We feel that the name "Mariterest was evinced in the Dis- component organizations (CIO) organizations, particularly Labor's
Although we can function for time Federation of the Pacific"
'ct Council.
and the San Diego Industrial Non-Partisan League and the the next year under this type of for the Council setup should not
Through this type of organizaapparatus, we would be in favor be eliminated, as the prestige and
'on, which was necessary because Union Council was called in San Conference for Democratic Action.
of a proposal whereby the entire the good will of the public in this
f the limited per capita received Diego, where a program for the We have done everything possible
per capita paid into the Federa- area would be jeopardized by any
ere, which averages approximate- organization of the unorganized to oppose war, have sold many
tion on a coastwise basis could be great changes in apparatus, not
y $130 a month, service has been tuna fleet and cannery workers hundreds of the "Yanks Are NOT
equitably distributed among the to mention that the opposing
-yen to our component organiza- was mapped out, with the Federa- Coming" pamphlets, stickers, etc.;
various councils.
forces that wish to take advantions. We have been able to get tion Secretary being put in charge have formed a division, in cooperage of us would strengthen their
ut for those unions not having to coordinate these activities. To ation with Labor's Non-Partisan
dual organization which they have
enographic help, needed bulle- date they have progressed
fav- League and the CIO Council, of
already set up.
'as, leaflets calling meetings, coa- orably.
veterans who are doing considerIn closing, this Council wishes
ts. etc.
Other activities in organiza- able towards opposing the entry
During the last fiscal year there to take the opportunity to
express
Because of the fact that a girl tion have been the lending of of the United States into any war. has been only one strike and that
warmest fraternal greetings to
always available to answer aid to all international organIn local politics we have done was of the AFL Lumber Workers' those delegates to this convene telephone and take care of izers of the CIO and the Indus..
everything possible to fight for Union, in which we respected tion.

Jordan Tells
Year's History

Financial

Organizational

Strikes and
Lockouts

practically all tankers.
The danger in this bill lies in
the fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission long ago in the
case of the truck lines took the
position that its purpose was to
NEW YORK.The Wheeler-Truman Bill, as it is commonly construct freight rates for the
FORT BRAGG—Here's a new angle on the way up-sta
te
ailed, is designed to bring all domestic transportation, ex- trucking industry,
not in accord- newspapers can get away with slandering the waterfront
ept by air, under the Interstate Commerce Commission.
unions—and
a
good
example of the need for carrying our
is would include coastwise shipping, and shipping on in- ance with actual costs, but in such waterfront fight inland.
a way as to minimize the effect of
and waters.
A. R. O'Brien, who is a member of the phoney
By specific exemption, the sotruckline competition on the railprison
carriers are those such as the Ore
board that is under fire from the Governor now,
iled industrial carriers in water
also puts
roads! For this reason, freight out the
Ukiah Republican Press.
ransportation are at present ex- SS Co. out of Baltimore, all the
rates for the trucking industry
"Road Trouble Created Here by CIO Rows," was the
luded from the bill. Industrial bulk carriers on the Lakes, and
headthe
Ukiah
are artificially set at high rates, line
paper
ranea.
411
.
41../L.AaAk...4\Ala.AlLath.AL.Als.alk..116.41\46,..&411 in order
"Bridges'
Orders
Are
Cause
For
to keep as much of the
example of the sort of propaTaking Off Coast Boats."
movement of freight in the hands
ganda the reactionary press can
The
headlines,
and
the
story
of the railroad as possible.
et away with upstate if we don't
Due to this fact, there is a very underneath them were nothing but really bring organization
to
a
cock-and-bull
yarn trying to these
real danger to both coastwise seaout-of-the-way spots.
men and inland boatmen that, giv- blame the conditions of the roads
O'Brien and publishers like him
en the chance, the ICC would take and bridges around Fort Bragg can feed the public any sort
of
the same position with respect to on the maritime unions.
baloney they feel like and make
water transportation as it has
Here's how O'Brien figures that them believe it, unless our
papers
already taken in the case of the one out: The Union Lumber Com- and union men are on the spot to
trucking industry, with the con- pany has stopped the steam stop it.
sequent loss of business for domes- schooners Noyo and Caspar ru.nThere's one answer to Mr.
ning into Fort Bragg. The cargo O'Brien and his lies—carry the
tic shipping, unemployment, etc.
orGoing further into the econom- has to be delivered by trucks, and ganizational campaign upstate.
Let
ics of the bill, it is no secret that that wears the roads down. So the us get some real basis in the farmthe dominant financial interests in CIO is to blame, says Mr. O'Brien. ing and lumbering towns! Then
this country have their greatest
Charles McGuire, Secretary of cookies like this O'Brien can shout
stake in the railroads, which they IL'WU 1-77 (Fort Bragg), did their tonsils out without getting to
have used to propagate some of not let O'Brien get away with first base with the public.
the greatest swindles in the his- that far-fetched yarn, however.
tory of even those experts in "high He wrote to the paper, pointing
The average cost of materials
finance," the Wall Street banks.
out that it was the owners, not for the ships being buit by the
It follows, moreover, that in the unions, that pulled the Noyo Maritime Commission
is $1,236,milking their highly lucrative "in- and Caspar off the Fort Bragg 533 per vessel,
figures show. This
vestments," it has been necessary stop.
is about 50 per cent of the confor the banks to establish control
The owners signed a contract struction price. About 40 per cent,
Plover the Commission which has with the ILWU and then broke the or $148,000,0000
of the total, is
O'Ithe power to regulate them. The contract by refusing to set up a being spent on
shipyard labor on
foregoing in connection with the port committee in Fort Bragg. In- all three coasts. A total of
$185,Printers of Voice of Federation
truck line edmonstrated that this stead they just skipped the port.
000,000 is going into equipment
has been done.
Nr.11:11r_
71I.11P'.
14
,
V'
"III\VW'.
The whole beef is just a prize and material.
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Report of MFP President and Secretary
was that proper provision should be made to take care
of the thousands of seasonal workers who would lose
tailment.
their entire income as a result of this

Shipbuilding Program
The Federation actively got behind all West Coast
groups who were interested in obtaining a ship building
program for the Pacific Coast. In this we were successful. At the present tame, contracts have been let by
the U. S. Maritime Commission for the construction of
new vessels, in San Pedro, San Francisco and Puget
Sound. The ship building program will provide employment for thousands of metal trades workers as well as
assist in strengthening the national defense of our
country.

Social Security for Seamen
Another piece of legislation which the Federation has
actively campaigned for, is Social Security for seamen.
This legislation has now become law but the job is still
only half completed. Proper provision must be made to
provide maritime workers who become unemployed with
maritime WPA projects as well as extend unemployment insurance to seafaring workers in our industry.

Transferring of American
Flag Vessels
Our legislative representative, Walter Fisher, was
successful in getting an interview with Secretary of
State Cordell Hull for the purpose of discussing and
explaining the position of the Maritime Federation in
relation to the transferring of American flag ships to
foreign registry-. Brother Fisher will submit a report
to this convention covering his activities during the
time he acted as our legislative representative.
In view of the fact that the balance of the administration had openly okayed the transfer of registry of
these ships and Secretary Hull was the only one who
opposed this program, we believe that the efforts of
Brother Fisher played an important role in preventing
these transfers. However, our victory was temporary,
now that the administration is moving headlong toward
war the American Merchant Marine is being sold oat
from under American commerce to the Allied war
machine, at a constantly increasing pace.
The position of the Federation then and now has
been that the transfer of these ships is nothing but
an evasion of the recently passed neutral.ity laws and
aside from throwing thousands of American seamen out
of work, it will tend to drive this country closer to
involvement in the present European war.
In line with this activity, we have urged all West
Coast Senators and Congressmen to get behind Senate
Bill 239, introduced by Clark of Missouri, to investigate
the sale and transfer of American flag vessels to foreign registry by approval of the U. S. Maritime Commission.

of the shipowners' interests on every occasion.
The attitude of the Maritime Commission on the
hiring hall question is well known and was ably demonstrated by their attempts to establish fink halls on
Puget Sound last summer. In spite of the opposition
advanced by Lundeberg and his group to the Federation's program on this vital question, in the end, he
was forced to conform to the policy adopted by the
vast majority of West Coast unions and the Maritime
Commission hired crews through the regular union
hiring halls.
When the National Maritime Union was attempting
to negotiate war bonuses with the Merchant Marine
institute on the East Coast and were having fair success, the U. S. Maritime Commission, at flat behest of
the shipowners, came
.
out with a statement that the
Maritime.. Commission would pay 25 per cent war
bonuses This statement immediately gave the shipowners the opportunity to break of war bonus negotiations
with the maritime unions by stating that "what was
good enough for the government, was good enough for
them." Our unions have been engaged in a constant
straggle with the Maritime Commission to insure proper
manning scales on ships under their jurisdiction. Every
new Maritime Commission ship that is launched necessitates a fight to bring the manning scale up to its
proper level.
The steamship owners, with the okay of the Maritime Commission, have sold their ships in wholesale
lots to foreign countries and as a result have increased
unemployment in the maritime nidustry to a staggering
figure. The Commission's action in okaying the sale
of these ships has accomplished two things. They have
assisted the shipowners to obtain enormous profits and
at hte same time have backed up the movement towards
war of the present administration.
During the month of April Congressman Buck of
California introduced a resolution in Congress to release
the "sterilized fleet" belonging to the Government. We
were successful in having the congressman insert a
clause to the effect that any operator leasing or chartering any of these vessels could not lease, transfer or
sell any vessels he may own for a 'period of at least
two years.
On this particular point we can wont very closely
with large groups of citizens and organizations who are
against any involvement of this country in the European.
war and also with the shippers and manufacturers who
have been squeezed as a result of the lack of enough
buttons in which to carry their products.

Maritime Federation Pamphlet

The Maritime Federation ewly this year, issued a
pamphlet outlining the main reasons why a Congressional investigation of the U. S. Maritime Commission is
imperative. Copies of this pamphlet were sent to all
government departments; .to every West Coast Snator
and Congrssman; to all liberal Senators and Congressmen throughout the United States; to every affiliated
local of the Maritime Federation; to the crews of every
Another piece of legislation of importance to labor
West Coast ship and to the libraries of many colleges
as a whole, which the Federation has taken an active
throughout the United States.
stand on, is the Geyer amendment to the Hatch Bill
The carrying on of this campaign against the Mariwhich would enfranchise millions of voters who have
time Commission will continue to be one of the prinlost their citizenship privileges as a result of poll-tax
restrictions in some twelve states in the union. This ciple tasks of the Federation and should be a main
vicious system is responsible for the election of such subject of discussion in this convention.
men as Dies of Texas, Smith of Virginia, Cox of Georgia,
the worst labor-baiters in Congress.

Poll-Tax Legislation

Maritime Labor Board
By an act of Congress, in 1938, the Maritime Labor
Board was set up to make a survey of the Maritime
industry and to offer mediation to maritime unions in
need of such services. This Board was instructed to
submit a report to the 1940 session of Congress and
make specific recommendations to govern future employer and employee relationships in the industry.
The Federation has cooperated in every way possible
with the Maritime Labor Board in order that it might
present a true picture of the West Coast waterfront
situation to Congress. While this Board cannot in any
-way be classed as being pro-labor, we consider their
report to Congress, with a few minor exceptions, to be
a fair report which recognizes our rights of collective
bargaining in the maritimt industry.
The report of the Board has become submerged in
governmental committees and it will be necessary to
carry on continual agitation to have the report brought
on the floor of Congress.

U. S. MARITIME COMMISSION
The U.. S. Maritime Commission is, without doubt,
maritime labor's No. 1 enemy. The Commission and its
personnel, since its inauguration in 193G, has been the
Roosevelt administration's outstanding example of
studied indifference to tile problems of all maritime
workers. While on the other hand the Commission, just
as consistently, has served the interests of the shipowners in the same manner as the old U. S. Shipping
Board of Fink Hall fame.
The Maritime Commission, as it is presently constituted, comprises the greatest danger facing maritime
unions today. On every issue affecting maritime labor,
the position of the maritime commission has been consistently pro-employer and sharply anti-labor.
It must be remembered that the Commission was
appointed by the Roosevelt administration. Vacancies
have occurred since this Commission was formed which
have given President Roosevelt a chance to adhere to
his previous New Deal policies by appointing liberals
or at least persons with some 5cnowledge of the problems confronting maritime labor to these vacancies. In
spite of our protests, the first vacancy on this Conis
mission was filled by Max Truitt, a reactionary and
Smployer stooge of the worst kind. More recently,
Thomas Woodward was re-appointed to the Commission
in spite of the fact that he is highly inefficient and lax
in his duties insofar as his work on the Commission is
oncerned. The only factor which gained him a retppointment is his willingness to cast his vote in favor

BUREAU OF MARINE INSPECTION
AND NAVIGATION

The anti-union role which the U. S. Maritime Commission has played in our affairs would not be complete
without a brief resume of the supporting position or
the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation.
Following the Mohawk and Morro Castle disasters,
with their appalling loss of life, Congress passed a
series of restrictions on ship operations designed to
protect the American people. Among other things, the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation was given
authority to Suspend or revoke certificates of seamen
found guilty of incompetence and misconduct not only
during marine disasters but whether or not such acts
are committed in connection with any marine casualy
or accident.
No mention was made of suspending certificates for
union activities or for striking in a safe port.. It seems
unlikely that Congress had any intention that the law
would be so used. The unfortunate wording of the Act
opened the way for reactionary elements in the Bureau
of Marine Inspection and Navigation to prosecute seamen for trade activities. The Bureau has been aided
and abetted in this campaign by the Maritime Commission. Seamen forced to strike at safe ports for rights
guaranteed them by the Wagner Act have been hauled
up before the Bureau at the instigation of the Commission and charged with misconduct.
To cite a few instances: In July, 1937, the crew of
the "Seatrain New York" and the crew of the "Seatrain
Havanna" struck in the harbors of New York and New
Orleans over a question of wages and recognition of
the National Maritime Union. The strike was terminated
by a temporary agreement between the company and
union.
When the Seatrain Havana reached New York during the next month, the Bureau brought charges against
certain members of the crew based upon their refusal to
take the vessel to sea. When the Seatrain New York
arrived in New Orleans, about the same time, similar
charges were preferred against members of that crew.
The crew of the Seatrain Havana, being represented
by council in New York, did not have their certificates
suspended or revoked. However, the crew on the Seatrain New York, who were tried in New Orleans without
assistance of council, had their certificates suspended.
In August, 1937, while the SS California was passing
through the Panama Canal, the watch below was not
called eut to help handle the lines and make ready for
sea. Under the union contract, the watch below, when
called out for this duty, would have been paid overtime.
For years it has been a seafaring tradition that all

hands are called on deck during a mooring- or unmoortug operation. Therefore, the two watches on deck refused to perform the worn alone. For this refusal, a
"C" investigation board suspended the certificates of
the entire deck department.
Early in February, 1939, the crew of the Lakes
Steamer Crudoil struck for unoin recognition. Charges
were filed by the crew with the National Labor Relations Board in Detroit where the ship was tied up. During the afternoon, the strike was settled and the
employers re-hired the crew and paid back wages.
Everything was peaceful again but within a few hours,
a "C" Board had investigated the case and had ordered
certificates suspended.
Such cases could be citeel indefinitely. More than 120
c^rtificates of National Maritime Union members have
been ordered revoked or suspended by this Bureau.
Each of these cases grew out of a labor dispute in A
safe port.. While it is true that the Bureau had not
exerted their authority to any great extent on the
Pacific Coast, there is no reason to believe that they
will not attempt to do so in the future.
The Maritime Federation, through pamphlets and by
means of letters to Senators and Congressmen, have
protested the actions of this Bureau. It is probably this
pressure, combined with the well known solidarity of
the maritime unions in the Federation, that has kept
this reactionary anti-union Bureau from moving in on
us. While this Bureau has been very efficient in aiding
the shipowners in their attacks on unions, they have
fallen into such low repute with the insurance companies that these companies no longer depend upon the
Bureau's inspections as reliable ones for them to use
in the conduct of their business.
WE RECOMMEND that the 6th Annual Convention
authorize the Federation officials to continue the work
on this matter, with the National Maritime Union, until
a Congressional investigation of the Bureau is ordered.

BRIDGES DEPORTATION CASE
In this case, the Federation recognized immediately,
as did membership, that here was another attack against
the whole structure of our maritime unions. Had the
shipowners and their government stooges been successful in their efforts to deport Bridges solely for his activities as a militant trade union leader, maritime labor
would have suffered a severe set-back.
The Federation office gave all possible assistance to
the Bridges Defense Committee and furnished them
with some very valuable documents and briefs, for use
in the trial. These documents, mainly, concerned the
character and past activities of some of the discredited
stool-pigeons and labor-spies who formerly worked for
or were connected with maritime unions. Through the
medium of our newspaper, the "Voice of the Federation," we carried on an intensive campaign for contributions to the Bridges Defense Committee Fund. This
Defense Committee was the first committee in labor
history to ever wind up its affairs "in the black" and
have a surplus on hand at the conclusion of the case.
In addition, a member of the "Voice" staff was assigned, daily, to attend the hearings so that the entire
rank and file on the Pacific Coast would have complete
information on the procedure.
The decision of Dean Landis fully supported the
opinion of an honest maritime workers that this case
was a frame-up of the very worst kind. We are sure
that his opinion of the witnesses who appeared against
Bridges fully coincides with the opinions of the members of the Federation.
We are thankful that the Secretary of Labor chose
such a man to try this case, who would give his honest
opinion and not be subject to either bribe or intimidation on the part of the shipowners.

JOINT EAST COAST-WEST COAST
MARITIME MEETINGS
The CIO National Convention here in San Francisco
last October, gave us an opportunity to call a meeting
of CIO maritime representatives of the East Coast, Gulf
and Great Lakes with very little expense to any of the
organizations.
The main subject taken up at this meeting was the
question of a proper legislative set-up in Washington
to protect the interests of all maritime workers. At this
meeting, the Joint Committee was informed that the
CIO had established a maritime legislative representative in Washington and that the CIO had established
a maritime legislative representative in Washington and
that the CIO would pay his salary. It was stated at this
time that with the Maritime Federation and the American Communications Association, as well as tne National
Maritime Union, each having their own representative
in Washington, there was a lack of centralized control
and that in many cases the different 'representatives
were working at cross purposes.
It was recommended at this meeting that
Bjorne
Hailing, a San Francisco longshoreman, the CIO
representative in Washington, should be placed in charge
of a central office in Washington and through
this office all maritime legislative acivities could be
conducted.
He was given authority to hire the necessary
office
staff and whatever additional assistance he would
need.
The Maritime Federation was to pay $150.00 monthly
towards the up-keep of this office and others of our
affiliates were to pay their proportionate pro
-rated
share. This would enable the Federation to
effect a
saving of approximately $125.00 a month.
However,
this saving was discounted by the fact that
others of
our affiliates were contributing a greater amount
than
the saving which we affected. We have had to curtail
our expenditure for this office because of the drop in
per capita tax to the Federation. Our contribution
has
actually been $100.00 per month.
Our Executive Board, at that time, concurred in this
program and it was immediately put into effect. After
a fair trial we have come to the conclusion that
the
set-up is not working out to our best advantage.
WE THEREFORE RECOMMEND that the convention
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Report of MFP President and Secretary
authorize the Federation to maintain their own office
and representative back in Washington. This representative to devote his full time to the interests of the
Maritime Federation with the understanding, of course,
bat he assist other maritime representatives when they
are in need of such assistance.

by general order of the Maritime Commission, forbid- degree of "Formal Unity" has not been achieved with
ding the crews to hold any political discussions, is with- the Sailors Union of the Pacific and Master Mates &
out question
serious violation of our Constitutional Pilots during the past year, your officials are of the
rights.
opinion that anThnalysis of events during the year will
A further instance was the action, of the skipper on prove to everyone that maritime workers of the Pacific
the S. S. President "Slarfield in refusing to allow the Coast enjoy a degree of solidarity and conscious unity
crew to send a wire to Congressman Geyer asking that not before experienced, including 1934. We do not
he use his good offices to prevent the passage of any hesitate to say that in the event a major dispute occrpipling amendments to the National Labor Relations curs between the Marine Cooks & Stewards and the
The fight for preservation of our civil liberties has Act.
employers—the ILWU or any other waterfront union—
become one of the most important activities in which
These continued violations of our civil liberties are and their employers, that group will receive the full
we have engaged.
a serious threat and should be a subject for discussion support of the vast majority of maritime workers on
One of the first trespasses against our civil liberties at this convention.
the coast.
has been through the medium of the Maritime ComAny individual or group of individuals that attempts
mission and the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navito block this support can expect the same treatment
gation in their refusal to recognize our collective barmeted out to Joe Ryan in 1934 and Paul Scharrenberg
gaining rights under the National Labor Relations Act,
The Federation, and its variots councils, assumed in 1936.
and in their attempts to prevent us from striking in their proper share of political activities on the part of
Rank and file unity is the kind of unity we need.
safe ports to obtain these rights.
the labor movement.
We are confident that this REAL UNITY is enjoyed by
Fullest co-operation has been given to Labor's Non- all maritime workers on the coast at the present time.
Partisan League and the Washington Commonwealth
The attack on our civil liberties has been carried on Federation, and a steady drive carried on by the counagainst us on many fronts. One of the first of these was cils to increase the membership of the bodies.
the Bellingham affair in which the Better Business
, The "Voice," throughout the past year, has been
Builders in the State of Washington played the leading
given special attention by the officials as the "Voice"
role. In this case the Bellingham longshoremen exerThe "Voice of the Federation" issued a special edition will always be the most important arm of the Maritime
cised the privilege guaranteed them under their contract in San Francisco to assist in attempts to defeat the Federation.
to respect the picket line of the International Wood- anti-labor Mayor Rossi and replace him with the liberal
Immediately after the convention last year, the paper
worlua of America, a sister CIO organization. The Bet- Congressman Franck R. Havenner. Mayor Rossi was was moved out of the Golden Gate Press, where the
ter Business Builders attempted, by means of press and returned to office with a very slight majority over linotype work had been done at exorbitant rates, and
radio, to incite the people of Bellingham to vigilante Havenner but he still did not obtain a majority of moved into the Rotary Colorprint, Inc. This firm had
action for the purpose of driving the leaders of the the votes cast in the City of San Francisco.
done the press work for the Golden Gate Press.
longshore local out of town. A Mr. Donovan, one of
The move has saved the "Voice" money as well as
the owners of the Bloedell-Donovan Lumber Company,
making it possible for us to better organize the paper.
gave a radio speech in which he openly asked the people
Now the work is done in one of the most modern
of Bellinghom to take such action.
The Federation was able to assist in gaining an plants in San Francisco. The press date has been
The Federation and District Council No. 1 protested appointment to the Fish and Game
Commission in Cali- changed from Wednesday to Friday, which gives us
this action to all the law enforcement agencies in the fornia, for Germaine Bulcke, a San Francisco long- an opportunity to reflect the week's happenings in the
State of Washington and to the Federal government. shoreman.
paper. This was technically impossible before.
While no investigation was ever ordered by these
The "Voice- is slowly but surely getting out from
During the past six years, maritime workers have
agencies, our protests were successful in defeating the more and more realized the important role political under the huge debt which was contracted by former
aims of the Better Business Builders in Washington.
activities play in the protection of their economic officials previous to the 1938 convention. For many
gains. The necessity for proper political action on the months now, the "Voice" has been running in the
part of maritime labor, in order to protect our economic black and at the present time shows a small monthly
In Aberdeen, Washington, another port where the gains on the legislative front, has resulted in a certain profit which has been used to further reduce the debts
Better Business Builders have been organized, one amount of activity in this field. However, if we are to against the paper, as well as pay for the radio broadof the most revolting attacks ever perpetrated against properly organize ourselves on the political front, every cast.
labor was committed when the wife of Dick Law, a maritime worker on the coast must become a member
Indebtedness has been reduced from the $12,000.00
militant official of the International Woodworkers of of Labor's Non-Partisan League or the Washington high of 1938 to less than $3,000.00 in 1940, and we
America, was murdered in cold blood. Laws' wife had Commonwealth Federation.
are paying it` off out of regular income at the rate of
led an active life in the Women's Auxiliary in Aberdeen
Our political actiVities must be intensified if we are $200.00 per month.
The "Voice" has been placed on a strict budget, based
and no other motive could be found for this vicious to protect our economic gains from the attacks of such
crime except that she was the wife of a militant, pro- political agencies as the U. S. Maritime Commission and upon its income. If this practice had been followed by
past administrations, it would not have been possible
gressive, trade unionist
the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation.
The Maritime Federation issued a special edition of
We urge our entire coastwise membership to activize for the "Voice" to have fallen so deeply in debt as in
the "Voice" pointing out this horrible murder was in themselves in labor's political organizations so that our June, 1938.
fact the beginning of organized vigilantism, in other political strength might become as great as our ecoWe have continued the policy of mailing papers to
words, the start of Fascism, in the State of Washing- nomic strength. Only in this way, can we safely protect each department on all West Coast ships. This has
ton. Telegrams were sent to the President of the United the gains which we have made on the economic front. been done on a donation basis, and the fact that
donaStates and to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, asktions to the paper from the ships is steadily increasing,
ing for an imindiate investigation. Washington District
proves that the paper is being well recaved by the
Council No. 1, working closely with the Washington
ruembershp.
Commonwealth Federation, left no stone unturned in
Late last year we inaugurated a "Radio Voice"
their efforts to bring about the arrest and conviction
broadcast to the ships. These broadcasts are made twice
of these lawless murderers. The law enforcement
No Federation report would be complete without a weekly for half-hour periods. This service enables us
agencies in Aberdeen have failed to apprehend these brief review of a few of the disruptive tactics attempted to bring the happenings in the industry to the seafaring
murderers and have continually placed obstacles in the by ,the Seafarers International Union and Lundeberg's membership while the news is still hot. It also estabway of private investigators who were attempting to pet brain-storm, the Seafarer's Federation.
lishes important contracts for us which we can utilize
solve this crime.
Meyer Lewis, William Green's new dictator on the when united action is required on any particular issue.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has shown a Pacific Coast, called an eleven state conference of AFL
The growing popularity of the "Voice' can be parcomplete lack of interest in the case.
unions in Salt Lake City last year. At this conference tially accounted for by the fact that we have attempted
he was given authority to appoint a maritime co- as much as possible to remove all sorts of factionalism
ordinator for the Pacifci Coast whose duties would be and personalities from its contents. It has been our
Recently, in California the use of public halls have the setting up of an AFL maritime Federation of the belief that the principal task of the "Voice" is to bring
the job problems closer to the membership, as well as
been denied Brother Bridges by the officials of such Pacific.
The first move along these lines was the introduction continuously keeping the membership completely incities as Vallejo, Susanville and Eureka. Brother Bridges
Is attempting to use these halls in the interests of the of a resolution in the AFL Metal Trades Convention formed of all issues confronting the various component
CIO organizing campaign in California and denial, by in Vancouver, B. C., calling on all Metal Trades Unions, organizations.
The close connection between the problems conthe authorities of these cities, of the use of these halls now affiliated with the Maritime Federation, to withdraw. The resolution further required those Metal fronting the Mexican workers under the shadow of
is a direct violation of the Bill of Rights.
More recently, in Lc' Angeles, Brother Bridges was Trades unions to join this Seafarer's Federation and Standard Oil are very similar to our own—especially
to address a mass meeting in the Huntington Park High that any local refusing to do so would be replaced in view of Standard Oil's complicity in the frame-up of
School auditorium. Threats were made by the American by a new local in their jurisdiction. This resolution King-Ra.msay-Conner—the Modesto boys, etc.
On April 27th, we carried a special supplement in
Legion and the Klu Klux Klan that if this meeting was unanimously defeated. It had been introduced by
took place violence and bloodshed would follow. The delegates from Los Angeles who had been engaged in the "Voice" on Mexico. Material for this supplement
KKK is being reorganized in the southern part of Cali- an attempt to take jurisdiction away from the shipyard was sent to us by Toledano, general secretary of the
CTM. Comments received from the rank and file up and
fornia for the sole purpose of breaking unions and workers of San Pedro.
Our District Council No. 4 was instrumental in de- down the coast on this type of material induces us to
stopping the organization of unorganized workers.
Statements have appeared in the press, that, in less feating this attempt at dual unionism, thereby arous- recommend that the incoming officials maintain this
than three months, this organization would get Bridges. ing the ire of the Los Angeles Metal Trades Council. contact with the CTM so that timely material can be
The next move on the part of these disruptors was utilized.
the appointment of an organizer named Watkins who
We believe that there is a crying need on the Pacific
called leetings in Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and Coast for a coast
-wise labor paper and that the "Yoke"
In the deep south, the KKK's have suddenly sprung
San Pedro with the Sailors, Masters, Mates & Pilots, is the -proper base for
the start of such a paper. We feel
to life and have started a reign of terror for which
and Teamsters in an attempt to establish maritime that this could be
they attempt to justify themselves by stating that they
done by a merger of the many
councils in those ports. The main purpose of these local labor papers with
the "Voice." In many instances,
are out to maintain the supremacy of the white race.
meetings was to try and draw the Marine Firemen into the contents of these papers
However, their attacks are mainly centered around prehave shown a duplication
this combine in order to strengthen their disruptive of news which is, in our
opinion, a waste of effort and
venting the organization of the under-privileged whites
tactics.
unnecessarily adds to the expenses of organizations who
as well as Negro workers.
These attempts, however, failed and the councils are required to support these
While these violations of civil liberties are being
papers. The "Voice" alhave died a natural death. In some of the MFOWW ready established as a coast-wise
carried on throughout the country, the Federal Bureau
paper, could very
of Investigation remains deaf to our pleas that they take branches the same disruptors have started an agitation easily be broadened out to cover news of the entire
to return the MPOWW into the AFL. This organization labor movement on the
action on these cases. On the other hand, however, they
Pacific Coast.
Is now holding a coast-wise referendum ballot to deWE RECOMMEND that the officials of the
have conducted illegal raids in Detroit against AmeriMaritime
termine
whether
they will remain independent or go Federation be instructed to work
can citizens who openly showed sympathy for the Loyaltowards this end,
into
the Seafarer's International Union of North
ists in Spain. They also sent investigators into California to question longshore leaders in their attempts America.
While the Seafarer's International Union has not
to prove, for the satisfaction of the attorney general's
had any success in the tiansportation end of our inThe rapidly changing scene in Europe brings home
office, that the longshoremen had been guilty of redustry, they have been able to harass the fishing to labor the fact that our efforts to
straint of trade in interstate commerce. If this charge
keep out of that
could be proven then all waterfront unions would be groups and time and again have placed them in a posi- horrible mess must be intensified.
tion where they have been forced to accept agreements
Since the war began we have seen the position of
guilty of violating the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, according to the interpretations of the administration's which were not too favorable to the membership of labor in Britain and Prance slowly broken down to
their unions. Elements behind these disruptive maneuv- the abject position of labor in Nazi Germany.
attorney-general.
Engaged
The high-handed action of the U. S. Consulate in ers are the same ones that prevent the return of the hi a "war for Democracy—The British and French
Sailors
Union
of
working
the
Pacific
class
find
and
Master, Mates & Pilots
themselves denied elementary civil
Port Said, Egypt, in forcibly removing the crew of the
liberties—their trade unions destroyed, militant leaders
88 Ewa is another instance of the lengths to which re- to the Federation.
This
brief outline of their activities is without ques- jailed and their press outlawed. The 40
actionary forces have gone in infringing upon civil
-hour week
tion their answer to our consistent attempts to unify in France, won through the efforts of the popular front
liberties.
government, has been lengthened to 60 and 65 hours
The posting of letters on bulletin boards on Moore- all the workers in the industry,
In conclusion, we wish to point out that while a
Continued on Page 10
MacCormick vessels and all Maritime Conunlaaion snipe
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with actual decreases its real wages, despite the long
hours.
The present leadership of the British working class
is in the hands of men such as Mr. Bevin, of the British Labour Party, whose chief criticism of the present
government is the fact that it is less up-to-date than
the Nazi Government in Germany—that British labour
must be organized along the lines of the German war
machine, with particular reference to the "Labour
Front" of the National Socialist Party.
In France labor is faced with the fact that while the
working class is forced into the army as cannon fodder
big business is engaged in active and highly profitable
collaboration "across the lines" particularly in the
French exports of iron ore to Germany's Krupp munition plants via the newly established International Bank
at Luxembourg. It is, of course, increasingly difficult
for anyone to explain to the French working men,
working long hours at low pay, just how this war is
a "demoCratic struggle in the interests of the working
class" when evidence shows this iron aire trade (the
affair of Briey Basin of the last war), is being repeated
again on a much vaster scale.
The immediate danger to America seems to be via
the Dutch East Indies and the probability of Japanese
protective custody for those colonial possessions of
Royal-Dutch Shell. Because of this threat to vital tin
and rubber supplies for American industry Japan's war
machine and navy present a menace to United States
imperialism.
Just one short year ago when Maritime workers were
respecting Chinese picket lines around scrap iron ships
destined for Japanese munitions plants we were told
by Mr. Plant of the Waterfront Employers Association
that we could not interfere with legitimate business.

Our request to Congress and President Roosevelt for
embargoes on war materials to Japan have been constantly ignored, because this trade, which will probably come back to us in the form of bullets and bombs,
is, in the eyes of American industrialists, legitimate
business.
We take the unalterable stand that war is not the
answer to our national problems. Unemployment must
be solved through our national economy, not through
foreign adventures designed to capture new world
markets.
John L. Lewis' unforgetable speech to the CIO National Convention in October, 1939, in which he said,
"The rich and privileged profit hugely In a war while
labor suffers and its young men are killed," states
clearly the attitude of labor towards war.
WE RECOISLMEND that the incoming officials carry
on an intensive campaign through the "Voice- and our
councils against the administration's attempts to involve America in war. The slogan brought forward by
District Council No. 2 through the pamphlet entitled,
"The Yanks Are Not Coming," explains briefly and clearly why every American worker is opposed to our
entry into the European mess. The anti-war position
of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific can well
become the rallying point for all progressive citizens in
the struggle to preserve "Peace" in America.
WE RECOMMEND that the convention work out a
practical program toward the end of activizing the
entire membership around this crucial problem. The
incoming officials and all District Councils should be
instructed to take the lead in working for American
Neutrality and "Peace" in our country.
WE RECOMMEND that the work among seafaring
groups must be intensified by careful editing of the
"Voice" and by carrying on the type of program that

ties the seafaring groups up directly with the shoreside
workers; by extending the radiocast if funds are available, by inaugurating a series of meetings in each major
port where discussions can be conducted by the officials
of the various unions under the leadership of the
Federation addressing these meetings and presenting
problems confronting the Federation to the men on
ships and on the docks for the purpose of acquainting
the rank and file with the work they must do in order
to promote unity, thus strengthening all waterfront
unions, so that once more maritime labor can take the
lead in promoting the welfare of all American workers.
WE RECOMMEND affiliation to the Pan-American
Maritime Council for the purpose of stabilizing the
maritime industry. If conditions similar to Pacific Coast
wages and hours can be gained by maritime workers in
Central and South America it will no longer be profitable for shipowners to transfer their vessels to the
flags of foreign countries.
Our affiliation to the Pan-American Maritime Council
will tie us closer to these maritime workers and thus
make it possible for us to render each other valuable
assistance.
The administration's Pan-American policy, together
with the growth in the number of ships sailing from
this coast to South America, shows the importance of
developing our relationships with Latin-American workers. This must be done if we are to parallel the increasing economic strength of the shipping interests.
The officials, as in the past, have been keeping in
close touch with the maritime workers' organizations
of New Zealand and Australia. We must learn from
the struggle maritime workers are undergoing in these
countries, struggles arising in most cases from the
naisleadership of official Labor Party leaders, how to
avoid the pitfalls that beset all progressive trade unions
in these times of national and International Fascism.

Report of Bay Area District Council No. 2
(Cont. from Preceding Page) trict Council, which set forth the grant any consideration for the ments in working conditions that they wish to extend their so-called
their duty as union men can be position of the packers in
great Alaska fishermen, who wanted the workers in the industry have negotiations."
more keenly understood by them.
equal run money with the fisher- enjoyed for many years."
At the eleventh hour, Mediator
detail.
men coming from the States.
"We have heard, an on fairly W. T. Geurts of the Martitime
Finally, an ultimatum was sent
The rest of the unions, with one good authority, that the packers Labor Board, entered into the
to all unions to the effect that
or two exceptions, were faced with
effort to find an
From the outset, the Alaska if
have been informed that if they picture in an
they did not reach an agree- a
proposition of accepting pracamicable solution of the differCoordinating Committee of the ment by April 10th
the season to tically a 20 per cent reduction in do not operate this season, and
ences. A final meeting between
District Council was aware of the
Karluk and Chignik would be wages before the packers
would through such operations contribute Mr. St. Sure, the Secretary of the
fact that the packers were going
called off. On receipt of the let- consent to launch an eXpedition.
certain taxes to the territory of Council, and Mr. Guerts lasted up
to attempt to put through a broad
ter, attempts were, made by the
On tate instruction of the Coreduction in wages and in the price
April 3, without any'
Council to talk reason to the pack- ordinating Committee, a letter Alaska, that next year increased to 11 o'clock,
of fish for the season of 1940.
It was learned that
ers and to secure honest and in- was addressed to the packers by adjustments will be made in the success.
Francisco had a
The employment of one Paul J.
telligent negotiations. These ef- the Secretary of the Council, the Alaska taxes in order to com- packers in San
St. Sure, a high-powered corporathousand eases of
hundred
few
forts failed in a flood of. tele- which reads in part . . . "We
pensate the territory for the will- salmon and were not obliged ts
tion lawyer who does not know
grams, denials and statements On have referred in this memorandum
Alaska from the Hawaiian Islands,
the part of the Alaska Salmon to the "negotiations" between the ful refusal of the packers to ope- go to Alaska.
to conduct negotiations, served to
District Council No. 2 is deeply
Incorporated stating that the unions *and the canners. The use rate in the 1940 season. Undoubtdeepen these suspicions.
plan appreciative of the splendid coAlaska Salmon Company was not of the word
present
their
of
part
edly,
"negotiations' is
After some negotiations with
desirous of going to Bristol Bay probably a misnomer. There have is to make their offers to the vari- operation received from District
the various unions had been carCouncil No. 1 in regard to the
and that the Alaska Packers As- really been no negotiations;
this ous unions so unattractive that the position that this Council took perried on, it became obvious that
sociation and the Red Salmon is not due to any
part
fault
on
the
Mr. St. Sure did not have the
unions will not accept the terms / taining to the attempted transfer
Canning Company were desirous of the unions, but
is due to the
power to even commit the paskers
of the packers and thus the pack- of operations of the San Francisco
of sending expeditions, provided: recalcitrant atttiude
of the canon any given proposition, but was
"mutually satisfactory working ners in apparently delegating
the companies to Seattle in an effort
full ers will be able to blame
merely supplied with a set of
agreements were reached with all authority to J. Paul St. Sure, their unions for the inability of the to man and work canneries with
"yes" and "no" answers, or, as
crews from Seattle which formers
unions on or before micbaight Fri- attorney, who
been supplied packers to engage in the fisheries, ly had come from San Francisco.
a last resort, "I will take it back
day, May 3, 1940."
with a series of
yes" and "no" and use this excuse as a defense
to the packers and see what they
Perhaps one of the only points
Negotiations were again en- answers, and beyond
those answers
will say."
far as the material gains ifi
and argument if the territory
tered into by all affiliated unions he will not go.
So that the prior
This strategy was followed up
concerned for the men during the
and the Coordinating Committee custom of sitting
increase
should
taxes
on
the
around a table
by a long series of lengthy docuwhole Alaska negotiations was
meetings soon showed that the and discussing the
various aspects packers. This statement regard- the winning of payment of legiments to the unions and the Disexact same process was being of contracts
ing
the
taxes
true,
but
may
not
be
has, at least for this
(which the
carried on by the Alaska Salmon season, been
certainly would be a rea- timate back overtime
eliminated Thus the if true, it
pay by
sonable part of the plan of the packers had refused to
Incorporated. They held first that element of personal
contact in neapproximatethe fishermen must take a 17is gotiations is
making their offers so the machinists, and
packers
in
entirely lacking; there
per cent cut on the price of fish; has been
unattractive that the unions would ly $1,000,000, which was secured
no real bona fide atby the Marine Cooks and Stewnot accept them."
that is was impossible to give the tempt on the
part of the canners
"The packers have set May 3 at ards' Association.
fishermen any guaranty of a to enter into
agreements.
for enstoppage of the abuses that they
133 So. El Dorado
"In view of this conduct on the midnight as the deadline
tering into an agreement, We sinhave been practicing from year part of the
packers
we
been
have
STOCKTON, CAL.
cerely hope that they want to ento year; and also a flat refusal to forced to
come to the above conThe 61-foot purse seiner Agrans.
clusion that the packers have no ter into an agreement, and all nereal desire to go to Alaska season gotiating committees of the vari- went aground and sunk off &lee%
but are pretending they wish to ous unions, including this Council, Clement Island in Southern CaliPhone 2039
operate their canneries only for stand ready to meet with the
seiner was
the purpose of endeavoring to re- packers at any and all times be- fornia last week. The
MONDO
of San
tween
Tom
Car
now
and
Captain
midnight
tomorowned
by
duce wages approximately 20 per
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the
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Report of Bay Area District Council No. 2
..,
so far has resulted in consid-\ farmers, and conducted numerous
erable expense to the unions in- open forums.
:volved. However, the issues in
connection with the West Kyskacase are as much alive today as
they were at that time, for as the
The off-shore negotiations were
statement signed by the secretaries of the Federation's seafar- conducted by the coast office of
ing unions says, "the bringing of the Maritime Irederation and the
the ships to this coast by Lunde- District council concerned itself
berg's Seafaring International is a primarily with the Alaska negodirect threat upon our working tiation.s. However, the council,
conditions as well as upon the through its secretary, particijunisdiction that has been unques- paled in the deliberations and
tioned upon this coast since 1934." served actively on all established
committees.

Report of Washington District Council No. 1

to many of the vessels and open
During periods such as 1934 derstanding and appreciation of
forums were held on current and 1936-37 when the unions are their gains,
of their union and of
events. Over 1,000 copies of "Labor cagaged in strenuous economic (Continued
on following page)
Spies in the NMU" (a pamphlet struggles to maintain what they
exposing the wrecking activities have, or secure additional gains,
of labor spies in the National .he membership of the unions are
Maritime Unoin), were sent to lined up solid behind the program.
the ships along with a book "The But, during times when there is
Labor Spy Racket," and full dis- no immediate struggle on hand,
cussion was held by the members it has been learned that it is of
on practically all passenger ships the
greatest importance
that
on the activities of labor spies.
trade-unionism and what it means
Est. 1904
Weekly open forums on topics is brought forward to the memof value to marine workers are bers as a whole so that
their unbeing held in the headquarters of
the Marine Cooks and Stewards.
The attendance at these forums
ranges between 100 and 300 per
week.
Monthly educational memberIn connection with the securing
The educational program was ship meetings are being
held by
Of war bonuses for seamen who
started in the Marine Cooks and ILWU 1-10. Many subjects of inwere sailing into various war
terest and importance are taken
zones, the Council held numerous Stewards Association and then up at
these meetings.
Meetings with the secretaries of transferred to the officials of DisClasses in parliamentary law
Contractors
trict Council No. 2 and shortly
and public speaking are being
the MFOWW, MCS and ACA for thereafter
the Executive Board of
the purpose of co-ordinating ef- the Council officially established held weekly in the Marine Cooks
and Stewards' hall and a teacher
forts of these three groups.
the Educational Department of
from the WPA Educational Prothe
District Council. Some of the
It can be stated that some gains
gram conducts these classes.
Were made in this direction but work done by this Educational
The work of the Educational
Committee was the placing of
Committee of the Council is someto the adverse forces not being crew libraries,
consisting of 28 thing
sufficient
new in the maritime indusbooks,
aboard
the
President try and
has shown splendid reThe position taken by the Man - Adams,
Pr e s i den t Cleveland,
sults. Through the Educational
Vine Commission in establishing
President
Taft,
President
Pierce,
Committee the isolation that sur25 per cent as the basic bonus
President Coolidge and the SS
crippled the fight considerably. In
rounds the seaman when he leaves
Lurline,
SS
Matsonia
and Sc port is broken
addition to this the individual
down and he is able
position taken by the SUP also Mariposa..
to keep abreast, through books and
The books were encased in a
Weakened the possibility of one
discussions, with the events and
joint movement for an adequate chest that could be locked and happenings tha . affect his
life
the
library
is
equipped
with
a which are taking
bonus.
place ashore.
All possible support was given check-out card for each book.
The educational meetings of
These books deal with trade- the
to the Bridges Defense Committee.
longshoremen have been of 17"-*****-R should be reported that not unionism and go a long way to the highest type and international t
4
help
raise
the
degree
of
underlongshorem
come
en
'only did the
as well as local matters have been
standing
of
trade-u
nion
tactics debated out by
through 100 per cent, but that the
authorities on
seamen, in all departments, and and knowledge of the member- these particular
questions, folship.
Oil scores of ships, enthusiastically
lowed up with rank and file disDiscussion outlines were sent cussion.
donated to the defense and sent
resolutions and cables from all
parts of the world, protesting the
frame-up. The response of the District Council membership is a
glowing tribute to the leadership
and personality of Brother
Bridges.

Of
Negotiations

War Bonus for
Seamen

Harding Tells
Of Busy Year

Tow Boat Service
Smith Rice Co., Inc.

Educational
Committee

CROWLEY
LAUNCH &
TUG BOAT CO.

DURING the past year, Washington District
Council No. 1 has maintained itself as a dominant force in the Pacific Northwest labor move=
ment, a reputation established during the previous year, at all times giving active leadership to
its affiliates in their daily struggle with the employers and other enemies of labor, both on the
economic and political spheres of activity. The
Council was ably led by officers elected last July,
namely: F. Richardson, ILWU 1-19, President;
A. Smiley, 1VINI&P No. 6, Vice-President; A. E.
Harding, ACA, Secretary-Treasurer; and J. A.
Judy, Maehinists No. 79; Guy Alston, Fish Reduction and Saltery Workers, and Joseph Harris,
MC&S, Trustees.
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Ship Cleaning

LaFollette
Committee
earings
The Lafollette Committee conducted a series of hearings in
Mn Francisco on the infamous
Associated Farmers. The activiDes of these American fascis
against rural labor, as well as the
itime unions, was completely
imposed.
District Council No. 2 took the
initiative in issuing 3,000 bulletins
daily containing last minute news
In them to the members of the
Council.
They cooperated in assisting
progressive farm organizations to
to mail this information to the

I

Ship Building &
Repairing—
++
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Martin Ship Service
+
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1

Telephone
MA rket 3 140
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Stevedoring
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Pacific Stevedoring
& Ballasting Co.

WESTERN SHIP
SERVICE
Tank Cleaning, Shipping
Painting and Saching

Pier 33
Tel. EXbrook 0980
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•
178 Fremont
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Hotels—

tiv The Harbor Hotel 1
M. LaFONT, Manager

11

All Modern Conveniences
Free Baths to Weekly Guests
Special Attention Paid to
Transient Customers

I

132 Embarcadero

A

A.

Tel, Mission 6942
956 Evans Ave.
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NIELSEN &
/
I JORGENSEN I

Tel. Mission 6910

HENRY Y. FUSE
Submarine Diver
Pier 14

Phone GArfield 3728
S. Tomasena, F. L. Olague, Props.

Federation Hotel
Hot and Cold Water in Every Room
50c and Up per Day-62.50 and Up
per Week—Showers and Tub Bath.

120 Embarcadero
Close to the Ferry

951 Hudson
Ai.

AND OIL CLOTHING

I,
1'
I

San Francisco

GA rfie Id 6837

Maritime Headquarters
$2.00 Per Week and Up
50c Per Day and Up

Pier 22

Steam Heat, Hot and Cold Water in
Every Room, Showers, Tub Baths

Seaboard Hotel

100% Union House
226 Embareadero, Opp. Piero 16-13
San Francisco

Long-Term
Agreements
On January 30 I attended the special Joint Meeting
held in San Francisco at which the proposed
long term
agreements of maritime workers was worked
out. I
brought this plan back to our council
affiliates who
endorsed it and immediately steps were
taken to promote and publicize this program.

Labor
Unity.
District Council No. 1 has played a leading
role
In the Puget Sound area promoting unity
between the
labor groups. The 1939 Join Labor Day Parade
in
Seattle was promoted by District No. 1. The
Maritime
Memorial Parade, July 5, 1939, was a huge success
due
to the untiring efforts of the Council affiliates.
This
Council took the lead in supporting the
Teamsters'
Union in their boycott against Standard Oil,
and also
joined hands wih the Seattle Metal Trades
Council in
launching a vigorous protest against the
installation
of scab parking meters in Seattle as advocated
by the
City Council.
The Council also gave valuable assistance
to the
BSEIU in their struggle to secure contracts
with the
hotel owners.
While this Council has gone whole hog in
their
efforts to assist all labor groups the Council
is convinced that no formal unity will ever be
achieved with
the AFL until there is a change in the
leadership of
the AFL.

Educational
Department
The Council throughout the year has not neglected
the educational work necessary to strengthen
our trade
union position. Libraries have been placed
in a number of union halls, forums and workers'
schools under
the supervision of the educational
director were conducted in many of the organizations.

Station
KGBU

Boom men and
Rafters

After a thorough investigation of Mr. and Mrs.
Britton, KJBU, Ketchikan, the Council Committee found
the integrity of the Brittons to be beyond question
and
On November 17, the Council endorsed the strike of hat they had a very
good labor record. Affiliated orOn August 1 the Inland Boatmen's Union, after long the Boonnu.en and
Rafters' Union against the English ganizations interested in purchasing
this station to be
and fruitless negotiations with the Black Ball Ferry Logging Company,
at Stanwood, for an agreement. The used for labor purposes in Alaska
were unable to raise
Company, was forced to strike. The strike, lasting 24 strike was
successfully concluded and the Boon.unen such a large sum of money
for this purpose, so the
days, completely paralyzed freight and ferryboat service secured their
agreement.
Council was forced ot officially drop the matter.
on Puget Sound.
The District Council endorsed the strike of the IBU
and was in a position to render effective aid by widely
publicizing the strike action. This was the key to the
On July 21 the PCFU Defense Committee appealed
entire situation, as the operators launched a terrific
Early last fall a closed shop agreement was entered
publicity campaign against the union in an effort to to the Council for aid in the matter of the injunction into between contractors for Naval
Air Base projects
discredit its action. Constant vigilance was necessitated restraining it from entering into collective bargaining at Sitka and Kodiak and 32 Internation
al AFL Unions,
in order to neutralize this false propaganda and pre- agreements with employers on the bizarre grounds that had signed the agreements over the head
of and
vent adverse public opinion from overwhelming the that it would be in violation of the Sherman anti-Trust without consulting the unions involved. It
was immeAct.
organization's action.
diately recognized as an attempt by unscrupulous AFL
The Council donated $50 and urged all affiliates officials to
In addition, through its affiliates and prestige the
utilize this agreement as a means of raiding
to take similar action.
Council was able to muster support from other secthe jurisdiction of CIO unions in Alaska, all of
whom
tions of organized labor. Thus we find the Washingwere Maritime Federation affiliates.
ton State Machinists' Council in Convention endorsing
This was immediately borne out by the fact
that
Last fall, the IFAWA launched an organizatio
the IBU strike. Also, 3 Council affiliates, ILWU, 1-19,
the members of ILWU 1-78 in Kodiak were locked
nal
campaign on the Olympic Peninsula among crab
ILWU 1-9 and AFL Scalers, Local 589, gave all their
out
from
work on the project, AFL unions getting
and
devil fishermen, whom it learned upon
extra work the IBC members during the strike, a subthe longshore work there. Also, attempts were made
investigation
were subjected to unusual exploitation.
stantially material aid.
to raid the jurisdiction of the IBC on several tub
This was enThe strike was concluded bon August 25 and the hanced by the fact that Japanese frozen crab and devil
boats at Kodiak.
basic issues referred to arbitration, with Dean Wayne fish were imported duty free.
It is readily perceivable that this was an ideal set-up
The Council aided the IFAWA in this
Morse retained as the impartial member of a three-man
drive by a for the SIU to attempt to raid the jurisdiction of the
board. After a lengthy review, Dean Morse handed publicity campaign and also, with the aid of the WCF, AFU, UCAPAWA and other of our affiliates when
the
down an excellent decision from the point of view of brought politial pressure to bear on the unfair Japanese spring canning season opened. This was made even
the IBU, securing an 8-hour day for all employes, wage competition.
more clear when it was learned that Thronsen of the
increases ranging from ;2.50 in the higher to $25 in
Tacoma ILA and Loester of the SUP were meeting with
the lower brackets, a seniority clause, and elimination
Mr. Nolan, personnel manager of the jobs.
of the evil of working men on so-called "three quarter
Last fall, the Council was of
The Council tok the position that while we have
material aid to the
time."
PCFU in their fight to secure better
prices from Puget no quarrel with closed shop agreements as such, we
Sound Fresh Fish Dealers. By
means of putting pres- would not tolerate such agreements being utilized for
sure on the dealers, together with
newspaper publicity the purpose of jurisdictional raids.
issued in the name of the Council,
The Council adopted the following program relative
the PCFU was able
to secure a raise.
to:these contracts, which was heartily endorsed by its
Although excellent agreements were secured with
This spring, the Council similarly
affiliates and the residents of Alaska:
aided the Otter
the Canned Salmon Industry in 1939, one loose end Trawlers of
I. That residential Alaskans, regardless of union
the UFU to secure an increase
in prices for
dangled which caused much trouble. This was our Puget Sound
affiliations, be hired for these jobs at all ports in
fresh fish.
Inability to include residential cannery workers in an
Alaska where the government maintains employment
industry-wide agreement negotiated in Seattle. This
services.
resulted in these workers being forced to take strike
2. That residential Alaskans hired for these jobs
action against several independent canneries in Southbe paid their transportation to and front the jobs.
ast Alaska, who secured Council endorsement for a
During the Bridges Deportation Hearings, the Coun3. That the contractors for these jobs respect the
picket line. Brother Espe, of the UCAPAWA, in Alaska cil worked closely with the Harry Bridges
jurisdiction of and sign agreements with established
Defense Comat the time, was acting as an official representative mittee in publicizing the hearings by special
unions, regardless of affiliation, for work in their
bulletins,
from the Oouncil.
releases to the daily and labor press, and by
customary jurisdiction.
radio
Later in the Summer and Fall, the services of the broadcasts.
' In addition to this program, which was given the
Council were placed at the disposal of the UCAPAWAt
The entire campaign resulted is a marked solidarity widest possible publicity and made a major point at the

Inland Boatmen's
Strike

PCFU

Cannery Workers
No.7

A

JOHNSON
LAUNCH
CO.
EXbrook 4914

After two months of fruitless negotiations with the
uptown machine shops, Machinists' Local 79, having
exhausted every means of peaceful settlement, was
forced to resort to strike action. The majority of shops
are affiliated with the National Metal Trades Association, and the whole move is obviously part of the entrenched capitalists' campaign against organized labor,
dating from the time the New Deal was junked.
The
District Council endorsed the Machinists' strike on
May 7. and placed the resources of the Council
at the
disposal of this organization.

IF

Near Ferry Depot
San Francisco, Calif.
416.411\AILAsAls.alt.sa.Ali.AL,

-

Immediately after the Fifth Annual Convention of
the MFP District Council No. 1 set about the important
task of consolidating the activities of its affiliates, In
regard to the expiration of agreements of Sept. 30, on
September 30 a committee was set up and several meetings were held. These meetings petered out, however,
when delegates from disaffiliated unions stop attending. All attempts to secure their reparticipation were
of no avail, thereby demonstrating once more that formal
unity of these geoups was impossible.

Machinists'
No. 79

PCFU Defense
Committee

Elevator Service—Large Lobby

Tel.
GA rfield 4364

Marine Ways and
Ship Repairs

Tel.

Tel. YU kon

Expiration of
1939 Agreements

Ship Chandlers—

PIER 16

BRUER &
SIEMER

MCS
The Council has placed its resources at the disposal
District Council No. 1 played a leading role in fight- of the Marine Cooks and Stewards upon their serving
ing the attack of the Maritime Commission on the issue the required 60-day notice of termination of the existing
of recognition of union hiring halls. In addition to agreement with the shipowners.
All affiliates have been notified to pledge support
our success in defeating the Maritime Commission on
this issue we were also able to beat down the disrupt- to the Marine Coos and Stewards as requested by that
ive attempts of the SUP. A full account of the role organization, and the Council is in readiness to take
this Council played in this dispute will be printed in whatever steps that organization deems necessary.
full in the final convention proceedings.
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on a number of occasions in settling disputes arising
over the packers' attempting to chisel on the agreements.
At the termination of the canning season, a rather
bad situation had arisen as a result of several job
actions taken in canneries which had resulted in considerable hard feeling between fishermen and other
white workers and Filipino cannery workers. Upon
investigation, a Council committee learned that such
animosity had been fomented by employer agents and
stooges in the canneries for the purpose of splitting
the ranks of labor. This was widely publicized by the
Council, nipping in the bud what could have well
resulted in a serious situation.

ACA
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The Council has been the most active force in the
Northwest during the past year in the fight for the
release of King, Ramsay and Conner.
Cooperating
closely with the local and San Francisco K-R-C- Committees, it has consistently adapted itself to each new
development by promptly transmitting to each affiliate,
the CIO, large sections of the AFL and various political
and civic groups the specific action required for each
new development.
In this, as in the Bridges Deportation Defense, it
gives me great pleasure to report that excellent
and
broad support was unstintingly given in the fight in
behalf of these victims of a gigantic employers' "fifth
column" drive against organized labor.

It gives me a great deal of pleasure to report that
the cooperation of all officers and delegates made this
possible. The Council was singularly free from disruptive elements whose opportunistic tendencies and covert
service for the enemies of labor have pledged so many
labor unions and labor bodies; all the delegates to the
Council functioning with a clear understanding of their
During the ACA strike against Western Union in
responsibility to the memberships of the organization
they represented and thoroughly aware of the important San Francisco last fall, the Council launched a statewide boyott against Western Union with fairly good
role of leadership embodied in the Council.
results.

RED STACK

Telephone
EXbrook 1743

King,Ramsay,
Conner

A. E. HARDING, Secretary,
Washington District Council No. 1
Maritime Federation of the Pacific

DERRICK BARGES,
RIGGERS
AND
MARINE
SALVAGE

Tow Boat Service

of labor and progressive forces in the Northwest, large
sections of the AFL, as well as numerous political and
civic groups, publicizing the hearings and aiding financially in the drive.

Bridges Deportation
Hearings

Alaska Naval
Air Base Projects
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Report of Washington District Council No. 1
Juneau conference, as well as being personally discussed
with Dr. Gruening, Governor of Alaska, vigorous protests were registered with Mr. Nolan and the Navy
Department. The CIO and ILWU District were fully
informed as to developments.
Becaase of our opposition, the situation did not
become as serious as it might have, although Kodiak
Island is a hot-bed of unrest, and in my opinion, cannot
be completely straightened out unless the IFAWA sends
a capable organizer to that area.

eAlaska for Alaskans'
Propaganda
During the past year the slogan, "Alaska for the
Alaskans" has been the source of much trouble in
Alaska. This slogan, by its demogogic appeal, has won
wide support in Alaska, where many workers, not realizing its true intent, have been misled into adopting a
hostile attitude towards organized labor.
This has
been aggravated by certain unscrupulous AFL labor
leaders in Alaska who have adopted this slogan as an
•
organizational weapon.
The District Council has devoted a great deal of
time and energy in exposing this plot. Ten thousand

copies of a pamphlet entitled "Position of the Maritime
Federation on Alaska Labor Relations" was printed
which thoroughly exposes this program and refutes the
charges that our affiliates are creating a "job monopoly". This has been extensively distributed among our
Alaska affiliates with very good effect.
Our delegates to the Jt_neau Conference, held January 12-15, thoroughly explained the true intent and
purpose of the "Alaska for Alaskans" propaganda, making it a major point on the agenda. Their explanation
was heartily endorsed by the Alaska delegates.
Also, our Sub-District Council in Ketchikan has done
good work in exposing. this anti-labor campaign.

Juneau
Conference
On January 12-15, the Second Annual Alaska Conference. sponsored b District Council No. 1 was held __12
in Juneau, Alaska. Principal purpose of this Conference,
like that of the previous year, was to build up greater
unity in the labor movement, and especially to promote
closer relationship between Alaska residential workers
and outside labor unions. Brother J. F. Jurich, then
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Secretary of the IFAWA, represented the District Council at the Conference.
At the Conference, over 30 organizations were represented, AFL, CIO and Independent. A satisfactory
arrangement was worked out whereby the expenses of
the Conference were pro-rated among the organizations
represented.
In addition to the pa:sits mentioned, resolutions
were adopted demanding unemployment compensation, necessity for hospitalization facilities in Alaska,
a sound conservation program and general legislation
sponsored by the Maritime Federation.
Brother Jurich reported that the Conference clearly
demonstrated that residential Alaskans hold the Maritime Federation in the highest esteem, looking towards
It for guidance and leadership with complete confidence.

Civil Liberties
The fight for retention of civil liberties in this area
has been one of the leading activities of this Council.
Outstanding- cases, suh as the Bellingham case, the
wrecking of the Finnish Workers' Hall, the murder of
Mrs. Dick Laws, will be reported on in detail in the
full printed report to the convention.

Roosevelt in 1936, by demanding demning this wholly unneutral ilar meetings about the same precisely to secure such uniformboycotts against aggressor nations policy of the shipowner in their time.
ity, we have learned that it has
such as Japan, Germany and greed for war profits.
Yet, despite the fact that dis- been impossible of achievement
employers Italy.
Recognizing
that
As a result of our activities in ruptive dual unions had been under the present organizational
have waged an even more vigorWith the outbreak of the this respect,,this information' has eliminated during the struggles structure. Another has been our
ous fight against organized labor present war, conditions changed been pretty generally dissemi- of the previous years, and
that inability to secure the same agreeon the political front, especially radically. It was now no longer nated among the people in this our organizations had formulated ment for Alaska
residential cansince 1936 in the martime indus- the task of the American peo- area, and the Washington Con- a concrete program earlier than nery workers as
for those disbeen
President
Council
delegates
have
try,
ever before, our various negotiat- patched from the States. Most
ple to keep war out of the gressional delegation.
on the alert for any and- all leg- world, as war had become a Roosevelt and the Maritime Com- ing committees found themselves troublesome
of all has been the
islation calculated to negate any reality. The task had now be- mission thoroughly appraised of confronted with a stonewall em- inability
of the Alaska Fishergains made, or weaken the labor come one solely to keep Amer- our position.
ployer resistance without preced- men's Union, the UCAPAWA and
the ica out of the war.
movement generally. By
More recently, since Presidint ence in the industry.
the MC&S to work out uniform
same token, the Council has
It gives me not a little pleasure Roosevelt's unneutral radio
A brief analysis of the national wage scales and working agreealways vigorously pushed legis- to report that the Council dele- speeches and his message to King and
internalional situation sup- milts for kitchen personnel. Chief
lation beneficial to its affiliates, gates were quick to recognize Leopold of Belgium, the Council plies
the answer. The determina- reason for this is the old craftprotest
particularly and the labor move- these changed conditions.
The has officially regiztered a
tion of the packers to resist every union background of some of
ment generally, recognizing that Council early branded this as with our chief executive and has effort
of our organizations for these organizations which has reno section of organized labor can another imperialist war; a con- also written our Congressmen de- better
wages and living condi- suited in a lopsided developmnt.
long stand by itself. In this, it tinuation of World War No. 1. manding no change or amend- tions is
but another instance of However, it is a most serious mathas had the good fortune to have Great Britain's claim that she ment to the Johnson act.
the general reactionary offensive ter and we must find a solution,
the leadership of the Washington was fighting for "democracy"
delegates, waged
Recently, Council
nationally. It dates from and that at once, because this has
Federation, to and the "right of small nations" impressed by the C.T.M. SuppleCommonwealth
abandonment of the New Deal, created a serious weakness which
which it has been affiliated for fooled none of the Council dele- ment of the Voice of the Fed- which
in turn is synonymous with the packers have utilized for all
political guidance during the past gates in the light of what they all eration, and struck with the im- the
outbreak of the imperialist it is worth.
two :Tears. This is a non-partisan recalled of the futile struggle of plications likely to result in ac- war.
I submit the folowing recomorganization, the majority of its the people of India and Ireland tual United States intervention
The maritime workers have mendations to corect these probexecutive board being members for independence; and of the sac- in Mexico to protect U. S. vested
of organized labor. As a repre- rifice of China, Ethiopia, demo- interests as the initial step in been fruitlessly negotiating with lems1. That the IFAWA make
sentative of the Council, I am cratic Spain, Czechoslovakia, Po- war, already foreshadowed by the the employers for over eight
one of the members of the board. land and the rest, with the tacit Dies Committee, petitioned the months. The lumber workers are every effort to further
stymied in their negotiations wth strengthen and consolidate its
It gives me pleasure to report permission and covert aid of Maritime Federation to have this
the timber barons. .In Seatle, the various affiliates until it is a
pamphpublished
in
supplement
that the District Council has been Great Britain and other impOrhomogeneous internaMachinists find themselves in a true,
let form.
in the forefront of the struggle tent imperialist nations.
jam with the up-town shops, the tional in fact.
to protect the gains of labor from
Unemcumbered by erroneous
majority of which are affiliated
2. That several organizers be
reactionary interests. Two of the opinions as to the true predawith the National Metal Trades dispatched to Alaska to broaden
most
vicious
directed tory nature of the war, the
blows
Association. In California, offi- and strengthen the IFAWA,
against labor subsequent to scrap- delegates immediately plunged
Negotiations with the Canned cers and members of ILWU 1-6 IICAPAWA and ILWU.
ping the New Deal were the pro- into the task of molding the
are being slugged and beaten by
3. That we make every efposed amendments to the Wagner Council into an instrument Salmon Industry this year have
cops
in
the
fort
to secure long-term agreeLove
Nest
Candy
on
and Wage Hour Laws. The Coun- which has done everything met with an obstinate refusal
strike.
ments, such agreements to
cil has effectively coordinated
grant
packers
to
on
of
the
part
the
within its power to carry
guarantee retention of those
Similarly with the packers. It
the efforts of its affiliates ih
the fight to keep America out any concessions over the previous
fundamental issues already
sending in a flood of protests
is
all
part pf a national policy.
of the war. Numerous resolugained, with the matter of
against the proposed amendments tions have been adopted de- year. This is the first year, to In Seatle, individual packers
wages and prices subjected to
unions
which would have so crippled manding American neutrality my knowledge, that the
have nothing to say about it.
revision each year.
these acts as to render them use- In acts, not words, and that have been faced with such a well
integrated employer front as the Our various negotiating comless.
a peace-time economy be submittees have learned that many
In addition to these, I might stituted for a war economy. present.
Recognizing in the "Voice of
In past years our organizations packers would be willing to
cite the coordination of its affili- The Washington Congressional
ates through resolutions for pas- delegation has been petitioned were confronted with vigorous meet the union's demands, but the Federation" the most potent
sage of Representative Geyer's on a number of occasions in employer opposition, it is true. they can't do so. Negotiations weapon in the hands of the marlanti-poll tax legislation, a de- the name of the Council, to do But the employers always utilized are actually controlled by the lime workers to guide them in
mand for reorganization of the everything in their power to dual unions by playing one group Seatle Clearing House, which,
daily struggle with the
Bureau of Fisheries, and for keep this nation at peace and against another to do their dirty in-turn, is controlled by bank- their
prethem.
They
never
work
for
and other enemies of
shipowners
ing
interests
in
New
York.
Neabolition of fish traps in Alaska restore the New Deal.
sented such unity themselves as gotiations as such are a farce, labor, the council has striven conon a five-year basis. Regarding
The Council, following the lead we have net this year.
having ben placed under the
this latter, laxity of fishing
stantly to contribute to the ediof District Council No. 2,
On the surface, it would apdirection of Mr. Von Hoevengroups in failing to have this launched a "Yanks Are NOT
torial policy of the paper by subberg, a professional "labor reproposition properly drafted for Coining" campaign in this area. pear that our organizations
mitting weekly news items of inshould
have
had
a
relatively
lations man' who admitedly
introduction into Congress has
terest to our affiliates locally.
In addition to promoting the easy time this season. Dual orknows nothing about the indusagain prevented any CongresFurther, it has pressed its affilsale of thousands of the popular ganizations, which
had so
sional action on the matter.
try. Von Hoevenberg does not
iates to contribute news items of
pamphlet by that name, many hampered our negotiations in
The Council also endorsed
and will not negotiate on the interest to their respecave memlocal organizations have been the past, have been virtually
Councilman Hugh DeLacy for remerits of the situation. He-is berships, as a means of livening
stimulated to set up anti-war elimnated. The SIU Tenderelection at the last city election,
carrying out the mandate of the
committees. In these, the Council men's Union, having made its
the paper and thereby creating
and to the best of my knowledge,
financial interests which is, "no
has always gladly participated. supreme bid for power last
interest among its many readers.
all our Seattle affiliates did likeproduction."
increased cost of
such as with the Women's Peace year, has folded up to all pracIm this latter respect I have been
wise. The defeat of DeLacy was a
Translated, this means,."prePeace tical purposes, making no
Youth
Committee and
glad to perceive that during rematter of exireme regret to our
serve profits at all costs."
Council. As secretary of the serious effort to hamper the
cent months several of our affilaffiliates, as he had constantly
We find a similar condition in iates have begun to contribute
Council I have spoken officially AFU negotiations. Similarly,
waged an aggressive, courageous
San Francisco where an attorney. such material.
However, the
for the Federation at a number the
dual cannery
workers
fight for ori,,anized labor in the
of meetings, stating the Maritime unions have seemingly exhaust- Paul St. Sure, who knows noth- Grays Harbor area, many of the
City Council, usually against long
Federation's position on the ques- ed their ammunition, making ing of the industry, caries out the outlying longshore locals, the fishodds. His defeat can_ be attributed
tion of war.
one futile gesture by claiming will of these same financial in- ing groups, and our Alaska affilto the general reaction, an unantithis
connection
with
jurisdiction
over the entire in- terests. This has already resulted iates are still not coperating sufIn
precedented campaign of villifibethe
at
Council,
dustry,
but
their
fantastic peti- in the closing down of the Chig- ficiently in this important matter.
the
fight,
war
cation and red-baiting being unFederation
The "Voice' is still not receivtion
was
Maritime
rejected
by the NLRB. nik and Karluk operations, where
scrupulously
launched
against hest of
At the same time, our organi- thousands of dollars profits have ing proper circulation on ships
headquarters and its executive
him.
solely in this area, primarily due to the
board, has launcned a vigorous zations were better prepared than been deliberately sacrificed
campaign locally, exposing the ever before. A pre-negotiating on the hope of destroying our or- defection of several groups in
having withdrawn from the counanti-American activities of the conference had been held in ganizations.
This terrific opposition, how- cil, but limited finances prevent
shipowners and Maritime Com- Portland on November 27th, atUp until the outbreak of the mission in transferring or selling tended by all organization in ever, has revealed organizational the council from correcting this
present European war, the Coun- to foreign registry, American which a general tactical program weaknesses among our own serious fault.
In addition to contributing
and uniform clauses for the 1940 forces which must be clarified to
cil, together with allmother pro- flag vessels.
In this, excellent support has negotiations had been worked avoid future trouble. Chief of news items, the council has reggressive
locally
organizations
and nationally, had waged a vig- been received from the CIO, out. The first Coordinating Com- these is our inability, heretofore, ularly sent in pictures to illusorous campaign to keep America large sections of the AFL and mittee meeting of the Council to secure uniform wage scales trate the paper whenever availcouncil
Recently, the
out of war by keeping war out of the WCF. Howard Coetigan, was held as early as January 5th, and working conditions for work able.
the world. In this connection, it secretary of the WCF, and my- for the purpose of translating common to all organizations, such changed its meeting date from
had joined in all campaigns to self, recently delivered a quest- Into terms of action the decision as longshore work and kitchen Friday to Tuesday in order to
nations, tion-and-answer hr oadcast of the Portland Conference. Dis- personnel. Despite the fact that conform with the change In pubquarantine
aggressor
Suck as advocated by President thoroughly exposing And con- trict Councils 2 and 3 held elm- the Portland conference was held lication of the paper.
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Report of Bay Area -District Council No. 2 ing literature, presenting the issues before the affiliated
unions and conducting a large mass meeting on the
waterfront in support of the candidacy of Congressman
Havenner.
The re-election of Rossi was viewed by the union!!
as a setback for all labor throughout the entire city,
and in many instances it has been clearly shown that
had Mayor Rossi been defeated, the unions would have
gotten at least a square break from the mayor's office,

Busy Year
In Frisco
By REVELS CAYTON
Secretary-Treasurer District Council No. 2, MFOW
Since the last convention of the Maritime Federation,
our Federation has been the instrument through which.
the maritime workers have continued to hold their gains,
through which they have won now advantages as well as
maintain themselves as a dynamic and progressive force
- in the American trade-union movement.
To do this has meant corning into direct conflict with
the employers. Has meant a continuous struggle for a
correct trade-union policy and has called for the development of a political astuteness on the part of its members.
The struggle has shifted and reshifted from the forms
that it took in the great strike of 1934. It has changed
vastly from the form it took in the lock-out of 1936 and
1937 until today the job of maintaining our organizations,
wages and working conditions is closely tied up with the
great political events that are sweeping Europe and all
America.
The Council and its members have viewed with the
greatest concern the mounting tide of reaction throughout
the country, the sometime concealed and sometime open
attacks on the people. Civil rights and the social legislation which labor has fought so hard to win. It has
viewed with alarm the dark clouds of war that have
engulfed Europe in a holocaust of bloody destruction
and which are now being brought on the winds of war
hysteria to the shores of the United States.
Great struggles, in new form, are in the offing, but
as maritime labor under the banner of the Maritime
Federation faces this coming year of 1940, they do so
with the same indomitable fighting spirit with which they
entered in 1934. with the same solidarity and courage
that carried their solid ranks in 1936 and 1937. With
such spirit the Federation will drive through all to even
greater gains.
It is with this in mind that I wish to review the
activities of District Council No. 2 for the past year for
in them one can clearly see a readiness to adjust ourselves
to new events, and a willingness on the part of the Federation members to accept the responsibility that is
theirs as militant trade-unionists.

Crowley Strike
In August, 1939, the men employed on the Red
Stack Tugs went out for better hours, wages and working conditions. The Council organized full support
for these workers, as well as helped to secure employment for them in the affiliated unions. The strike was
a long- and bitter one with the workers, however, winning some gains upon their return te work.

King-Ramsay-Conner.
Committee
The Council has taken an active part In helping in
the direction of the campaign to secure the release of
our imprisoned brothers, King-Ramsay-Conner. On numerous occasions delegations were organited to call upon
the governor. The Council has worked closely with the
Secretary of the King-Ramsay-Conner Committee, Miss
Miriam Dinkin, in interviewing the members of the
parole board. The decision of 20 years' imprisonment
was so unjustly handed out by this board that it came
as a shock to all Council affiliates up and down the
coast. We were active in helping to organize the prowork in
test which followed. The one-hour stoppage
which the wheels of industry throughout the Maritime
industry stopped for one hour on May 8, was also
inaugurated with the help of District Council No. 2.
In addition to the other activities conducted by the
Committee it shows clearly that the names of King,
Ramsey and Conner still live deep in the hearts of the
maritime workers.

The Yanks Are Not Coming

cil delegates came to the opinion that the day had
passed when it was sufficient to just put out a picket
line and let it go at that. It was their opinion that our
strategy had to be streamlined, and that the most important question was to carry the issues uptown to Mr.
John Q. Public. That was the battleground that the
Shipowners had chosen because "they had found out in
1934 that they couldn't lick us on the picket line, and
that the public would not go for such tactics," and it
was necessary to meet the attack where it was being
made. The Council authorized the establishment of a
Publicity Committee and assessed themselves so that
sufficient funds could be secured to carry out the publicity campaign. The Committee in a few weeks had
hungreds of billboards up, sound trucks on the streets,
radio addresses in the city and farm areas, dozens of
speakers before unions, clubs, and any gathering they
could appear before. One hundred thousand papers
carrying the truth about the strike were placed on the
doorsteps of every home in the city. The small farmers
in the very heart of the Associated Farmers' districts
were appealed to in an especially written pamphlet
addressed to them. The publicity campaign had the
effect of helping to place the unions in a favorable light
with the public, and was one of the contributing factors
in helping to halt the drive of the Employers on the
Ship Clerks' Union.
The experiences of District Council No. 2 during this
strike point out most clearly that when our unions are
engaged in struggle, that along with our picket lines,
wise and effective publicity must be carried out in a
streamlined, up-to-date fashion.
The Council at various times in the Ship Clerks'
negotiations called meetings of the Secretaries of the
affiliated unions involved for the purpose of assisting
the ILWU Executive Board and attempted in other
instances to act in a mediatory fashion in some of the
complicated maneuvers that were carried on.

Public Relations

Following the success of the Ship Clerks' publicity
campaign the Council accepted a recommendation by
the Secretary to create h Public Relations Fund. The
purpose of this fund was to carry on during times of
peace the job of bringing the waterfront unions to the
public in a favorable and truthful light. It was pointed
out that the employers have been carrying on a campaign of slander and vilification for many months, and
in particular have they concentrated on rural areas
with their propaganda. It was agreed by all that the
practice of waiting until we were in hot water before we
went to the public was an unwise one and that it was
necessary to combat and continuously bring forth the
truth about the waterfront unions and their problems.
After months of negotiations between ILWU No.
In line with this the moneys that were left,over from
1-34 and the Waterfront Employers' Association the
the publicity drive were transferred into a Publicity
Shipclerks' Union was forced to take strike action to Fund, where, under the direction
of the Council, it is
safeguard the integrity of their organization. The em- being used to
promote the interest of the maritime
ployers' position, which finally boiled down to even
workers.
refusing arbitration, was one of the most adamant ones
that they have ever taken.
It was during the strike that the problm of developThe . council was active in the mayoralty election
ing a broad publicity campaign to break through the In the City of San Francisco and*Ient its active support
wall of silence and misinformation, that had been in behalf of progressive and liberal Congressman Havenner, who was running against the infamous Mayor
created by the kept press, became clear to everyone.
The entire question of strike strategy was taken Rossi. A campaign headquarters was established on
up and re-examined. And from the discussion the Coun- the Embarcadero which carried out the work of distribut-

of

Shipelerk's Beef

Mayorality Election 1939

Stevedoring

Stevedoring

Stevedoring

On October 3, 1939, a mimeographed copy of a proposed pamphlet entitled "The Yanks Are NOT Coming"
was presented to the delegates of District Council No.
The pamphlet was endorsed unanimously and the Secretary was instructed to print 25,000 copies. Within a
few days after the printing the 25,000 were exhausted
and orders began to pour itt throughout the entil•
country. • To date 265,000 pamphlets have been sold..
A committee was established from the affiliated unions,
which set about developing the idea of "The Yanks Are
NOT Coming." Fifty thousand buttons with the slogan
inscribed on them were printed and sold. Sixty tnousand windshield stickers have been sold. Over 200
unions have established "Yanks Are NOT Coming"'
committees. The American Youth Congress. and the
American Student 'Union have enthusiastically* endorsed the slogan and have established working committees of the "Yanks Are NOT Coming." The pamphlet,
which was written by Mike Quin, has received international publicity and played a prominent part in the
National Peace Day on April 6 that was recognized
throughout the entire country, and which was in many
major cities officially endorsed. The development of
this broad movement in behalf of keeping America out
of war is one of the outstanding contributions that our
Federation has made to the Ameritan people. The
"Yanks Are NOT Coming" Committee of the Council
has since initiated a broad city-wide Yanks Are NOT
Coming _Conference, which was held on April 6. At
this conference there were 132 delegates from 70 different organizations representing around 100,000 people.
The work of this committee in San Francisco has noW.
been transferred to the Continuation Committee set up
by this Conference.
Since this time the committee has issued a subsequent
pamphlet entitled "Ashcan The M-Plan," which aeais
with what will happen to the rights of the Amercan people under the M-Plan in the event the country goes to
war.

West Kyska Beef
On August 25 the West Kyska arrived in San Fra
else° with a Lundeberg SIU crew aboard. The memberships of the West Coast unions realized that the living
and working conditions on the West Kyska were below
West Coast standards, and recognized vessels such an
this as a threat to their conditions.
They also saw clearly that the bringing of these
vessels to the West Coast was a direct threat upon their
jurisdiction inasmuch as the SIU claimed jurisdiction
now covered by West Coast unions. The following
statement on. the situation was issued at that time by
R. Meriwether of the MEBA, V. J. Malone of the
MFOW and W. R.. Hansen of the ACA, and E. F. Burke
of the MC&S:
"The bringing of these two ships to this coast by the
Waterman $S Line is for the first time since 1934 establishing a steamship company, plying off the Pacific
Coast, that has contracts with another seamen's organization (SIU), which claims jurisdiction over West Coast
shipping. The Seafarers' International Union makes suck
jurisdictional claims over West Coast ships, and it is
our joint opinion that the establishment of this dual
organization on the West Coast sets a very bad precedent
and creates a situation whereby our unions, in self-pretection, must, whenever and wherever possible, resist
such inroads against us."
In line with the statements made by the officials
of the four seafaring unions a picket line was established around the ship. The Longshoremen respected
the'picket line and refused to pass. An Injunction was
Immediately taken out by the shipowners. The -employers then accused the Longshoremen of breaking
their contract by refusing to pass the picket line, an
Dean Wayne Morse was called into the picture to st.1-‘31trate the matter. Wayne Morse decided against the
Longshoremen, and held that the Longshoremen, if they
wanted to crash the picket line, could have broken
through the seamen there assembled. In view of the
situatiod that had developed the picket line was withdrawn and the Longshoremen returned to work. This
was followed by the shipowners then bringing suit
against the unions for delaying the sailing of the vessel

Stevedoring

Stevedoring
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AFL Heads Can't Fight
Labor Racketeering

Physical Exams
Reject Able Men,
U. S. Report Says
"Thousands of workers who
were actually able to carry on.
their work satisfactorily were actually screened out from job opportunities because they are unable to meet the particular standards that may be required," Secretary Perkins was told in a report
made by the director of the Division of Labor Standards.
The report said that standards
are frequently "set up on the basis
of medical theory rather than
upon actual experience."
Because so many strong union
men were rejected by shipowners'
doctors, the NMU, this year forced
into the agreement a clause givine the union the right of review
by an outside doctor.

E. E. WARD
Exec. Secy. Harry Bridges Defense Committee
320 Market St., San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO—To meet the renewed threat against
civil liberties involved in the Allen Bill to deport Harry
Bridges, now before Congress, the Bridges Defense Committee has resumed activity.
This was announced this week by Estolv Ward, executive
secretary, and Edgar E. Reite, financial secretary of the
defense committee.

Editor "Voice of the Federation": be given full play under such a
The Scripps-Howard champion set-up, an how the union funds
of the monopolists has hit upon an would be destroyed overnight. He
age-worn tactic of the vested in- reminded the Sun reporter that
terests—not only used against the under the anti-trust law triple
labor unions in the past, but also damages could be used against the
against other progressive move- unions through this frame-up
"Under the mask of a hysteriments. This trctic is a simple policy.
cal war frenzy, certain powerful house rules committee. These
"No!" answered Lewis. "Why
one. It is to take advantage of
anti-union forces are seeking to
been shutthe abuses implanted in progres- should the unions incorporate smash West Coast unionism ag- two committees have
back and
bill
Bridges
the
tling
when
they
would
sive groups by the agents of the
give their
ain," stated Ward. "Having failed forth between them. Protests
vested interests to cause the de- enemies a chance to destroy
to deport Harry Bridges by legal and requests for defeat of the
struction of those groups for the them?"
process they are using the same bill are also being sent to indiIt is obvious that the Green.
advancement of the vested infalse statements which were dis- vidual congressmen by the unWool - Hutcheson clique of the
terests.
proved in his trial to accomplish ions in their respective districts.
Thus has Pegler taken up cer- AFL executive council are unhis deportation by leg-islaiton.
Activity will be revived among
tain cases of racketeering, which fit to carry on the fight against
WASHINGTON— Representa"Leading in the congressional all Pacific Coast branches of the
the progressives in the labor the Sherman anti-trust prosecu- attack on Bridges
are such char- Bridges Defense organization, and tive Vincent F. Harrington of
movement have fought tooth and tions. They have condoned labor
acters as Martin Dies and Hamil- in addition a national committee Iowa introduced into the House
with the same
nail, and makes use of these in racketeering
ton Fish, and practically all the of leading liberals will be formed, recently a resolution calling for
verve
as
has
marked their conorder to bring about the crushing
a broad investigation by the
congressmen from the poll tax according to Ward.
nivance
with
Big
of the entire labor me..veraent.
Business states, who are elected by the
House Committee on Merchant
"Both
and
the
the
issues
dangers
politically.
Westbrook Pegler is continumoneyed minorities and who have are much broader now than they Marine and Fisheries into the
It is the progressive members
ing the Big Business drive of
practices
operation
consistent anti-labor and anti-cviil were at the time of the Bridges ownership
1937 for government control of of the AFL, joining with the CIO. liberties records.
deportation hearing," stated Ward. and charges of the oil tanker and
and
Railroad
unions, at that time expressed
Brotherhoods, who
"Although the process tney -Bridges has been fully and thor- oil barge transportation agencies
in the demand for incorporation. can take up the battle to save have chose,
the bill of attainder, oughly vindicated by one of the in the -United States as a result
Then it was that the Scripps- the unions. In doing this, they was wiped out 142 years ago by
most respected legal authorities in of the recent increases in oil
Howard press, led off by the will also build up that momentum President
Thomas Jefferson as the nation after a lengthy trial. tanker rates from Gulf ports to
which
can
rid
New
the
York
World - Telegram,
unions of the repugnant to all American ideals
Attack on Bridges now is an at- the Easternseaboard.
joined in the chorus of Wall remaining racketeers—those pals the possibility
of passage of this tack, not only upon the unions,
Street shouts for the straight- of Big Business whose very sins bill by
congress represents a but upon the very core of Ameri- legislation that has been enacted,
are employed by Big Business tojacketing of the unions.
genuine threat to the progressive can life—our constitutional civil for all rights the average Ameri"Racketeering" (the product of day as the false alibi for the De- labor movement."
can enjoys and intends to preliberties.
Big Business corruption in the partment of Justice "anti-trust"
"All unoins are being urged
serve."
an
is
"Bridges
alien
still,
through
Unions was then also made the adventures.
to send protests to Chairman no fault of his own. Even so, since
excuse for crushing of the unions
Fraternally,
„Samuel Dickstein of the house he is in this country legally, he
FRANK PATON,
for the benefit of Big Business.
immigration committee and to has the full protection of every
No. 2775, SUP.
President John L. Lewis of the
Chairman Adolph Sabath of the constitutional guarantee of civil
CIO, whose labor affiliates cannot
rights, which specifically extend to
be accused of sanctioning or of
and cover 'all persons.' Deprivabreeding racketeering—then gave
tion of his civil rights mean weaka definite, straight-forward anening of all civil liberties.
swer on this question.
PORTLAND. — The Northwest
"His record as a labor leader
The New York Sun, organ iof Alaska Cannery Workers Union is
makes this defense all the more
the Liberty League, tried to put starting weekly classes in trade
important. This case is the first
Lewis on the spot (January 30.! union education, holding them ev-i
line of defense for the rights of
1937), by asking him why he op- ery Tuesday at 3 p. m.
unions, for the right of free speech
posed
Led
incorporation
by
of
R. ifancioco, chairman l
trade
(Cont. from Preceding Page) and free assembly, for the liberal
unions. Lewis gave a sharp reply. of the education comitee,
rn
next
showing how the labor spy would Tuesday afternoon's class will be month. On top ofthis, the Coun;Ford V-8
Mercury 81
on rules and regulations in the cil owes on
•
various accounts apca'nneries. First class was on colproximately $500.00, due to an
1
4
Lincoln-Zephyr V-12
lective bargaining.
4
over-ambitious program carried
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out during the late sprirg and
early summer of 1939, coupled
with additional expense on nego: tiations, etc. Unfortunately for the
Favorite Spot for
I
f finances of the Council insuffiMARITIME WORRERS
1
# cient effort was expanded in exDrop in and See Us
I
#
I
Bob and Marie
i plaining to the affiliates the ne1
#
LINNTON, OREGON
I
# cessity for publicity to the general public through entry in the
Rose Festival Parade. "Bloody
Thursday" and Labor Day observances and consequently, the neCompliments of
cessary expense entailed in these
affairs was not financed by the
affiliates to a great enough degree.
Vancouver, Wash.
At the present time the Council
is wrestling with the best method
-,-,
,-41.......11.........11-1!........••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-/ to streamline Council No. 3. and
i
omphmen
Cts
of
1
f still retain its effectiveness. Sevi
1
eral methods have been suefgested,1
i
none of which have proven acceptable to the membership of our
Council. There is no doubt in the
Vancouver, Wash.
minds of the Council members.
however, that the continuation of
the Council must depend on reorganization, and a program looking toward consolidation of forces
"Where the Clothes Fit"
and concentration of effort on the
problems of keeping industrialists
CLOTHING AND SHOES
from chiseling the life out of labor.
602-603 Main Street
Telephone 155
Vancouver, Wash.

#
I

MARIE'S CAFE
A

,I

GREETINGS TO ALL

Sm's Place
RICER—CIGARS & CIGARETTES
CARD ROOM

STRAND

ST. HELENA

0. A. NYQUIST, Owner
Telephone 545

II

karineniikula
Printing Company

VANCOUVER

I
IlirrAVAXWAKIIVAPArArArirardr/44
WELCOME
%

k

ii

Astoria, Oregon

Workers Cafe

Phone 429

Where Fishermen Meet

Andrew's & Steve's

281 Taylor St.
Astoria, Oregon

Fresh Sea Foods

Stanley's Radio &
Electric Shop
Radios, Refrigerators, Washers,
Ironers, Appliances, Etc.
Telephone 231
Vancouver, Washington

e
1 Werner's

FORT OF
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER, WASH.

Greetings to the 6th Annual Convention of the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific, from officers, members arid affiliates of Columbia River District Council No. 3.
Herewith is a condensed report of the activities of this
District Council from June 4th, 1939 down to the date of this
0
report.
until such time as reorganization
was completer,.

Affiliates

Since our last report the Columbia River Fishermen's Protective
Union, CIO, has applied for affiliation on a District basis, On July
On June 14, 1939, Oregon Fed3rd this union, with a membereral Court Judge McColloch grantship of 2300 fishermen and caned the Columbia River Packers'
nery workers operating in the CoAssociation of Astoria an injunclumbia River and its tributaries, tion and restrainer against .the
was seated with a District voice Pacific Coast Fishermen's Union,
and vote, on a basis of 200 mem- basing his decision on an alleged
violation of the Sherman Antibers affiliated with the Council.
Trust Act.
This local, long established on
On June 20, District Council No.
the Columbia River, has only been 3 set up a defense committee to
for a short time a CIO affiliate, come to the aid of the PCFU in
having voted last year to apply this matter.
After consultation with the atfor a charter in the Congress of
Industrial Organizations. Due to torney for the PCFU it was dethe modus operandi of the CIO cided that in the best interests of
this union has experienced some all concerned, it would be necesdifficulties in conducting its af- sary to incorporate this commitfairs, particularly regarding the tee under the laws of the State of
questions of closed shop and hir- Oregon. Formal application was
ing halls in their agreements with immediately made in behalf of the
the packers. However, the mem- Maritime Federation Defense ComGEORGE KELL
bers of the CRFPU at the present mittee, Incorporated, to the Cortime are beginning to realize that poration department of the state, tee, immediately sought a rever- States Circuit Court at San Franthey have local autonomy, and can who immediately rejected the ap- sal on the injunction granted, cisco. At the present moment, it
control their organization through plication on the grounds that state and was able to have cut out appears that the appeal will be
corporation laws did not cover completely
the voice of the members.
the specified award heard in the early part of the 1940
The Pacific Coast Fishermen's such incorporation as that con- of damages to the amount of
Union who reported last year as templated by the District Coun- $1800.00, which McColloch had
....
11
4
*
*..1..
41.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..
having just affiliated with the cil.
granted the CRPA.
•
After various skirmishes with
Council have not fared so well
Judge McColloch, however, re- •
COMPLIMENT
in their union affairs. Due to the Attorney-General and the Cor- fused to modify his decree, and an •
the injunction secured by the poration Commission of the State appeal was taken to the United
Columbia River Packers Asso- of Oregon, a certificate was grantciation, on June 14, 1939 this ed to the Maritime Federation %••••••5••••••••••••4.•••••5•••••••5•41.41.41 5 5..4......-1.....1
union has been forced to reor- Committee, Incorporated, on Ocganize. A further report on the tober 20, 1939.
Attorney Ben Anderson, who
PCFU will be made under anCompliments
is handling the appeal for the
other heading.
Mill, Logging and
Due to the disrupted state of the PCFU and the Defense Commitunion and the necessity for reorContractors' Supplies
ganization, with its consequent
BRoadway 2
-527
4
4
financial drain on the union and
•
York
N.
Street
IV.
2351
its members, the District Council,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
at its meeting of March 12, 1940,
Meat Vintages—Toilet Remedies
Telephone BR 2626
GROCERIES
passed a motion by Brost and
Johnson to exempt the PCFU
W. 21st at Glisan, Portland, Or.1
4
PORTLAND, ORE.
from the district per capita tax

3Iarititne Fed.
Committee,Inc.

GREETINGS
To the Maritime Federation of
the Pacific delegates at their
Convention in Astoria, Oregon,
beginning June 3rd. We welcome you to Astoria and wish
the best of success for your
Convention.

253 BOND ST.
Astoria, Oregon

4

Young's Bay Co-operative
Dairy

SIGNS

240 TAYLOR AVENUE
ASTORIA, OREGON
Consumers and Producers Co-operative organiaztion of 270 members.
Dairy products, groceries and service station.

4

ANDY'S SIGN SERVICE
Astoria, Oregon
•

?44 Taylor St

Union Town

Astoria, Oregon

r,,,'W1I1/14/11rNirNrIgl
The Recreation
16
r

Drinks—Cards--Lunches
525 COMMERCIAL ST.
Returns On All Sporting Evento
H. 11.- (Sandy) Sanders,
P11Z
Prep.hon

1M16.4
- 1.11kAII.401.411LA.ALAILALAYI

/AM Auto
Mechanics
Lodge 1574
Early in August, the District
Council received communications
from Washington District Council
No. 1 and Washington Machinists
Council, requesting that representative of the District Council attend the meeting of the above
lodge, which had been on strike

r---

Coast
Basket & Veneer
Company
Foot of North Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.

!
• A. W. Davis Supply
Company

Compliments

of

of

iCOODMAN & LEVENSON

THRIFTEE MARKET

ALFRED P. DOBSON

a
1

Circuit Judge

MI-4.41.••••4/.Hi

BLUE BELL
TAVERN

Leland V. Belknap

WHERE SEAMEN MEET
425 W. BURNSIDE
PORTLAND, ORE.

M. D., F. A. C. S.
SURGEON
PORTLAND, OREGON

COMPLIMENTS OF

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Office LAncaster 1844

Phone ATwater 9494

Dr. JACK GOLDMAN, M.D.

P. 0. Box 516

DR. FRED A. EBEL

JOHN WO & CO.

DENTISTRY—X-RAY
Res. Phone GA. 8502 or
Phone GA. 3285
3815 N. E. Union Avenue
PORTLAND, ORE.

CHINESE CONTRACTOR
Wholesale and Retail
Chinese Merchandise
308 S.
Bet. Stark and Oak Portland, Ore.

Physician and Surgeon

A. A. BAILEY

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY
Multnomah County Clerk

Portland, Oregon
Portland, Oregon

•

3

PORTLAND, ORE.

•••••4

Forward to a Strong
Maritime Federation

TOM MIZUHATA, Prop.
127 S. W. BROADWAY

Free Delivery

Day Lite Market
Wholesale and Retail
FRESH & SMOKED MEATS
101 N. W. THIRD AVE.
Portland, Oregon
BRoadway 2037

Ray Deibert
i;

GENERAL JOBBING
Repair Work at a Specialty
PORTLAND, OREGON
68 S. W. Washington Street

216 N. W. 3RD AVE.
Portland, Ore.

CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR
"For Security, Liberty and Peace"

200 Rooms

A

Broadway at AnkenyPortland
Phone ATwater 6653-6654
Phone BEacon 3148

Foster Hotel

James A. Murphy

Stewart Hotel

4

Meats and Vegetables
Orange and Blue Stamps
Accepted
616 East Burn,side
EA. 3041

I

-

i

Walt's
CASH GROCERY

NATIONAL LUNCH

at
26 S. W. 3RD AVENUE
Eastern Beer on Tap
AT. 605I—Portland, Oregon
40511r/AIVAIIKIA
.4rAPAP
2
/
ItAVAKI.411.
-

Peinsula Iron Works

Compliments of

IlirlIAMPFIIIIVIVAPIIIPPAIIKIPW
Where Seamen Meet Their Friends%

k

COMPLIMENTS OF

PORTLAND,OREGON

of

1107 WEATHERLY BLDG.

W. SECOND AVE.

MULTNOMAH
KENNEL
CLUB

Compliments

You always SAVE at Sears.
Mass buying power gives you
a wide range of best quality
merchandise at the lowest possible price. You can't beat Sears
for PRICE .. QUALITY ,
SERVIcE!

Res. SUnset 4735

7
AVAIVAIKIAPFAIWAIIII2MII/AP'.10

GROCERIES

•

By GEORGE KELL, Secretary,
Columbia River District Council No. 3, M FP

Bakery

273 TAYLOR AVE.
ASTORIA, ORE.

479 Bond Street, Astoria, Ore.

LUM QUING CO.

THE MARITIME
FEDERATION OF
THE PACIFIC

Acting under the instructions of
Resolution No. 3, passed at the
last Federation Convention held in
Everett, the District Council sponsored and organized appropriate
observation of Bloody Thursday.
Members of maritime unions present in Portland on that day met
at the Longshore Hall and marched to the waterfront, where memorial services were held and a
wreath cast into the Willamette
River in memory of the brothers
who made the supreme sacrifice
in order that labor might keep
and consolidate its few gains.

gIVAII/AKII/APSIVIVAIIVAIng

SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Greetings to

Page 7

Bloody Thursday

ASTORIA,, OBE.

JAS. J. PADDEN

314 Main
Budweiser On Direct Tap
Super-Cold System
Fred Bauman. Prop.
Vancouver. Wash.

,,s,5,

'9

Kell Reports On
Accomplishments

Phone TRinity 0612

VANCOUVER, WASH.

10

fall term of the Court in San
Francisco.

Columbia Club

Phone 24

S

•

Reportof Columbia River District Coumicil No.3

1

Maritime Federation
of the Pacific

Montgomery Ward 1
t
Co.

STANDBY CARD ROOM

TETE PORTWAY %

Beer—Wines—Lunches
Ili
Soft Drinks
i
1
Paul Jarvinca—Ray Niermi
!% 422 Taylor St. — Astoria
kAtFAKer,02
/
411/
4/./.411rAIAMMIII/41
111
re>ea__...›Gez=:>0)<=e•Ocz=>05.1
Greetings to the

Metropolitan Stores

MAJESTIC
Compliments of
11
CLEANERS
"KNOW YOUR CLEAN1ER" I • New Bungalow Cafe11
ST. HELENA, ORE.
Vancouver, Wash.
290 So. 1st ST.
Phone 222:
MARITIME WORKERS

C
o
L

I— --

1) -I 9

3 3 3 S

4 11

=a:al

VOICE of the FEDERATION — YEAR BOOK,JUNE, _mu

Bridges Defense
Body Revived

Sailor Says:

'MO

m...,•••••11.

Romp

Steam Heated

for Maritime Workers

00

1
#

A. SUSSMAN

IMPORTER AND JOBBER
I Carnival, Festival, Bazaar and Fair
supplies, Novelties and Toys. Merchandise and Wheels Furnished for
I
Picnics, Bazaars, Fairs, Etc.
1330 S. W. Third Avenue
Portland, Oregon

I

emir.eon

Phone ATwater 3974
Res. Phone BEacon 5678

All Maritime Workers
Cordially Invited to

Hotel Milton
Special Rates by the Week

120 S. W. Madison St.
PORTLAND

COMPLIMENTS OF
.

The Rathspeeller
GOOD FOOD
722 S. W. TAYLOR

4

Robt. S. Farrell
ATTORNEY

Portland, Ore.

-

1

1

I
Page 8

Page 9

VOICE of the FEDERATION — YEAR BOOK,JUNE,1940

VOICE of the FEDERATION — YEAR BOOK,JUNE,1940

Reportof Columbia River District Council No.3

Reportof Columbia River District Council No.3

against the dealers for 14 weeks
past. In response to this joint request, and due to the fact that
these communications were received between Council meetings.
the secretary attended the meeting of the Auto Mechanics lodge,
who had under consideration an
amended proposal from the Automotive Dealers Assn. of Vancouver. Under the new agreement,
several gains were made by the
lodge. This local—recently organized and numerically small—should
be highly complimented on its
strength, solidarity and brotherhood over a period of three and
one-half months of complete lockout.

otaged by certain delegates in the
Metal Trades Council. Copies of
letters were presented to the Executive Board wherein the Metal
Trades Council, covering all the
phases of new construction in
these yards. The executive board
recommended that a committee be
elected to attempt to meet with
the two locals involved, and werk
out a solution acceptible to all
concerned.
The meeting was held two
days later, between the executive board committee, the ILWU
District representative, the
Metal Trades Council Secretary,
and the Business Agent of the
Painters Local No. 10. While no
definite program or recommendations came out of this meeting, the status has apparently
reverted back to the District
Council's recommendation of
over a year ago concerning this
jurisdiction.
During this period, the scalers
have also had numerous brushes
with the SUP and the SIU, who
apparently are very definitely trying to "muscle in" on all work
done by MFP affiliates.

Labor Day Parade
In 1939, for the second time in
20 years, a labor day parade was
held on the streets of Portland,
led and participated in by progressive labor union members.
Under the sponsorship of District Council No. 3, unions were
contacted, bands hired, and a public-address system was engaged.
After the parade, labor and its
friends assembled in a downtown
public park and heard the radio
speach of John L. Lewis and listened to talks by various civic and
union officials on the meaning
and significance of Labor Day.

Boommen and
Halters Strike

were due to expire in April. In
March, the Boornmen and Rafters
had set up negotiating committees for the three Columbai River
locals to negotiate new contracts
for the coming year. The operators, taking a leaf from the waterfront employers book, diligently
and successfully stalled all the attempts to meet for the purpose of
collective bargaining.
Late in April, the Boomrnen and
Rafters District requested the aid
of the District Council No. 3 in
their negotiations, and Brother
Bodine, District President, was
delegated to represent the District
Council and the Federation in
these proposed negotiations.
After nearly five months of
continuous stalling and evasion
by the operators, a picket line
was placed on the Long - Bell
and Weyerhauser log pond and
slips at Longview, where wages
were particuarly below those
paid in the rest of the district.
This strike spread rapidly up
and down the Columbia River
until all the booming operations
from Portland to the mouth of
the Columbia were at a complete stand still. As a result of
this concerted action by the
membership of the three Boommens' locals in the district, the
operators were forced to negotiate, and the agreement was
signed and unions returned to
work in the middle of October.
At the latter end of the strike,
one of the logging operators tried

The spring of 1939 saw the first
organized efforts of logging operators to resist the boommen and! /
rafters' attempts to secure signed I
union contracts.
Such contracts as were in force

The Popular Cafe,
CARD ROOM, RESTAURANT
CIGARS and TOBACCO

516 S. W. Second Avenue
ATwater 7912

Ship Sealers
The past year has been marked
with numerous brushes between
the ship scalers and AFL organizations on jurisdictional questions.
On September 1, the executive
board of the Council was called
into special session by the -scalers
on a question of jurisdiction of
painting and shipyard construction work. After thorough discussion of this question it was unanimously recommended by the exe-

cutive board that a committee of
4 be elected from the executive
board of District Council No. 3
and that the Portland Metal
Trades Council be invited to elect
a similar committee to endeavor
to work out a definite program
regarding this jurisdiction. As a
result of the action of the executive board, a meeting was arranged on September 6, which
recommended that Painters Local
No. 10, AFL, and ILWU Local
1-33. CIO, each elect a committee
of 10 members to draft an amicable and satisfactory settlement

of

A. B. SMITH GIVES MORE
VALUE FOR YOUR DOLLAR

Hudson-Duncan
& Co.

Those who work want full
value for their dollars. Here's
one place where they get it—
and a little more.

325 S. E. WATER AVE.
205 N. W. FOURTH AVE.
PORTLAND. ORE.
BEacon 4888

PORTLAND, ORE.

Washington

Branches

M. D.

Portland's Oldest Downtown Dealer

minomoni

McMinnville
0<=>05•C:>•00)<=>0.c=>0)<:=2›.0!
Residence. LAncaster 5920

SCHWAN

Furnace and Sheet Metal Works I
Air Conditioning Systems. General
Repairing, Vacuum Cleaning
BEacon 7957
Fred Schwan
1837 S. W. Jefferson St.
Portland
00C0•QC
00CCK:==•(0c=

& D. FINE FOOD

6

Wood - Lumber - Coal

2357 S. E. 50th Ave.
Portland 0,
TAbor 1742
11
1W-W1IFI.‘"/‘/NMI‘r

I

Wurlitzer Automatic
Phonographs

REPP & SON

Quiet, Modern and Homelike
Convenient Location at Reasonable
Rate

Leupold,Volpe'& Go.

Third Ave., Car. Main

Established 1907

Phone ATwater 7261

Mfrs. Engineering Instruments
Compass, Sextants and
Pelorus Repairs

:

317 N. E. Weidler

Prof. R. H. Knight
READINGS
Palmistry, Cards, Crystal,
Spiritual
735 N. W. 23rd Avenue
BRoadway 6350

orrtland

WHEN YOU WANT
GOOD BELTING or

Where Maritime Workers Meet

4

Luinberineuas
Club Cafe

Colossus Belting & Packing Co.
615 S. E. STARK ST.

PORTLAND, ORE.

tr

CENTRAL MACHINE WORKS

COMPLIMENTS OF

Portland Sanitarium

Dr. Marie Equi

[General Repairs, Tool & Die Work
Flame Hardening, Gear Cutting

PORTLAND, ORE.

B. H. Neer

LICENSED DRUGLESS
PHYSICIAN

Female Diseases a Specialty
2410 S. E. Belmont St.

NEER & FARR

B. A. GREEN

ANCHOR INN
Marko's
1VIOO1NLIWITINN

Next Door to Sailors' Hall
BR. 0944
117 W. Burnside

617 N. E. Multnomah
Phone EAst 0385
PORTLAND, ORE.
.........,....................-.....-.............

LAWYERS
1003 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Telephone ATwater 6573
122 Southwest First Ave.

•

••
I

t

CHARLES G. NORTH
ATwater 5146
Residence GArfield 0978
PORTLAND, OREGON

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Specializing in Chop Suey Supplies
Importers of
High Grade Tea and Chinaware

350 S. Second Ave.

Office: TRinity /172
Evenings: TRinity 2835

WALLA WALLA, WASH.

301 N. W. FOURTH AVE.
Portland, Oregon

Telephone BEacon 8780

D. W. ELROD

BUDDIES POST

IMPORTED AND
DOMESTIC GROCERIES

TAVERN

100 N. W. 3rd Ave.

Broadway and Yamhill
Journal Bldg.

I

Featuring
FAMOUS ITALIAN SWISS
COLONY CALIFORNIA WINES. •
ALSO FAMOUS FOX DE LUXE
AND TRU BRU BEERS

OHIO HOTEL

Portland, Ore.
_ _

1018 S. E. 8TH AVENUE

TUCK LUNG CO.

931 S. E. SIXTH

Judge J. A. Mears
FOR CIRCUIT JUDGE
Department Seven( Probate Dept.)
1 will respect the wishes of the deed
and protect the interests of the
living.
17 years as judge assures efficiency
and impartiality

Jay Bowerman

THOR. HANSEN

Tractors and Farm Machinery

309 N. W. FOURTH ST.
ATwater 7931

Bellevue Hotel

ZOSS
LADDER & MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of
LADDERS. FOLDING IRONING
TABLES, CLOTHES DRYERS and
HOUSEHOLD WOODENIVARE
4901 S. W. Macadam Ave.
Phone ATwater 2048 Uortland, Ore.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers

WABASH HOTEL

Will conduct an efficient office with
courtesy to all and special privileges
to none.
PROGRESSIVE

218 S. W. YAMH ILL ST.
PORTLAND, ORE.

HOP LEE CO.

SHIROJI YUKI

Fresh Olympia and Pacific
Oysters, Sea Crabs, Clams

JAPANESE CONSUL

326 S. W. TAYLOR ST.
Phone ATwater 2613

PORTLAND, ORE.

,

COMPLIMENTS OF

110 S. W. Third Avenue

1/ DR. R. M. ERWIN

1

Between Ash and Pine
Portland, Oregon

Coroner, Multnomah Co.

Cet:=>0)<Z=4),----.0)<=>00<Z2>•0`.1

PORTLAND, ORE.

Canton Importing Co.

I

pi._rnotut,

COMPLIMENTS OF

Compliments of

S. H. Kress & Co.

JAMES R. BAIN
DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Sc - 10c - 25e Store

Portland, Oregon

FIFTH AND MORRISON

6

Phone GArfield 3001

SawdustService Inc.
CHIP

FUEL SHAVINGS .

Compliments of

COMPLIMENTS OF

MARTIN T. PRATT
SHER I FF

&blesser Bros.

Compliments of

PORTLAND, ORE.

4.1

SEEDS

______
Hotel
Myflower
a

HUNG FAH LOW
Open 11:30 A. N. to 3:30 A. M.
Saturdays Open 11:30 A. M. to
4:30 A. M.
Wm. F. Wong.Mgr. Wong On, Prop.
112 N. W. 4th Ave. 331 N. W. Couch
Phone BE. 8686
Portland, Ore.

••••••

Rates: $3, $5, $6 with Bath
516 S. W. 13TH AVE.

PORTLAND

Cambridge and
Hiatt Body Works

BUTZER'S SEED STORE
Corner S. W. 2nd and Taylor

923 N. E. UNION

Portland, Ore.

Near Holladay

AT. 1337

Riverside Hotel &
Cafe

CHINESE LICENSED PHYSICIANS
22 years' practice. Chinese remedies
have alleviated numerous sufferings,
even in cases given up hope by doctors,
No operation, non-drug; the Chinese
herbs are scientifically prepared ler
each ailment.
ONES ARE: Stomach,
COMMON
liver, intestines, lungs or bronchial
troubles, Chinese old, bat reliable,
medicines give wonderful results ea
female complaint, rheumatism, colitis,
asthma, skin, blood, kidney, urinary,
bladder and gland trouble.
FREE TESTIMONIAL BOOKLET
ON REQUEST
17 Years in Present Location
"ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR ABOUT"

!1 MRS. EVA SILVERMAN, Owner
1
134 W. Burnside Street
I LOG ANNEX
PORTLAND, ORE.

Golden Dragon Cafe

TRY OUR SPECIALS
BREAKFAST, 20e and up
LUNCHES, 25e and 364
COMPLETE DINNERS, 35c and .50c

Phone BRoadway 3962
1331 S. W. Washington St.
\-

COMPLIMENTS OF

Davenport's Market ,4

Page & Page Co.
Logging Trailers
PORTLAND, ORE.

Dr. Chan Lam, N. D.
CHINESE MEDICINE CO.
Hours: Daily, 10 to 6; Sunday, 11 to

it

Quality Meats - Ham and Bacon 4
4
800 S. W, Front—Public Mkt.
Building, Portland, Ore.

A

.4111.41\AkAIL.40
0
,

Close to the Front

Ill

610 S. W. Second Ave.
Corner Adler, Portland
Call or Write

4
4LA\A&A

Puritan Cafe

St.

I.

Meat Packer

Chop Suey, Chow Mein, Noodles

Building and Repairing

7th Ave. and Alder
Portland, Ore.

Dance Every Saturday
Night 25c

Phone ATwater 7975

”The kind that
g r o w. You can't
keep them in the
ground."

6

Harmony Hall
S. E.

PORTLAND, ORE.

'''IP'11r 1111r\r`I'VNY'll

BEacon 6822
Chinese Art Goods, Chinaware,
Novelties

For a General Good Time Come to

Portland, Ore.

3038 N. E. UNION AVE.
JOHN BATTEY

122 S. W. WASHINGTON ST.0
PORTLAND, ORE.

1).t.cac:=›4)o<:::› o•.›.00-c=>coc::>0

11110.11.

Phone BEacon 9669
Open 10 A. M. to,3 A. M.
Saturdays till 4 A. M.

227 S. W. Alder Street
Portland. Ore.
1 Lee Wing. Mgr.

MADISON AND FRONT
ATwater 9974

Rooms and Apartments
STEAM HEAT - LOW RATES

-

For Constable

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

TEAS--PARTIES—BA.NQUETS
Fancy Chinese Dishes at All Hours

CHINESE GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
Groceries, Meats and Dressed
Poultry
Soon Yook Wong. Mgr.
Phone BEacon 1090

•

MERCHANT TAILOR

and Chinese Restaurant
BEacon 2394, 422 S. W. Fourth Ave.
REPUBLICAN—Nominate a man
you can Elect in November

Portland, Ore.

Housekeeping Rooms
1218 S. W. FRONT AVE.

1

A. C. Haig & Co.

•••••••••••••••••

4
C. HAROLD PALMER 4
AND SURGEON 4
PARADISE INN -1 rh. PHYSICIAN
PENINSULA BANK BLDG.
A
American

COMPLIMENTS OF

Portland, 0

PORTLAND

Palace Hotel

t

Orthopedic Braces, Elastic Stocking, Trusses . . Belts

•-•-•

ITALIAN WINE CO.t

#
•

Portland, Oregon
r1Pr

Telephone BEacon 1777

Fong Chong & Co.

INTERSTATE HEAVY HAULING CO.

BR. 3047

PORTLAND, ORE.

Columbia Distributing Co.

Manager of the

325 N. W. FOURTH

PORTLAND

United Union
Breweries Co.

"WHERE FRIENDS AND
BUDDIES MEET"
817 S. W. PARK AVE.

929 S. W. 4TH STREET

Distributed by
115 N. W. Second, Portland, Ore.

Kwong Mini Yuen & Co.

4ArN.'

THE ROSS CARRIER COMPANY
'ROSS CARRIERS & LIFT TRUCKS'

Maletis Bros.

M. E. STEWART, Mgr.

JACOB SCHMIDT BREWING CO.

WONG ON

JAMES K. LANDYE

!

CONSTABLE

OYSTER GROTTO

j
ciefflOaeth
DEER

A.411..alik &..oe
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503 W. Burnside 1

1228 S. W. THIRD AVE.
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CHRIS BOESEN
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Greetings to Shipmates

26 Years in Sunnyside

PHOENIX CAFE

Clam Nectar Free With Beer
Sandwiches
604 S. E. GRAND AVE.
Portland. Oregon

Compliments of

G. M. Farr

Wood and Coal
Phone ATwater 5630
1411 S. W. Water Ave.
Between Columbia and Clay
Portland, Oregon

Dr. L. M.Tozier

-a

HONOLULU

and Industrial Equipment

OLD
EMPIRE
BEER

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

Phone IF:Ast 9560
YOUR OLD FRIEND

BR. 3939

Open 11 A.M. to 3 A.M.

COMPLIMENTS OF

111F

and Hospital
PORTLAND, ORE.

• MARITIME WORKERS ALWAYS t
WELCOME

When In Port Give Us a Break

Not one drop of SCHMIDT'S CITY CLUB
Beer ever leaves our brewery before it
is correctly aged. That has always been
• matter of policy with us. However,
we know that something more than
careful aging is needed to produr• •
beer as fine as SCHMIDT'S. That "Something" is "Finest lngredients"--chotc•
barley malt, imported and domestic
hops, and pure artesian well %latter.
This combination of correct aging Soo
fine ingredients is responsible for the
delicious flavor you will find in every
•
glass of

2225 W. Burnside at 22nd

Hong Kong Cafe

Woodworking and Sawmill

INGREDIENTS

Choicest Chinese and American Food
Orders Delivered to All Parta
of the City
Banquets and Parties a Specialty
Free Parking
Phone BRoadway 0010
Jim Lee. Proprietor

Chop Suey, Noodles and Chow Mein
Special Chinese Dishes
Orders To Take Out
319 S. W. SECOND AVE.
Portland. Oregon
Table Service

General
Machinery Co.

R. A. Heintz, Jr., Proprietor
65 N. E. COLUMBIA BLVD.
Portland, Ore.

ROWLAND HOTEL

IT ISN'T MADE FROk.
THE Wfrie4t

Columbia River District Council No. 3 has been faced with a
steadily decreasing income from
per capita tax for the last 3 years,
until at the present time the average is approximately $115.00 per
(Continued on following page)

WE HAUL ANYWHERE

ROSE CITY OYSTER CO., INC.

A Friend

GOOD FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Aii•-•111.

...IF

Finances

Machinery - Machine Tolls

WM. L. ARVIN, President

China Clipper

AT. 4875

27 N. W. 6th Ave., Portland

Third Are.
& Grocery
Cafe
I
?OD N. W. 3RD AVE.

••••••••••••/..........4-0-11

of

t

Westlake inn

.yr

Compliments

& BARREL CO.
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We Specialize in Budweiser Beer

BURRAGE STREET

Upstairs Over Circle Theatre
Phone ATwater 4825 Portland, Ore.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Anything for Merchanical Use
in Leather or Rubber

CALL EAst 5359

Golden Pheasant Cafe
Chinese and American Dishes
522 S. W. 4th Avenue

5529 S. E. Foster Blvd.
Portland

ROB and BILL

We Clean Houses from Attic
to Basement
Expert Floor Waxing

George A. Morlan

PORTLAND BOTTLE

YALE
WINDOW CLEANING CO.

Luncheons and Dinners

Plumbing Contractor

425 N. E. 70TH ST.
PORTLAND, ORE.

ATwater
4
i•-••-•-•.....-............-•••••••••-e-s-e-e-e-s-••-s-e-4.
Office MI:rdock 1217

SUnset 1146

The situation in this district is
extremely bad as regards "Voice"
advertising, and not particularly
good as far as circulation is concerned. News for the "Voice" is
practically nil.
We believe that this situation
may be traced to the extremely
low remuneration for the person
acting as agent .for the "Voice";
the number of locals with extremely small membership in an
area that makes it almost prohibitive to contact these towns in
person; and, as a result of the
impossibility for the agent to contact these locals personally; the
failure of the members of the
locals to see the great importance
of promoting and carrying on the
only real West Coast progressive
industrial news organ.
The Council is of the same opinion as last year, namely; that the
Convention or the
. managament of
the "Voice" must work out some
program whereby the "Voice" in

rect method if we hope to improve this situation.

this District can be more effectively represented in these scattered locals, by some form of increased subsidization or wage
scale for the representative of the
"Voice".
Officers have attempted by
word-of-mouth and through letters and the minutes of the District, to bring forceably to the
attention of the membership of
our unions the vital necessity of
making a stronger and more effective "Voice" through a larger
number of ads, increased circulation, and above all news of the
locality. However, these methods are of no avail, and it becomes highly necessary to contact these locals by a more di-

I Sherman Hotel •
IR.,

OREGON CHIEF
Hams. Bacons and All Kinds
of Delicious Luncheon Meats

PROVISION CO.
4 PORTLAND
COLUMBIA BLVD. AND

Open From 11 A. M. to 2 A. M.
Saturdays to 3 A. M.

Portland, Ore.

'Voice'

Modern Rooms, Fireproof Building
Phone ATwater 0460
12th and Washington Sts. BR. 1105
Open 11 A. M. to 3 A. M.
' I,
f First Class American and Chinese;
I Restaurant. Banquet and Parties. 4
I Orders to Take Out. Special Din- s
Single. without bath
81.00
ners. Plate Lunch
4'
Rooms, Single, with bath
4
81.50
324 S. W. THIRD AVENUE
i
I 1316 S. W. 3rd Ave.
4
Portland
NING FONG, Manager
4

SONOTONE-PORTLAND CO.

4
4

Authorized Grunow Service

Hermetic Regrigeration Engineers ?S
)Qi0••CC•••CC<Z>CCK-->(0<:=>1)

Late in the fall of 1939 a Local
Industrial Union Charter was
granted by the CIO to a group of
licensed marine deck officers who
had been excluded from Local 17
on the grounds that they had been
too friendly with the CIO and for
other obvious reasons. Members
of this newly chartered union
were able to secure piloting privileges of the Chamberlain Steamship Company.
On November 28, William Fis- 1
cher, Business Agent for Local
17, placed a picket line against
one of this company's ships, stating "it's such a nice day, the local
decided to picket, especially since
they do not like Captain Jacobsen
anyhow."
On further questioning by the
members of the Council executive board, who had been called
to the dock, Fischer further
stated that the picket line was
placed "because the company
was using a CIO pilot on the
ship". The statement was further made under questioning,
that Local No. 17 had no contract with the company for pilotage service.
The executive board immediately met and after discussing the
various phases of the stivation.
came to the conclusion that this
was a jurisdictional dispute and
that the affiliate of the District
Kr WlIFNINFNIF‘r\VIIIFNIF`IF\P"1
rTelephone
BEacon 1777

,
t

;21 Failing Bldg., 618 S. W.5th Ave.
PORTLAND. OREGON

•••••••••••••••-••FM.-.R...=•-••••

106 N. E. Holladay

3IM&P
No.17, AFL

This conference, called for under Resolution No. 24 adopted at
the last Federation Convention.
was held in Portland on November 27-28, 1939. Forty-six delegates from 11 affiliated organizations, the Federation and 4 of the
6 councils were presented. The
delegates adopted an agenda of
20 points for discussion, first as
they applied to the Alaskan industry and second as they applied
to the States.
Each point was thoroughly
discussed and several points
amended during this conference; 10, GENERAL MERCHANDISE 11
in Chop Suey Supplies4
the delegates apparently in com- k Specializing
Importers of High Grade Tea and
plete accord on all points covChinaware
301 N. W. Fourth Ave.
ered in the agenda by the close
of the conference.
At the time of this report, it is
too early to hazard an opinion on

4&_AS.A&411 ALA\

City Attorney

1022 S. W. Morrison, Nr..11th
Portland, Ore.
BEacon 8131

Refrigeration Specialties Co.

;I
i
i
1

IF YOU HEAR BUT DO NOT
UNDERSTAND CONVERSATION
. . . try new crystal vacuum
Sonotone with tone control. Small and easy to conzeal. Free Audiometer Fitting.
White or call for booklet.

IL E. Latoureffe

G. F. JOHNSON
MUSIC CO.

•••••••••••

Mac's Broiler

DEAFNESS .

PORTLAND, ORE.

222 N. W. Fourth Ave.

Canned Salmon
Conference

Council would take no issue on
the question of picket lines established under such circumstances.
Since then this new union has
been steadily gaining members
who have either never been organized, or who are not satisfied
with the present set-up in Local
No. 17.

whether the program laid down in
the conference has been adhered
to as rigidly as might be wished
by many of the members of the
unions in this important industry.

IFong Chong & Co.'4
A

102 S. W. SIXTH AVE.

Corvallis

Chop Suey. Chow Mein & Noodles
Open Until 2 A. M.—Saturdays
and Holidays 4 A. M.

A

..............-.-*-.-.-.-.-f,-.....-4.-.-.,-..-.-..-.-.-.-s
r
+
?MEET YOUR FRIENDS
+
#
DINE and DANCE at
,i,
4,
t=
i
4
4
NO COV E It CHARGE
t
•
- 4 Blocks from West End of
.1.
i
Ross Island Bridge
#
+.
4
8909

West Burnside at 13th
AT. 5161

INTERCONTINENTAL TRADE CO.

The Dalles

Republic Cafe

4

NEW HOTEL

A. B. SMITH
CHEVROLET CO.

Compliments of

CO.

LENOX

Always the best Used Car buys in
the city.

Oregon Branches

204-206 N. W. SIXTH AVE.
roRTLAND

Phone ATwater 9960

W. E. LUHR
E. ROBISON
Meats
Groceries
Independently Owned

If

De Norval Unthank,

Vancouver

•
•

—Chevrolet, the greatest action car
you have ever driven.
—Top allowance for your present
car.
—Efficient and modern service.
—Add to these values our 30,000mile guarantee back in writing.
Where can you buy more, Dollor
fOr Dollar?

Compliments of

Longview

illoring Wood & Coal

[1101-5 S. W. Jefferson St.

I. L. W. U.

A Friend

DISTRIBUTORS OF

Save-Rile Market ;

of the

Compliments

Portland, Oregon

PORTLAND, ORE.

A Friend

Beers - Wines - Lunches

Printing and Lithographing
Marking Devices

Irwin-Hodson Co.

of the entire question of marine
ship work in this district.
This joint committee met at
various times in the succeeding
four months until another cal' by
the ship scalers for a special executive board meeting on Jan. 17.
At this meeting it was stated that
the joint committee had been sab-

\1•

Bend

1

INC.
AKERSTROM & F.RICKSON

Nell's Tavern

the tactic which is rapidly becoming a favorite of the employens,
namely an injunction suit. After
hearing on the matter, a Clatsop
County Court threw out the complaint of the operator, after the
operator in question had filed a
"good will" bond of $1,000.

AT. 1014

FOR MANY YEARS THE BAIL
BOND BROKERS FOR MARITIME
WORKERS

GRANT HOTEL

JOE LEVY

2nd and W. Burnside

ANY TIME. DAY OR NIGHT

CLEAN ROOMS

ATwater 4400 or EAst 6835
216 S. W. OAK ST.
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

aturday, June 1, 1940

rdan Runs For Assembly!
San Pedro Section

FP Man's

A Fable of Today

The Panther and
The Lion

Seattle-Northwest Section 1
CIO Spurns
Red-Baiting
Resolution

Tory DriveBars
Mechanics
From Air

Once upon a time there was a little panther named
Adolf. He was locked securely in a cage forged at Versailles.
Adolf was furious at being locked in the cage. Besides, they
weren't feeding him enough, which made him doubly furious.
However, he was a rather puny little beast, and nobody paid much
attention to his yowls. Not for a while, anyhow.
SEATTLE.-Branding all redN PEDRO-Chester H.
On One side of Adolf was a big, red boar. On the other Bide baiting resolutions as employerwas an opulent old lion, getting a little mangy. But very, very Inspired maneuvers calculated to
et) Jordan, secretary of
disrupt the ranks of labor and othcrafty. So he thought, anyhow.
S Ahern California District
Now the lion, together with the Tiger of France, had locked er progressive organizations, the
ncil No. 4, Maritime FedAdolf up in the cage. He was safe there, and besides, they would Seattle Industrial Labor 'Union
ion of the Pacific, has
Council, non-concurred in a resohave to worry about him stealing any of their meat.
not
ounced his candidacy for
Adolf, as he glared at his free neighbors, began to develop an lution condemning comunism al• e Democratic nomination
overwhelming yen for bear meat. He gazed hungrily at the big legedly emanating from the Seatf•.; Assemblyman from the
bear, which was getting sleeker and fatter all the time. The crafty the Newspaper Guild.
.th District.
In taking this action, the counold lion noticed this and he got a bright idea. It appears he had
4•e rdan announces a platread Mein Kampf. Because, you see, the lion didn't like bears, cil had in mind innumerable in• m consisting of the followstances throughout the country
either-especially not red ones.
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SEATTLE.-Following on the heels of barring
Costigan's daily broadcast, the reactionary drive was
carried directly to the trade unions this week when
Seattle radio stations refused to permit the Aeronautical Mechanics Local 51 (AFL) time on the air. The
local, entering negotiations with the Boeing Aircraft
Company, tried to buy time on KIRO to present the
Union's demands to the public.
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$93,100 Profit for One Trip

Saturday, June 1, 1940

No New Mattresses

Minutes of
Montanan
Meeting

It Might Make
Limeys Jealous

West Cusseta in Distres

-

Here are the minutes of the
joint meeting held May 19, aboard
the SS Montanan at sea:
American-Haywire has refused the MS Missourian crew's Meeting called to order by black
demand for new mattresses, fans and bunk-lights, and have gang delegate 6:50 p. m. Brother
given something new in the way of a reason for it. `IThere's Rake, book No. 4543.
no use putting them in," a company official told MFOW Election of Chairman Brother
Delegate Fred Lingenfelter, "because this ship will be Gates, book No. 2078, SUP by achanded over to the English in a%
clamation.
few weeks, and as soon as they
Election of recording secretary,
take over they'll rip them all out."
Brother Ritchie, book No. 807,
"Why? Because if they leave
NMU, by acclamation.
these improvements in, the
The following demands were
ENGLISH
ono
ther
crews
made:
THE
DEMAND
WILL
SHIPS
That present fans shall be exSAME conditions and that would
changed for 14-in, oscillating type
cost them money."
fans.
The company official told the
crew that the English would make
To paint focsle, amended to include all rooms and focsle's in af• five mattresses out of one of the
Here are the demands for im- ter quarters.
American ones and would take
To have another port hole inout all bunk lights and fans. Eng- provements listed by the McCorThe SS DELAROF as it lay at Encinal Terminal in Alameda. This old Alaska Pack- land is at war, and if the English mick freighter SS West Cactus, stalled in deck 'engineer's room.
ers ship will CLEAR Flood Lines $93,100 for one trip to Australia, not counting what it bgi-wigs fear one thing more than which got into Frisco this week That water coolers are to be inthe rest, it's that the British sea- after a trip to Porto Rico and the stalled back aft and 4 to 8 watch
will make coming back. Profits like these are why seamen want higher wages.
on deck to fill same, also, if not
men will REALLY GO OUT FOR East Coast:
1. New planking in shaft alley available, to install Thermo jugs
GOOD CONDITIONS. Just the
for safety conditions.
in place of water coolers. Not
dea scares them.
2. One (1) new wash bucket carried.
The following joint demands
That the present bad oil leaks
were made by all members of the for each member of the engine
from the steering room aft into
The SS Admiral Cole, loaded MS Missourian crew: Lights over crew (galvanized).
3. Raise engine-room ventila- the focsle's and passage Ways
down with oil for Siam, went each mirror in wash room; a
tors to insure more wind in en- shall be repaired.
"Toastmaster"
to
be
installed;
aground off Richmond last week
To complete the installation of
paint quarters and wash rooms; gine-room and also fix same vneabout a mile north of the Santa grease ventilators, take coarse, tilators so that they can be trim- the necessary fixtures in
the mess
14-4e docks. She stayed stuck on dirty sugar ashore, more disinfec- med from the first grating in -men's bath room.
To obtain plumbers friends back
the flats for a couple of days, tant, tea hags and more canned engine-room.
The Flood Lines will clear $93,100 NET PROFIT on the until three tugs finally pulled her fruit and fruit juices for breakfast, 4. Repair engine-room crews' aftTo(pliunnsg
taelrls).
trip of the SS Detarot from British Columbia to Australia off. The Cole is under charter to more variety in canned vegetables, decks in quarters, as same as adnew lock in mess
with lumber.
man's room with four (4) keys
Union Oil and is carrying fuel oil fruit in season, awning for No. 6 joining alley-way.
A breakdown of expenses and profits on this one trip and high-test gasoline for the hatch, fugimation of all quarters, 5: Two (2) thermos water jugs for same. Amended to include all
battleship linoleum on mess room for cold drinking water for men rooms back aft, and necessary
is indicative of the sort of money shipowners and charterers government of Siam.
tables, new mattresses where on watch in the engine-room. One keys for sale.
brothers
the
ship
Aboard
are
days.
these
are making in the juicy offshore trade
To have door hooks installed on
W. Herrick, J. O'Connor, G. Galle- needed, two new percolators, pure for the engine-room and one for
Here are the full figures, as broken down by Flood Lines gos, A. Sparnall, R. Putney, H. B. jam instead of the present imita- the fire-room,
all doors so as to permit proper
themselves. Cost of operating the Delarof every day amounts Taylor and J. Tallavico of the tion, two 12-inch fans for each 6. Install funnel ventilators on ventilation.
after poop-deck, ventilating enTo have soap trays installed in
to $1,300. This money is divided into the following expenses: black gang.
mess room.
gine-room crews quarters, high bath rooms.
Charter expense, $800 a day to the Alaska Packers; Fuel
enough to insure a breeze when
That fresh water lines shall be
Oil, $200 a day; Food for crew, $60 a day; insurance esticarrying a hight deck load.
installed with taps in mess room
mate, $40 a day; WAGES for 40 men averaged at $5 a day
7. Lower top and bottom sleep- and pantry over the present coffee
(which is far too high an average, incidentally), $200.
ing bunks six (6) inches.
urns to eliminate the possibility
Now, here's how much money the Delarof will take in:
8. Install larger fresh water of running dry and the center core
ColumBritish
She loaded 5,000,000 board feet of lumber in
line aft to insure sufficient water breaking.
bia a week ago. The current rate for lumber to Australia
supply for sailors and engine crew
To repair coffee urn in mess
washrooms.
,
varies from $35 to $37 a thousand board feet. Taking the
room, amended to replace same
with water urn.
LOWEST FIGURE of $35, this adds up to a total of $175,000
Report of deck delegate:
gross intake.
The captain of the President Garfield has taken it upon Otto Hill, father of this SUP in that Brother Gates had to
Subtract the expenses, which at $1,300 a day for 63
days total $81,900, and you have $93,100 CLEAR PROFIT himself to determine what the crew members shall read and member, wishes to get in touch leave the meeting and stand his
trick. Brother Videman, book No.
for the trip.
what they shan't, reports Fred Williams, MFOW delegate, with his son immediately. Write 1816, took over.
Mr. Hill, care of the International
And, incidentally, the Alaska Packers—the outfit that
Deck delegate declares that
says it's too poor to fish at Chignik and Bristol Bay this who got off the ship in Frisco. The captain censored every Woodworkers of America, Box with
reference to the deck meetBragg, California.
year, nets a NEAT TOTAL of $50,400 for chartering the copy of the Radio "Voice" received aboard the ship before 115, Fort
•
ing the subject of the food was
crew
to
see
the
allow
the
he
would
ship for these 63 days.
discussed, states lousiest food on
With this sort of money being made, it's no wonder sea- news.
any ship he was on.
One of the particular items
WAGES.
men WANT HIGHER
Request of the stewards departsingled out by his censorship was
ment delegate to be more explicit
all mention of the one-hour stop
in the complaint.
work meeting held in all West
Chief complaint was that there
Coast ports to aid the freedom
were no varieties in the afternoon
fight of Brother's King, Ramsay
and evening. Requests that the
and Conner.
By GLEN G. FURBER
cook should be put off.
Black Gang Delegate, SS Katrina Luckenbach
In addition, the skipper fired
Brother Murphy, SUP delegate,
Because the sailors' wash-room is very crowded and un- Chief Cook states that the food
varieties that had been requested
In San Francisco after telling
From the SS West Cactus comes $8.50 in donations from him he "considered him a men- sanitary conditions exist on the ship, the watertenders has been complied with as near
the Black Gang this week to help defray mailing costs to ace to the American merchant focsle is crowded for 3 men; the firemen-wipers focsle is as possible. Total requested chanthe ship. "We congratulate you on your good work of marine." He also told the crew crowded for 5 men and the top bunks are very inconvenient ges were 47, of same 25 of them
too close to the overhead; the sailors' focsle is too had been complied with and an
keeping us posted on movements and goings-on on our that their status was almost ex- and
crowded for eight men; the mess<>
additional 20 had been added to
ships," writes Delegate Ralph E. Klatt, No. 4481, for the actly the same as members of
boys' focsle is crowded for four gine room quarters be painted and the menu's, §tates the dispute is
gang.
the U. S. Navy, and that they
personal between the deck delemen; the cooks have a very bad all bunks be renewed.
Contributing were: Axel Holm, deck engineer, No. 3126, had no right to talk back.
gate and himself.
We
also
ask
a
new
focsle,
plus
being
shared
with
mattress
for
$1; T. Gilman, oiler, No. 2492, $1, J. V. Loebel, oiler, No. The beef with this ornery skippTo vote the chief steward off the
2481, $1; oiler, No. 100, $1; N. Carr, fireman, No. 807, $1; er came to a head in New York, utility man, l we suggest the fol- the radio operator and that all ship, amended not to sign on in
demanded
that
the
when
the
crew
screens be removed or repaired San Francisco until the chief stewAlbert Gross, fireman, No. 1715, $.50; H. Mulvey, fireman,
lowing changes:
No. 183, $1, Ralph Klatt, wiper, 4481, $1, and Ed Christo- ship be fumigated to kill the rats. That in the sailors' wash room and that soap trays be furnished ard gets off, amended to the
It has not been fumigated in 17
for wash rooms.
pherson, trip card wiper, $1.
amendment. Questions the right
months and the rats werc so bad the inboard wash basin be moved
Black gang members on board of all to vote on the matter on the
they had spread their manure all outboard and the forward bulkthe Katrina are Brothers J. Rod- floor, in that only full book memover the cargo in one hatch.
head and showers be moved for- riguez,
Ted
Hendrickson,
J. bers had the right to vote. Total
The captain refused, and called ward. That three new focsles be Barnes, K. Larson, F. Pierson, J. full books at meeting 18. Substithe three delegates "two-legged built on top of the poop deck on Pereira, B. Culp, G. C. Furger, C. tute for the whole, to table same
rats" in return. The crew then the forward end. One focsle for Telesen, F. Hall, H. King, R. re amendment and the motion was
took the matter up with the com- three black gang men from the Wain and W. C. Early.
therefore tabled.
pany, but they stalled, and' the starboard side, one for three sailThat the complaint on the food
ship is still unfumigated and rid- ors from the port side, and one
shall be placed in the hands of
Philadelphia, Pa.
for the deck engineer and the
the union representatives in the
May 21, 1940 ren with rats.
SUP. The results of the actions
And just to show the crew he storekeeper.
Editor, "Voice of the Federation:"
of this committee shall be final
At our NMU meeting held on the SS GULFOIL, May 17, is tough the skipper has the nasty That the cooks move to the deck
and binding to all parties con1940, a motion was made and carried unanimously to sub- habit of ordering fire drills on engineer's focsle and two mess
cerned.
and holidays in port just boys be moved with utility man
Will Harry Egan, who was a
scribe to the "Voice of the Federation" for one year. En- Sundays
to be mean, the crew reports.
to the cook's focsle; that the lad- shipmate with
Joe Nagel on the
closed please find a money order for $2.50 for same. On to
der down from the new focles be '.1S North Wind
between February
a National Maritime Federation.
present
steering
en- and April,
through the
•
1938, please get in
Fraternally,
gine room ladder passageway, the touch with Sam
L. Levinson, 1602
E. Duarte, S-14690—Stanley Phillips, D-6828
latter to be made into a water- Northern Life
Tower, Seattle,
(For the Ship's Committee)
tight door. That the present en- Washington.
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
The Place to Eat and Drink—
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent .
World War Veteran
Thursday, 6:30 P.M.
ILWU, 1-10's Florist
100% Union
819 Kaahurnanu St. Ph. 3037
Honolulu, T. H.
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West Cactus

Black Gang
Lists 8
Demands

Admiral Cole
Goes Aground

SS Delarof

One-Way Trip To
Clear $93,1100

Pres. Garfield

Captain Censors
Radio "Voice"

Arthur 0. Hill

•Katrina Lackenbach

ImprovementsAsked

$8.50 From West
Cactus Black Gang

Crew of Gulfoil
Takes 'Voice'

Notice

A launch puts out from the West Cusseta to the City
of Los Angeles in Mid-Pacific. (See story below.)

City of Los Angeles
••••••••

Plenty of Trouble
On Trip to China
By HARRY BOHN
For Ship's Committee, SS City of Los Angeles
MANILA—(By Philippine Clipper)—A few lines to let
the "Voice" know of the outcome of the City of Los
geles' maiden trip to the Far East.
After our departure from San Francisco we ran ,
exceptionally heavy weather which left the ship very ba•ly
*damaged. Just as we
•
started to run out of the •
weather, we received an S S
from the Motorship
Cusseta,
The West Cusseta had
her rudder in the storm and
was drifting South in h
seas. We attempted three
crew of times to throw a line and
PHILADELPHIA.—The
the Moore-McCormack freighter her in tow, but failed ever
Commercial Trader sent the fol- time because of faulty • _r
lowing telegram to Governor Ol- on the West Cusseta. Fin
son of Californai:
we were relieved by anot er
"We, the crew of the steamer American Mail Line ship,
Commercial Trader, are convinced SS Coldbrook. A jury rudder
of the innocence of Earl King, Er- was rigged on the Cus
nest Ramsay and Frank Conner,
and she finally made port in
protest sentence imposed upon
Japan.
them by Warren prison board and
We proceeded to Yokohama
call upon you to redeem California justice by granting these men and promptly ran agroun
unconditional. pardon."
mudbank. After four •
finalThe wire was signed by the of discharging cargo we
at
arrived
three NMU delegates, Brothers ly got off but
King, Rhodes and Maguad, and nila over two weeks late.
was submitted by Leon J. Roux,
In Manila we received .
ACA 674, secretary of the ship's
and "Pilots" thanks
"Voices"
committee.
to the cooperation of
"Voice" office which sent one
copy by airmail.
Arriving in Hongkong
The boys on the Hawaiian redropped anchor and hooked
port that American-Haywire is
on to the contact wire
finally getting around to fixing
got rid of that
up quarters and making general mine—we sure
hurry.
in
a
improvements on this wagon. Jack
Well, this ends our little
McCracken is black gang delegate
tale
of woe, so far. We,
aboard. Among other interesting
items the lads report the presence crew of the City of Los .rtof a really first-rate cook on this geles, sincerely wish you in ch
vessel.
success in your work.

Telegram
From MooreMac Ship

SS Hawaiian

MURAL
Professional Enferf&nment and Plenty Good

PARTY

Harry Egan

Honolulu
Meetings

Don't Forget Your
'Voice'
Contributions

GOLDEN TAVERN
27
EM.BARCADERO, S. F.
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.

111,11...41•••••••••....•••••••••••••••11.0.0••••••«••••••••.1.0.,

25 Years of Famous Service

0. B. OLSEN'S
RESTAURANT—TAVERN

98 Embarcadero, S. F.
ILWU Supporter
...111.11M11
.
.
111 1114.
4
.4.0.11.4.4.4.11.14.4.0•••••••••••••••••••••

Charters

wire has chartered this intercoastal wagon to Isthmian for a round
trip from the Atlantic to the Far
East.
COLODARAN: Will make the
same run for Isthmian again—
from the east coast to Singapore,
etc.

Pres. Monroe Black
Gang Donates $42

Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
We, the blang gang of the SS President. Monroe, donate
as follows to the "Voice of the Federation":
$2.50 +
$1.00
R. Weckter
W. Robinson
3.00
.50
F McNamara
Turner
1.00
1.00
W Etzold
C. Skudis
50
1.00
P. Dowdy
G Johnson
1.00
1.00
J. Scott
J Spaw
1.00
1.00
J. Hatton
D Molder
1.25
Palazzi
1.00
J. Lord
1.00
Kay
2.00
F. Roberts
I
4 J.
1.00
J. Brown
50
L. Lincoln
1.00
G. Rice
1.00
F. H Johnson
.50
N. Ylinen
2.00
C. Marvel
I
P. Timm
25
F. Alemecida
1.00
4
MEETING
4 J. Purdy
1.00
1.00
J Walsh
J Paxton
.50
Temple Association4 J. Florence
50
W. Ziegler
F. Stephens
.50
1.00
I
1.00
J. Peterson
5.00
1290 Suffer St. 1
4 C. West
Robert Michie
•
3.00

CSCOTTISH1
DENTAL CREDIT
on your own terms! ;
RITE 1

Bridgework Fillings
Impressions

taken hi morning,
strong, comfortable plates ready
same day when necessary. Take a
year to Pay — 12
Dentistry months
or IVA weeks.
Completed Easy credit.
At Oncel_
Reasonable

Fees!

GAS.
NOVOCAIN

1-DAY
SERVICE

Extractions

OPEN EVENINGS

1208 MARKET, Corner Eighth St.
SAN FRANCISCO
OTHER OFFICES
Burlingame, Palo Alto, San Jose.
Santa Rosa, Sacramento

I
I

*

4
4
4
4

HALLS

A Subscription From
The SS Oneida

Suitable for Unions,4
New York, N. Y.
Lodges and Affairs
May 22, 1940
Editor, "Voice of the Federation:"
•
4 Enclosed you will find a money order totalling $2.50 for
4
the NMU ship, SS Oneida.
ORdway 1636 4 a year's subscription forFraternally,
Crew of the SS Oneida.
ft

Otto's Florist

w
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers
Stanley Mish, Agent
Thursdays, 7 P.M., Honolulu

2081 Mission St.
Phones: Un. 2234; MA. 9202
Service With A Smile

All 3e lovers of fun,
come On down.

Chas.Safford's
mural "San Francisco" will be hanging behind the bar.
It's great!

TONIGHT
55 3rd St.
9 p.m. to 2 a. m.

WATERFRONT
410.

Eagles' Restauran
FOODS

2 Blocks from Union Halls

HOTEL ALBERS
46 Jackson St., Cur, Drumm
Clean Rooms—New Simmons Reds

REASONABLE RATES
Day: 25e & Up

1Veek: $1.75 & Up

HOME COOKED
BEEP

Powell and Embarcadero
San Franci
slitter 9438

•

W

Milwaukee's Most Popular Bottle Beer!
This significant fact is verified by a
recent independent survey made by a

great newspaper.Isn't this convincing
proof of the delicious Pilsener flavor
of Blatz Old Heidelberg Beer? You,
too, will enjoy this beer that's made
for those who want the best.

Patronize the

LOOP CAFE
6 Sacramento
R. W. SWENDSEN
B. MICHELSEN

GRAND
DAIRY LUNCH

3 Market St. — 14 Embarcad

•

B. N. Michelsen
M &

"Where your credit was
good during the strike",

F CAFE

26 Embarcadero
San Francisco
Meeting Place for Maritime Men ;

Always Union-made
BLAU. BREWING CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.

ROSE
AND
NASH'S
55 CAFE

23 Years 100% Union

THIRD STREET
100% Union — Meet your friends at the Marine Ca o

MARINE CAFE
286 THIRD STREET
Make the MARINE HOTEL your
_ home
4=11111111111111M111A.
-

11111=11111,
.

TERRY NASH

BEN ROSE
MEET THE BOYS AT...

55 CAFE
Drinks to Warm Your Heart and a RANK •& FILE BEE

55 Third Street

Phone DOuglas 9778

II
II

